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Abstract
Intelligent multimedia information retrieval deals with massive unstructured data, especially 
digital video. Structuring video data from elements to their meanings is a major challenge for 
researchers in artificial intelligence and multimedia systems. Generic approaches to structuring 
video data tend to model objects and events with their spatial or temporal relationships. 
Representing story structures has the potential to take automatic video content analysis a step 
further towards the level of human understanding. The striking changes of moving images provide 
more opportunities to watch TV and films in new ways.
My hypothesis is that story structure in digital video can be represented in a computational 
perspective. Two research questions are asked: i) Can a formal description of story structure, i.e., 
plot units, be applied to full-length feature films? ii) Does using this story structure as a basis for 
hypervideo improve the user’s viewing experience of films? In addressing those questions, we 
make three contributions: i) Analysis of story structure in full-length feature films, ii) A system to 
author hypervideo and record users’ browsing behaviour, and iii) An experiment to test the 
hypothesis that a conceptual graph, plot unit formalism, can represent the story structure of 
feature films to enhance hypervideo browsing experience, in particular, with a view to 
understanding the story better. This research presents the first analysis of representing story 
structures in full-length feature films based on plot units. The Navigating Films (NAFI) system is 
the first software to explore the idea of hypervideo browsing for films, with representation of 
story structures based on plot units. This experiment is the first to evaluate the idea of hypervideo 
browsing for films on a large scale. In conclusion, two full-length feature films were analysed 
with plot units. A system was built and promising results suggest that it is possible to enhance the 
hypervideo browsing experience and to assist viewers in understanding the story better with plot 
unit formalism.
Key words: Intelligent Multimedia Information Retrieval, Video Data Modelling, Knowledge 
Representation, Plot Unit Formalism, Story, Story Structure, Hypervideo, Hyperlink, Browsing, 
Navigation, Film.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
The history of moving image has seen striking changes in how people wateh films and television. 
First, fi*om the 1920s until the 1980s, people were able to watch silent blaek-and-white films, then 
with a soundtraek, and then coloured in a cinema. Films were stored physically in film stock at 
that time. From the 1930s, audienees also started to watch television at home. In the 1960s 
videotape was introduced and broadly used for business, edueational or home use. In the same 
way that digital video technologies took over analogue video, DVD started to take over VCR in 
the late 1990s, and the film and TV industries also adapted digital video technology to produce, 
store and retrieve their arehive and provide new services such as interactive TV. From analogue 
video to digital video, people have more freedom of when to watch what, but this also makes our 
lives more informative and more complicated. Now, digital video on multimedia computers 
promises even more potential for new ways to watch films. Considering the rapid growth of 
digital video libraries in both size and availability, it is complicated for a person to browse or 
retrieve the information they specifically want, meanwhile, there are more opportunities to watch 
TV and films in new ways.
New forms of video retrieval and browsing require the machine to understand, in some sense, the 
high-level semantic content of the video. In the case of films, the content can be thought of as a 
story. Aceording to structuralist theory (Chatman, 1978), eaeh narrative consists of two necessary 
components: story and discourse. Story is the content, whereas diseourse is the form of the 
expression. People can follow a story through the elements, the events, situations, behaviours and 
their connections, which may be transposed from one to another medium without losing its 
essential properties. Since this thesis deals with one medium, film, we use the term story strueture 
to express those elements abstractly. Thus, we are interested in how to formally represent story 
structure. This means we need to think about how to formally represent important aspects of 
narrative. The researeh reported here explains how a formalism previously used to investigate 
narrative processing in humans can be used to represent the stories told in films. This 
representation was used by us as the basis of a hypervideo browsing system that allows users to 
navigate between scenes of a film according to connections between events in the story.
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In the rest of ehapter one, we explain some concepts about narrative that informed our research, 
and discuss the important aspeets of representing story structure for Intelligent Multimedia 
Information Retrieval (IMIR), in partieular, hypervideo. The chapter ends with a statement of a 
research aim, questions and a hypothesis, and concludes with an overview of the thesis.
1.1 Some Thoughts on Computing Narrative
In this section, we survey coneepts used in the study of narrative. Narrative is eommonly defined 
as a sequence of conneeted events. Events may be connected by cause-effeet relationships, either 
physieally or mentally. For example, jealousy may cause a murder, or pushing someone may 
cause his/her injury. Films also embody narrative (Bordwell and Thompson, 1997). Audiences in 
a cinema are looking for a story with definite expeetations. They assume characters and a 
sequence of events involved. They probably also expect to see problems arising and then being 
resolved or having other endings. They are also curious so they infer from existing information to 
guess what plot action will follow to either solve their suspense or surprise them. These belong to 
the characteristics of film narrative.
A well-respected narrative seholar, Seymour Chatman (1978), suggests that a story is the what in 
a narrative that is depieted, and a discourse is the expression of how\ a story contains the eontent 
or ehain of events (aetions, happenings), plus what may be called the existents (characters, items 
of setting); a diseourse is the expression, how the content is eonveyed. Figure 1-1 illustrates their 
relationships. The narratives are indeed structures independent of any medium. In this structure, 
story is the content of the narrative expression, and discourse is the form of that expression. It is 
also elaimed that narrative discourse consists of a connected sequence of narrative statements, 
which are rather independent of the distinet expressive medium. These statements are divided into 
process and stasis. Process statements describe DO and HAPPEN, and stasis statements portray 
IS in two ways, either identify or qualify. For example, emotion and mood are qualities of 
eharacters. ‘John gives a book to Mary’ is a DO process. ‘John is a clerk’ is an IS stasis, as is 
‘John is angry’. Stasis statements may be considered as character-focused, but process statements 
are event-focused. Considering that the representation of conneetions between events and their 
eause-effect relationships is important for eomputational formalisms in systems that deal with 
narrative aspects of media data, it is interesting to investigate how characters and events are 
conneeted via process and stasis.
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Figure 1-1. Relationships between some key concepts of narrative, based on Chatman (1978). The 
form of a story contains events and existents. Characters are assigned with existents, and they have 
their qualities such as trait and mood. An interesting research question is the connections between 
process and stasis, which reflects the relationships between events and characters.
The formal representation of story has been said to involve several disciplines: “literary theory,
discourse analysis, cognitive psychology, and artificial intelligence” (Ryan, 1992: 201). Formal
representation means the visual mapping of the narrative onto some kind of graph, such as a tree,
a flowchart, or a network. It is noted that a graph is computable as an object. Ryan considers that
an adequate system of graphic representation is therefore a prerequisite to the simulation of the
mental processing of the narrative. The purpose of a plot-graph is to capture the reader’s
internalization of the narrative message, the way plot is stored in memory. One type of network
graph that Ryan discussed in detail was Lehnert’s plot units.
Plot units were originally proposed as part of a simulation of how the human mind summarises a 
story by highlighting its central concepts (Lehnert, 1981). As a kind of conceptual structure, or a 
network typed graph, plot units represent the story by describing the characters’ mental states, 
their perspective of events (positive or negative), the causal links between events, and the cross 
links between characters. Lehnert names 15 primitive plot units such as problem, success, 
resolution, each of which is comprised of two affect states and one causal link. Three types of 
affect states are classified -positive event (+), negative event (-) and mental state (M). Four types 
of causal-links are -  motivation, actualisation, termination and equivalence. For example, ‘John 
gets his car started’ is a success plot unit in Figure 1-2. John has a mental state of desire to get his 
car started, whereas the result that he finally gets his car started is a positive event for John. His 
intention is actualised successfully so the causal link here is an actualisation link. Plot units can 
be applied to a single character or multiple characters. Plot units were proposed by Lehnert for the 
purpose of summarising stories. It seems that plot units tend to represent how characters’ 
emotions may cause which events to happen or vice versa. We are interested in whether plot units 
can be used to represent the story structure of full-length feature films, especially certain 
connections between events and cause-effect relationships in a story. It is noted that plot units 
were originally used to represent short written stories.
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Figure 1-2. An example of a success plot unit; John gets his car started.
1.2 IMIR and Hypervideo
Narrative is a feature of many forms of media: film, novel, drama, poetry, etc, so perhaps it is 
important to consider narrative within the context of intelligent multimedia information retrieval 
(IMIR). IMIR is a multi-disciplinary area that combines artificial intelligence, multimedia 
computing, human computer interaction and psychology (Maybury, 1997). IMIR enables users to 
create, process, summarise, present, interact with (e.g. query, browse, navigate), and organise 
information within and across heterogeneous media such as text, audio, video. IMIR systems aim 
to help humans both manage multimedia data more intelligently and efficiently, and analyse such 
data through their creation, processing, presentation, and interaction.
Each term of IMIR can be explained individually. The medium is commonly defined as a material 
centre entailing both the physical media objects (e.g. ink on paper, sound-waves, video-tape) as 
well as the logical means by which information is conveyed (e.g. natural language, sign language). 
Multimedia includes text, graphics, imagery, audio and video. Humans can understand and 
express media information through sensory modalities such as auditory, visual, tactile perception, 
gesture as well as higher-level cognition. Furthermore, humans can combine information together 
and understand meaning, such as a story. The development of intelligent systems has been studied 
by researchers in Artificial Intelligence, which has been defined as the study of the computations 
that make it possible to perceivej reason, and act (Winston, 1992). It is suggested an IMIR system 
is a system which helps multimedia information retrieval to be computer intelligent. It makes the 
computer more aware of the retrieval tasks. IMIR provides content based indexing of multiple 
media and management of the interaction with these materials by representing and reasoning 
about models of media, user and discourse.
1.2.1 Multiple Levels of Representation?
In general, all multimedia data can be represented at different levels of abstraction, e.g., in terms 
of elements, structure, meaning and intention (Maybury, 1977): see Figure 1-3. The first level of 
extraction is elements; with the levels increasing as the arrow goes up. First, all kinds of 
multimedia material can be classified as text, audio, imagery and video or a combination. For
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example, film data consist of video streams, audio streams, key frames, and also text as their 
annotations. The elements of video data can be frames and the elements of an image can be pixels. 
Text can be structured into phrases, sentences and even paragraphs. An image can have 
conceptual meaning, such as a person, or an event. A video programme may have an intention: an 
advertisement to persuade audience to buy, or a cooking show to show an audience how to make a 
dish. Each paragraph perhaps has an intention, too. For example, the intention of this paragraph is 
to explain the multiple levels of presentation for all media.
Intention 
Meaning 
Structure 
Eler^nt
Text Audio Imagery Video
Figure 1-3: Levels of representation for any media, from elements to intention. The element of media 
can be text, audio, images and video. They all have their own structures, and they may have meaning
or even intention (Maybury, 1997).
Much current research is focused on analysing the semantic meaning, or semantic content of
multimedia, including objects, actions, and events. In other words, one further challenge for IMIR
researchers is the representation of the meaning/intention of multimedia data. Film normally
depicts a story; so we may consider narrative as the highest level of its representation. Film data
are massive video resources. Making video data a structured media is one of the fundamental
approaches to managing video data (Dimitrova et al., 2002). It is accepted that a video programme
can be segmented into shots and scenes and keyframes extracted as index entries for scenes. A
typical scheme for video-content analysis and indexing involves four primary processes: feature
extraction, structure analysis, abstraction and indexing. The structural analysis includes video
parsing such as scene/shot segmentation in space and time. However, current research does not
address story structure. Video abstraction is the process of extracting a subset of keyframes or
highlights. For us, story structure is also considered as part of structural analysis. Structuring is
also important in hypervideo systems to author and store structured data or semantic association,
hypervideo links, which describe video data.
There are also standards working on the description of semantic content. The Moving Pictures 
Expert Group (MPEG) has made great contributions to international standards for compression, 
decompression, processing and coded representation of moving pictures, audio, and their 
combination, in order to satisfy a wide variety of applications. From 1988 to the present, MPEG 
standards, from MPEG-1, leading to MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and MPEG-7. MPEG-7 are standards for
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describing the multimedia content data that supports some degree of interpretation of the 
information meaning, which can be passed onto or accessed by a device or a computer code. In 
particular, the MPEG-7 standards include tools for describing the semantics of multimedia content 
(Benitez, 2002). The tools consist of Descriptors (Ds) and Description Schemes (DSs). Ds and 
DSs describe entities, such as objects and events, their attributes -  labels and properties, such as 
space and time, and their relations, such as an object being an agent of an event. In this sense, 
MPEG-7 semantic description tools aim to describe the “narrative world”, consisting of 
participants, background, context and other information.
1.2.2 Hypervideo
Hypervideo is derived from Hypertext. Hypertext is defined in the ‘Oxford English Dictionary 
Online’ as “a text which does not form a single sequence and which may be read in various 
orders; spec, text and graphics (usu. in machine-readable form) which are interconnected in such a 
way that a reader of the material (as displayed at a computer terminal, etc.) can discontinue 
reading one document at certain points in order to consult other related matter”. The extension of 
hypertext to include other media - sound, graphics, and video - has been termed hypermedia. 
Thus, video data with video hypermedia links are modelled semantic associations between video 
abstractions, called hypervideo. The idea behind hypertext and hypermedia is that we can utilize 
the power of computers to make the search and query process automated and easier. One of the 
directions of hypermedia research is the development of open hypermedia systems. In open 
hypermedia systems, the authoring effort and the management of links led to separate link data 
and document data in a system in order to process and maintain link data as any other data, rather 
than being embedded in the document data (Hall, 1996). Those principles have been taken into 
account when designing our hypervideo system.
Conklin (1987) addressed hypertext having a cognitive dimension in that it reflects a map of 
knowledge in the human brain as they augment and support various human cognitive actions. We 
believe that this idea is also true in hypermedia. It leads us to explore what people think about 
when they watch a film, in particular, what questions they ask themselves about the story. We 
then test how a hypervideo system based on plot unit formalism aids viewers’ responses to those 
questions.
For film retrieval, inferring and browsing about the story behind it are very interesting and 
challenging issues to approach. This leads us to consider the strength of hypervideo and to 
develop a system with separated link data and document data. The connections between events 
seem to be an interesting topic to deal with. An example of cause of an event may be as simple as 
a physical one, such as one falls down and one gets hurt. It appears that more often in films events
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are connected in more complicated ways. For example, in Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s 
Stone, the reason the Dudleys dislike Harry Potter is because his parents are from the magic world. 
Generic approaches tend to represent objects and events in space and time. The cause-effect 
relationships between events are beyond generic approaches. Thus, we believe that it is important 
to bring up the idea of narrative and the structure of narrative in IMIR.
New ways to browse and retrieve multimedia require the machine to appreciate high-level 
semantic content, such as that contained in stories. A story, is said to be a sequence of connected 
events. Film, as a kind of narrative discourse, consists of process, events oriented, and stasis, 
characters oriented. One formal representation of story is Lehnert’s plot units which simulate how 
the human mind summarises a story by highlighting its central concepts. We consider story to be 
the highest level of semantic representation of multimedia data in IMIR. Hence, plot units by 
Lehnert can be considered to be the knowledge representation formalism to represent story 
structure. The strength of hypervideo, reflecting cognitive psychology and separating semantic 
links data from video data, encourages us to develop a hypervideo system to test whether plot unit 
formalism enhances users’ intuitive browsing in films.
1.3 Overview
The aim of this research is to investigate how structuring video data according to a narrative 
formalism enhances intuitive browsing of films. My hypothesis is that story structure in digital 
video can be represented in a computational perspective. Specifically, plot units are used to 
represent the connections between events in films, and the representation is the basis of a 
hypervideo browsing system. Two broad research questions are addressed:
1. Can a formal description of story structure, i.e., plot units, be applied to full-length feature 
films?
2. Does using this story structure as a basis for hypervideo improve a user’s viewing experience 
of films?
Chapter 2 reviews approaches for video retrieval and browsing, in particular with hypervideo 
systems, video data modelling and automatic content analysis. Hypervideo requires adding 
structure to video data in the form of links that can be navigated. Adding story structure in a 
hypervideo system is our focus. Video data models and knowledge representation formalisms are 
essential for hypervideo browsing by adding structures, especially story structure to it. It is 
important to acknowledge the existing techniques for automated video content analysis and what 
the challenges are in this field. Two hypervideo systems. Hyper Cafe and Hyper-Hitchcock, 
illustrate the different kinds of links they utilize in specific video data streams. We then review
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video data models in general, and specifically for film data, including two proposals that attempt 
to model story structures. Current techniques for automatic video content analysis include 
approaches that analyse video data alone or combined with collateral text, or specifically target 
story structures.
The applicability of plot units to representing story in films is assessed in Chapter 3. Two full- 
length feature films are manually analysed according to the plot unit formalism. The method 
applied shows that it was possible to represent film stories methodically. The data show that a 
film can be represented with around 120 primitive plot units. Some causal links appear more than 
others. More than 80% of events can be represented with plot units either more objectively or 
more subjectively. Plot units can describe certain types of events better than other types. It has 
some limitations in describing conversation and “what is happening” type events. These 
limitations may be improved with some extension of the plot unit formalism. We suggest that this 
formalism can be used by other researchers to build retrieval or browsing systems. A lot of 
potential work can be done based on this work. Based on our plot unit formalism, systems can 
retrieve video intervals belonging to a certain type of plot units, or certain types of events 
belonging to a single character or combined characters sharing a cross link. They can browse 
directly linked events or multiple level linked events within one scene or beyond the current scene 
by link types. The system can also reason about plot unit configurations and create summaries. 
The analysis of plot units can contribute to the development of automatic content analysis 
techniques at the level of story structure, providing various relationships, especially cause-effect 
relationships between events and characters’ motivation/goals, which are far beyond conceptual 
relationships, such as an agent of an event.
Chapter 4 investigate that Lehnert’s plot unit formalism can represent the story structure of 
feature films to enhance the hypervideo browsing experience, in particular, with a view to 
understanding the story better. This first required an investigation of the questions being asked 
when an audience is watching a film since plot unit formalism and hypervideo reflects the map of 
knowledge in a human brain so they may enhance the answers to certain types of questions 
(Section 4.1). The results show that “Why”, “How”, “Who” questions are more common than 
others and plot units may be able to answer some of those type of questions better than others. 
Section 4.2 describes the development of a system to browse digital video based on the story 
structures of films. It allows researchers to author data about story structures, such as plot units, to 
structure films as hypervideo and to record users’ behaviours. The system is available via email 
request for others to download for their own experiments. Section 4.3 reports an experiment 
conducted with 40 subjects, each of whom used the system for two hours, to test that the 
hypervideo system with plot units enhances their understanding by answering questions more 
efficiently. The plot unit data of the manual analysis of two full-length feature films in Chapter 3
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is used for the evaluation. Subjects were required to complete two question groups, one with 
hypervideo links and one without. The answer to each question is then measured with scores to 
show the correctness. The length of time taken for each answer is also recorded automatically. 
These metrics are combined with variables such as whether links were used or not, if the question 
answered came from the first or second question group, in order to analyse and compare the data. 
The results show that viewers did have a better understanding of the film with hypervideo links. 
When they answer questions with plot units first, viewers spent less time to gain a better quality 
of answers. Subjects also returned valuable feedback about the system, about the evaluation and 
about possible applications of the system, see Section 4.4.
Chapter 5 concludes with a discussion of theoretical and practical results and contributions, and 
an outlook of future works.
In summary, this thesis makes three contributions:
1. Analvsis of storv structure in full-length feature films
Generic video content analysis approaches tend to segment shot and scene boundaries, to extract 
objects, events in space and time and certain conceptual relationships between objects and events, 
or to abstract summaries and highlights. Representing multimedia stories, or story structures, has 
the potential to improve the intelligence of multimedia retrieval systems to take one more step 
towards the level of human understanding. This research presents the first analysis to represent 
story structure in full-length feature films, based on plot units. Two feature films. The Matrix 
Revolutions, an action sci-fi thriller, and The Pelican Brief, a political thriller, are analysed. 
Methods are developed to create the procedures to represent films with plot units step by step and 
to analyse and measure how plot units can represent stories. The results show that most events and 
possibly their connections can be represented with plot unit elements objectively or subjectively, 
with easy step or several times of revision. It also gives some insight about variety in types of 
links and types of events and about the rhythms of interleaving of different types of events. The 
analysis may be of interest to people who work in the areas of video data modelling and MPEG 
standards.
2. A svstem to author hvpervideo and record users’ browsing behaviour
The idea of representing story structures of multimedia needs to be practiced in video retrieval 
and browsing. The Navigating Films (NAFI) system is the first software to explore the idea of 
hypervideo browsing for films, with representation of story structures based on plot units. The 
system is documented and available via email request to download to be used by other researchers 
as an authoring tool with other structures for video data to help their own research. Most people 
who attended the evaluation felt it was easy to use and reliable.
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3. An experiment to investigate that plot unit formalism can represent the storv structure of 
feature films to enhance hvpervideo browsing experience and, in particular, to understand the 
storv better
Although proposals have been made to represent film stories in multimedia systems by other 
researchers, this experiment is the first time for evaluating the idea of hypervideo browsing for 
films on a large scale. We noticed that it is difficult to measure whether the user browsing 
experience is improved. We assume that if users can answer story-oriented questions better when 
they follow hypervideo links, then the system is generally improving their understanding and 
therefore also reflects that it enhances the hypervideo browsing experience in a certain level. The 
investigation started by asking questions about the films to viewers while watching a film. It 
seems to show that viewers are mainly concerned with the cause-effect relationships of 
events/characters’ emotions and characters’ goals and desires. These questions are then used as 
the basis of a questionnaire for 40 subjects to answer, comparing when they use hyperlinks to 
browse films with and when they do not. The results show that subjects answer more questions 
within less time for better quality answers with hypervideo links, especially “Why” and “Who” 
type questions. The analysis of the results also indicates that the time taken to answer each 
question may also differ with the order of either using hyperlinks first or later. In conclusion, the 
results of the evaluation are encouraging that the idea that representation of story structure of 
feature films with plot unit formalism enhances the hypervideo browsing experience and 
reenforces viewers to understand the story better.
We can consider this work in a broader context. It is interesting to study film narratives via the 
representation of plot units in order to discover possible patterns for film genres or among films. 
Similar analysis can be extended to other forms of digital video. The NAFI system can be utilised 
as a tool for film students and film scholars, or for other educational or training purposes. There is 
also the possibility to add this feature to home video players to provide a novel way to watch 
video. More discussion is developed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
2 The Analysis and Structuring of Video Data 
for Hypervideo
In order to manage video data, e.g. for hypervideo browsing, it is necessary to add structure to it 
with video data models and other formalisms. Moving pictures can be represented at different 
levels - low-level features include pixels, frames; and high-level features, include representations 
of the semantic content, the meanings of the video data. For example, some systems can extract 
colour, shape, texture within a frame; other systems can identify objects or can model objects and 
events, along with their spatial or temporal relationships respectively; yet other systems can create 
links for browsing, enabling the user to jump to a different part of the video, or other, separate, 
video material, to watch background information or more detailed events. This thesis will discuss 
the addition of an automated story structure into video content analysis. Hypervideo requires the 
addition of structure to video data in the form of links that can be navigated. Section 2.1 will 
review how this idea has been elaborated and implemented in two systems, HyperCafe and 
Hyper-Hitchcock. Neither of these systems deals specifically with feature films; the focus of this 
thesis, which examines the transformation of an existing feature film into hypervideo, focuses on 
the representation of semantic content of the film story. Section 2.2 reviews approaches to 
modelling semantic video content: firstly looking at generic video data models, and then models 
intended specifically for film data, including two that attempt to model story structures. To date 
these models of semantic video have only been instantiated manually. Section 2.3 provides an 
overview of some state-of-the-art video content analysis in order to access the potential for 
structuring video data automatically according to its narrative.
2.1 Hypervideo: Approaches and Systems
There are few published papers of hypervideo systems, the other one we know of is the work of 
Finke and Balfanz (2004). The underlying idea of hypervideo, i.e. to add link structure to video 
data, seems quite straightforward. However, there are a number of aspects that vary in how this 
idea is elaborated and implemented. The two systems reviewed here vary in terms of: i) the
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intended use; ii) what is the source/target of links, and whether they are typed; iii) what the links 
are intended to represent; iv) the interface for the user navigate and/or author links.
Hypervideo is video with hyperlinks which allows viewers to navigate between video intervals, 
and possibly to related text/hypertext. Hyperlinks are structured data which is separated with 
video data. Hyperlinks tend to describe semantic associations between the source and target of 
links. Some hyperlinks can be semantically typed and enable authors to express their intention 
with a specific relationship and enable viewers to filter or sort the link relationships according to 
the link types assigned. Hypervideo systems have two important features: link structure, which 
includes properties of links and the source and target element of links; and interface, which helps 
viewers to navigate through links. Video intervals can be a shot/scene or a part of a shot/scene, or 
a combination of many shots/scenes. They can be associated with narrative connection, 
background knowledge, or spatial relationships within a frame between objects. Hypervideo is an 
approach discussed in HyperCafe (Sawhney, Balcom and Smith, 1996, 1997) and implemented in 
Hyper-Hitchcock (Shipman, Girgensohn and Wilcox, 2003).
HyperCafe visualised a hypervideo system which provides time-based links to dynamically pop­
up windows of associated video or hypertext which disappear in few seconds if the viewer is not 
interested. The intention is to link video with narrative connection and background knowledge. 
Hyper-Hitchcock provides indications when links are available, presents labels and highlights a 
distance in the timeline of the source video. It filters links and provides one link only at any given 
time. The source and target video intervals of links can be a part of a shot/scene or a part of a 
combination of a few shots/scenes, called composites, with start and end time. The properties of 
links include labels and returning behaviours.
HyperCafe is an experimental hypermedia project to illustrate general hypervideo concepts. It is 
claimed that HyperCafe can be applied to educational software, training tools, new forms of 
creative expression and film-making. Its designers have proposed several new structural and 
navigational concepts to provide a unified approach towards hypervideo. For example, scenes are 
considered as the smallest and complete structural unit of hypervideo, which can be associated 
with other related scenes. Narrative sequences are considered as a potential path or thread through 
a set of linked video scenes and synchronized hypertext, sometimes dynamically assembled based 
on user interaction or on the context of the scenes. The narrative sequence serves as a unifying 
concept for creating story threads from a collage of video- and text-based elements. The 
navigation link opportunities appear dynamically, based on the current scene’s context, and 
provide navigational pathways to related scenes. The links include temporal, temporal hypertext 
and spatiotemporal opportunities. Temporal opportunities means they are provided temporally, 
determined by the context of the events in the current video scene. It appears as a brief window of 
time (a few seconds) to offer the user a different narrative path and will become unavailable if
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unselected after a few seconds. Temporal hypertext may appear for a short time, triggered by a 
specific event in a scene. Selecting words in this text may trigger related scenes. This creates a 
tension between word and image. Panning across a place may provide spatiotemporal 
opportunities that potentially trigger other narrative sequences. For example, a pan across a café 
may trigger another scene with a conversation from a background table. Thus, the target of links 
includes hypertext and related scenes, which are either spatially or contextually related with 
current event(s) or they can provide background knowledge of current event(s). Such related 
scenes are threaded by narrative sequences or provide background knowledge. The navigation 
interface provides time-based links — opportunities for navigation that only exist for a short 
duration, by implying a window of time (or space) when an association may be active. So far, 
authoring of navigation links has to be manually entered as a text file. Structuring related events 
for authoring navigation is not addressed here. The techniques and methodologies described for 
navigating in “video space” are experimental and untested. However, it seems to be a novel way 
for people to navigate media by hypervideo. It distinguishes from others by offering temporal 
opportunities for the user to select an offered link if they are interested. Such a creative proposal 
faces high and complex difficulties to be achieved.
Shipman, Girgensohn and Wilcox (2003) developed a so-called “detail-on-demand” video, 
claimed to be a simpler form of hypervideo, which only supports one link at any given time rather 
than allowing for multiple links in different areas of a video fi-ame. A playing interface, Hyper- 
Hitchcock is also designed as an authoring environment for creating detail-on-demand video. The 
representation’s primary features are navigational links between hierarchical video compositions 
and link properties defining link labels and return behaviours. In another paper, Girgensohn, 
Shipman and Wilcox (2003) describe that Hyper-Hitchcock can also automatically generate a 
hypervideo composed of multiple video summary levels and navigational links between these 
summaries and the original video. This system is especially suitable for authoring “how to” videos 
where viewers can obtain the level of explanation they need. It can also be applied to family video 
or DVD editing, where the main video stream is an overview of the family’s activities.
Video intervals, the basic unit in the Hyper-Hitchcock system, are also grouped together into 
video composites. Those composites can further be part of higher-level video composites. Links 
may exist between any two video elements, intervals or composites. The source of links are 
defined as the period of video playback during which the link is available to the viewer, whereas 
the target of links is the video sequence that will be played if the viewer takes the link. The source 
and target of links specify both a start and an end time. Different to conventional hypervideo 
systems, “detail-on-demand” video allows only one link to be attached to each element and at 
most one link is made available to the viewer at any time. If multiple levels of the hierarchy have 
links that overlap, the link attached to the innermost element in the hierarchy is provided. Two
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characteristics for links, labels and behaviours, are emphasised. The links have labels to indicate 
what period of target video to play and returning behaviours about what happens when the 
destination video finishes playing or when the viewer presses the “back” button before it finishes. 
Those options can bring the viewer back to the beginning or end of the source anchor sequence, or 
to play from where the viewer left the video or to stop playback.
When the viewer watches a video, from time to time the player in the user interface indicates 
when links are available and presents labels for the viewer who can then follow the link to see the 
target video or let the original video keep playing. “Detail-on-demand” video can be created in the 
Hyper-Hitchcock interface for a broader user base. The authoring tool, Hyper-Hitchcock, is 
organised by three panes: a selection pane, an authoring workspace and a tree view of the 
workspace contents. The author can drag video segments from the selection pane into the 
workspace to combine clips into composites and to place hyperlinks between clips or composites. 
Links are visualised as coloured arrows between clips or composites. Information about whether 
the link is into or out of an element in the workspace is provided. The location and colour of the 
link indicates if the link is connected to the whole element in the workspace or one of its 
components. However, the links have to be created manually by the authors and there is no 
definition or classification about types of link. Thus, the intention of the links is all pre-decided by 
the author. It is also relevant to note that the existence of hypertext systems through the 1980s and 
1990s is based on the same idea but not dealing with video. The tree view represents the same 
information as the workspace but in a hierarchical way that reveals the deep structure of video 
elements.
2.2 Modelling Semantic Video Content
A data model for semantic video content specifies what kinds of data about the meanings 
conveyed by the video will be stored. Generic approaches tend to characterise semantic video 
content as comprising entities and events organised in space and time. Whilst this provides a good 
basis for dealing with film content, it ignores important characteristics of films, such as 
shots/scenes, and crucially narrative aspects, in particular, the relationships between events. In 
this section a generic video data model intended for hypervideo and another intended for querying 
a video database will be reviewed. Proposals are then considered for incorporating knowledge 
representation formalisms into video data models. Turning to film’s specific data model, a 
specific model will be reviewed that represents video data in terms of cinematic properties, such 
as fade-in, fade-out, cross dissolve, wipe, and matte. With regards to representing story structures 
in video content there are two proposals, a semantic network approach and story threads 
representation, to consider. In order to represent connections between objects and events, both of
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them draw on knowledge representation formalism. We note that the two proposals can be 
implemented in hypervideo systems although the designers did not mention it.
2.2.1 Generic Video Data Models
In this section, five generic video data models or systems are reviewed: Logical Hypervideo Data 
Model', a model with multimedia frames; Smart VideoText model; CLORIS system; a model using 
story grammar and Schank’s conceptual graph. The first one is an example of integrating 
hypervideo links with a video data model. The second model represents objects in space and 
events/actions in time for querying. The other three models integrate video data models with 
knowledge representation schemes such as conceptual graphs, scripts, and story grammar.
2.2.1.1 Logical Hypervideo Data Model
Jiang and Elmagarmid (1998) developed the Logical Hypervideo Data Model (LHVDM) to 
represent semantic associations between video entities with hypervideo links. Those video entities 
are the ones that users are interested in, and have been termed hot objects. The semantic
associations are modelled as video hyperlinks. The concept of hot objects {HOs) was first defined,
being the sub-frame regions that are the focus of users’ attention. For example, it can be a 
person’s face, a car or a building. A video hot object contains temporal and spatial information. 
Temporal relations among hot objects are categorised into instance temporal relations and 
interval temporal relations. Instance temporal relations refer to the relations between the time 
instances at which two given hot objects appear or disappear with respect to given logical video 
streams. 13 possible interval temporal relations can be described such as start, end, overlap, 
before etc. Spatial relations of hot objects can quantitative or qualitative. The qualitative spatial 
relations among hot objects include topological, directional and distance relations. Topological 
relations describe neighbour and incidence constraints between hot objects, which include eight 
meaningful relations for region objects. They are disjoint, touch, inside, contains, overlap, covers, 
cover-by and equal. Directional relations describe the relative positions between two given hot 
objects in a video fi-ame, including north, south, middle, east and west. Distance relations describe 
the space range between HOs, includingyhr, near, close etc. Some spatio-temporal constraints can 
be defined as a combination of spatial and temporal operators.
The spatial-temporal characteristics, semantic content, and associations with other video 
abstractions of an HO can be represented as HO = (JD, g, LTI, T, LINK), where ID is HQ’s 
identifier; g is the geometric description of the object, and LTI is the set of live time intervals 
(LTIs) during which the objects appear and are significant to the user. T is a set of ffee-text
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annotations which describes the semantic content of this HO during its LTIs. LINK is a set of 
hyperlinks to other video abstractions in the database.
LHVDM with HOs further enhances a later work, the Smart VideoText system (Kokkoras et al., 
2002) which is discussed in Section 2.2.1.3. The LINK of an HO is a set of video hyperlinks that 
interconnect video abstractions. A video hyperlink can be defined as follows: {ID, Source, Target, 
and Summary). ID identifies the hyperlink in the video database. Both Source and Target can be 
represented as a tuple {type, vid, id) where type is the type of video abstraction, vid is the identifier 
of the logical video streams to which the source or destination belongs; the id is the identifier of 
the logical video stream segments or HO. Summary is a short text annotation that describes the 
target or the association between the Source and Target which the hyperlink represents. Their 
video database is a hypervideo database since they are hyperlinked together. The hyperlinks are 
generated in two ways: either automatically using the video database knowledge base whenever a 
new HO is created, or the hyperlinks between logical entities can be created manually by 
authorised users for certain applications. Hyperlinks are also graphically presented by a hyperlink 
graph. In a hyperlink graph, each node represents a logical video abstraction entity. Each directed 
edge represents a video hyperlink. Thus LHVDM makes video browsing more effective compared 
to a sequential approach based on video key frames. Users can navigate certain semantic content 
of video data, and to inter-weave a video database to suit their needs. For example, a professor’s 
image can be hyperlinked to all his/her course video in a video database. To conclude, hyperlinks 
are among logical video abstraction entities within sub-frame regions. The links between entities 
are not clearly identified, and it seems are mainly character ID or object ID related.
2.2.1.2 Video Data Model with Multimedia Frames
Beyond objects and their spatial relationships in sub-frame regions, Agius and Angelides (2001) 
went a step further with a video data model (VDM), containing information not only about objects 
in space, but also their events/actions in time for querying. A prototype interactive system is 
implemented for children learning about animals. The major concepts presented here are entity of 
interest (EOI), multimedia frames which include semantic frames (SEMs) and syntactic frames 
(SYMs). The relationships between those concepts and video data are illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
Each syntactic frame is mapped with a physically existing frame and represents objects on the 
frame and their spatial relationships. Semantic frames are classified in three types: description 
SEMs, actions SEMs and events SEMs. Objects are considered to be an Entity o f Interest (EOI). 
They are any physical entities portrayed by the media, such as human, animals, or things. Each 
EOI is represented by a set of SEMs, mapped with descriptions of the EOI, actions related frames 
and events related frames. The instantiation of this model is manually entered with the use of
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three front-end systems: Clip Manager, SYMulator, and SEMulator to assist with the 
management/creation of video and audio files, SYMs and SEMs.
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Figure 2-1: The relationships between EOI, SYM, SEM and video data, reproduced and based on
Agius and Angelides (2001).
2.2.1.3 Smart VideoText
The Smart VideoText model combines conceptual graphs with a video data model, VideoText 
(Jiang, Montesi, and Elmagarmid, 1999), which integrated video data with keyword processing 
techniques, to infer some concepts-similar objects, or other objects as the agent or patient of the 
current object (Kokkoras et al., 2002). The primitives and definitions of conceptual graphs (CG) 
are described first. The elements of CG theory are concept-type, concepts, relation-types and 
relations. Concepts are instantiations of concept-types. Relations are instantiations of relation- 
types. Concept types are classes of event, state, entity and attribute. Relation-types are different 
types of relations between concepts, such as agent, object, recipient, etc. Concepts are usually 
denoted by a concept-type label inside a box. Meanwhile, relations are usually denoted as a 
relation-type label inside a circle. A classical CG example is illustrated in Figure 2-2.
SITUATION:
past
Person: maty agent give Object
Person: john recipient book
Figure 2-2: Conceptual Graph to represent “Mary gave John a book”, reproduced and based on
Kokkoras et al. (2002).
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The Smart VideoText model extends the VideoText model by applying KB techniques. It can be 
defined as a 5-tuple: SmartVideoText = (F, Mapl, T, Map2, KB). Map2 and KB are new compared 
with VideoText. KB is the knowledge base of the CG knowledge representation scheme. It 
includes system knowledge, application knowledge and domain knowledge. System knowledge 
includes rules such as formation rules, inference rules, etc to handle CGs. Application knowledge 
is the knowledge related to the semantic content of a video and the only form of knowledge which 
involves mapping with video annotation. Map2 describes the mapping relations between text- 
annotation and application knowledge. Domain knowledge includes CG knowledge such as type 
hierarchy and concept definitions, implicitly related to a video database.
A Prolog-like notation is utilised to express CG, conceptual relations and concepts. They are 
defined as follows: cgc(ID, VideoAnnotationlDList, Context, ConceptName, ReferentField), 
cgr(RelationName, ConceptlDs), and cg(ID, relationList). Figure 2-3 illustrates how the notation 
of the KB would appear for “Mary gave John a book”. Map2 is expressed by the above 
representations. The high possibility of semi-automation or automation of processing texts into 
this formalism is considered. This KB can improve precision in certain ways. First of all, it can 
retrieve video segments with similar concepts. It can take queries and retrieve similar concepts 
and related video segments based on that. Secondly, it can easily create a list of instances of one 
concept as options by the conceptual hierarchy, hence allowing the users to narrow down their 
query. The KB also provides a dynamic “hyperlink” function that is beneficial in video browsing. 
By means of the semantic association, browsing one object can link to other related ones by 
conceptual matching.
C g c ( 1 0 ,  [ v  a _  i d ( 4  , 5 ) 
C g c ( 2 0 ,  [ v  a _  i d ( 4  , 5 ) 
C g c (  3 0 ,  [ v a _ i d ( 4 , 5 )  
C g c ( 4 0 ,  [ v  a _  i d ( 4  , 5 ) 
C g c ( 5 0 ,  [ v  a _  i d ( 4  , 5 )
] ,  n o r m  a 1, p e r s o n ,  [ ' m  a r y ' ]  ).  
] ,  n o r m  a 1, p e r s o n ,  [ ' J o h n ' ]  ) .
] ,  n o r m a l ,  g i v e ,  [ ] ) .
] ,  n o r m  a 1, b o o k ,  [ ' * ' ]  ) .
] ,  s p e c i a l ,  s i t u a t i o n ,  [ 1 0 0 ]  ) .
C g (  1 0 0 ,  [ c g r  ( a g e n t ,  [ 3 0 ,  1 0 ]  ) ,  c g r  ( r e c i p i e n t ,  [ 3 0 ,  2 0 ]  ) ,
c g r  ( o b j e c t ,  [ 3 0 , 4  0 ] ) ] ) .
C g (  1 0 0 ,  [ c g r  ( p a s t ,  [ 5 0 ]  ) ] ) .
Figure 2-3: “Mary gave John a book” expressed in the notation of the KB, based on Kokkoras et al.
(2002).
2.2.1.4 CLORIS System
Parkes (1989) developed a prototype Video-based Intelligent Computer-Assisted Instruction 
(VICAI) system called CLORIS. The aim of the system is to allow the learner to control the 
learning environment by watching video material, interrupting it, and entering into a discussion 
about the visual and conceptual aspects of the events in progress and the objects on view. The
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learner is able to ask event related questions such as “what is happening?”, or “Why was x done 
beforey T \  or “Tell me more about...”, or why and how it was done; and object related questions 
such as “what is x for?”, “Tell me more about xT \ “Show me some examples of x being used...”, 
or “Show me a better view of %”.
The CLORIS system consists of a controller module (CLORIS module) and three representation 
modules: Domain Representation Inference System (DORIS), Bank of Representations of the 
Information in Settings (BORIS), and the Module of Rules for Interpreting the Structure of 
Sequences (MORISS). DORIS and BORIS use the conceptual graph formalism as their basic 
building block. This notation is domain independent and well suited to describing objects, 
concepts, and events in a uniform notation. More specifically, DORIS provides the conceptual 
descriptions of the concepts, objects, events, and instructional stories to be told in a domain. The 
relations between them and script abstractions are based on Shank’s (Schank and Reisbeck, 1977) 
scripts but take more advantage of the temporal hierarchies. BORIS relates the terms defined in 
DORIS to still images in storage. This module has settings and related descriptions such as zoom 
in, zoom out, etc. Setting in this context means the minimum element of descriptions for actions. 
Only objects we see on the screen are described here. MORISS creates a model of the likely 
interpretation of certain film sequences based on “syntax” rules for film.
In CLORIS, a sequence of physical actions can be simulated by conceptual graphs to retrieve 
objects, actions and their temporal relationships. Video content beyond physical action is not 
addressed in this paper, and the module of settings is focused on film editing effects only. When 
the story gets more complicated than a mere combination of stereotype actions and events, can the 
system still answer questions correctly?
2.2.1.5 Story Grammar and Conceptual Dependency Graph
Tanaka et al. (1999) unites context-free knowledge with context-dependent knowledge to infer 
context-related events physically or mentally at a simple level. They focused on the topics of 
instance-based video annotation models, self-organization of video data and query models for 
fragmentally indexed video.
Comparing several different video data models, Tanaka et al. chose the instance-based object 
model. This model defines a meaningful entity as a video object. A video object can have many 
attributes assigned to it. They also created two prototype instance-based annotation models in 
which one has partial annotation information and the other is based on Rumelhart’s (1975) story 
grammar and Schank’s (Schank and Riesbeck, 1981) conceptual dependency graph. The second 
model captures deeper semantics of video data than the first. Schank’s conceptual dependency 
graph is adopted to describe context-free representation of a scene. Rumelhart’s story grammar is
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adopted to show context-dependent representation of a scene. Story grammar assumes the 
narratives are structured by what Rumelhart calls EPISODE schema. The EPISODE schema has a 
hierarchical tree structure and is divided by settings, events and actions. Thus, the model provides 
functions such as event-based or inference-based retrieval, and video digesting. The system deals 
with problems such as “Find the cyborg, the monster and the shooting, together in a sub-segment” 
automatically. However, the question “Why something happened” can not be answered.
2.2.2 Modelling the Semantic Content of Films
In this section, three models that represent video data are reviewed: the first in terms of cinematic 
properties, such as fade-in, fade-out, cross dissolve, wipe, matte; the second with semantic 
networks and the third with story threads, by adopting Lehnert’s plot units, to represent story 
structures in video content.
2.2.2.1 A  Video Data M odel for Film
Corridoni et al. (1996) developed a prototype movie database system which represents video data 
in terms of cinematic properties. Based on filmic language, the basic structural element is the 
shot. A shot is addressed as a stream of contiguous frames continuously recorded by a single 
camera. An edit effect is the set of frames, possibly empty, which are used to connect two shots 
through an effect of type, including fade-in, fade-out, cross dissolve, wipe, matte and other 
compositive effects. Thus, a movie can be represented with the ordered composition of shots and 
edit effects. A shot can be synthesised semantically through three attributes: setting, action and 
time. If contiguous shots share the same attributes, their temporal composition is called a scene. 
Thus, scenes are the semantic units whereas shots are the syntactic units of the movie. Each scene 
can be associated with a short description. Thus, scenes may be segmented automatically by edit 
effects into shots; objects might be recognised from different scenes and retrieved precisely with 
their spatial relationships.
With visual query language, users can click the objects on the screen and receive relevant 
shots/scenes. The system provides keyframes for all shots; hence users can have a brief idea of the 
plot. The model treats shots as syntactic units, scenes as semantic units. Therefore, it has 
annotation for scenes/events, but not for shots/actions. The query is more focused on “find a scene 
which has some relationships with a certain key frame and a certain edit-effect, or other film 
characteristics such as camera work and so on”.
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2,22,2 Semantic Network Approach
Roth (1999) utilised semantic networks to represent film contents on a level of abstraction to infer 
related events. Semantic network is one knowledge representation among a variety of others, such 
as logic, frame-like representations and rule-based production systems. It has a basic principle: 
nodes stand for concepts and links stand for relations between concepts. The semantic networks 
are combined by propositional networks with sensitive regions. The basic units of human 
perception and human thinking structure the concept hierarchies-ontology. There is an example of 
ontological concepts hierarchy representing True Lies reproduced in Figure 2-4.
Spatial_Thing Nuclear_Expll Man
Is/" Isa^ . ^  \
/  /  /  is a
Event-(— ISa_ Explosion HanY_Tasker \y y  \  Dancing man
is a is a jsa
/  /  ^
Chemicai_Expl HarrY.Tasker 3 Ha^Tasker 2
Dance 2 
Dancel /
is a
Cause 1
Dancing WomanIS a — Detonator Juno Skinner
Wears2 WomanNecklace
Figure 2-4: An excerpt of the semantic network representation of scenes from the motion picture 
“True Lies”, taken from Roth (1999). It describes Tasker dancing and causing an explosion. 
Characters are a sub-class of human, props are a sub-class of things, and events are sub classes of 
spatial things. Two events can be linked by a causal node.
Subnet matching and spreading o f activation are two basic approaches for querying semantic
networks. The queries construct a query network with various nodes they can refer to themselves.
The mapping process tries to decide whether the query-network is a subnet of the semantic
network by matching nodes and links. Hence, it can be processed by rules of inference, e.g. by the
Hs a ’ relation. The spreading of activation approach can be used to find paths between arbitrary
nodes of a network. The principle is starting from the nodes activated by a query and directed to
their neighbour nodes and neighbours’ nodes and so forth.
To conclude, the focus of Roth’s work was on the main entities visible in a video, their actions 
and attributes: this does not address characters’ cognitive states, and means that reasoning about 
why there was an explosion, for example, cannot go beyond the fact that someone pressed a 
detonator.
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2.2.2.3 Story Threads
Allen and Acheson (2000) propose a system to structure the theme and plot of multimedia stories 
at a certain level. Their notations, extended based on Lehnert’s (1981) plot units, and formed as 
story threads, are applied in a browser to a short-length film and partly to a full-length film. Their 
work simplifies the story by deleting settings and character developments or some parts of plot 
units which are not part of a chain of links. Plot units were extended in different form compared to 
the original ones. Lehnert proposed three kinds of affect state: positive event (+), negative event 
(-), and mental state (M) and are discussed further in Section 3.1. In Allen and Acheson’s work, 
they assigned eight kinds of affect state: E+, E-, E±, M?, M+, M-, M±, and M? in which ‘E’ 
stands for event. Then a so-called story thread structure, claimed to be a higher level of story 
structure which captures the theme of a story, are formed. If there are a cluster of events then a 
story thread unit is formed and labelled with a phrase as a description for the cluster. Generally, 
an affect state which several termination links point to, or which is linked to several other affect 
states, is considered a central and causative element of the thread. Whole scenes are dropped in a 
story thread level presentation sometimes to remove redundancy from the description. For 
example, in the children’s 18-minute feature film Corduroy, the repeated unit of the bear-hides- 
from-security-guard is deleted. It seemed that story thread tended to describe only major events of 
the story, termed kernel events by Chatman (1978), and explained in further detail in Section 3.2. 
Those conversations and actions which do not specifically drive the plot, such as humour, or the 
thrill of a car chase, are omitted from the story thread. The story thread description also suggests 
whether the goals of characters are satisfied or unsatisfied.
Corduroy is analysed with adaptation of plot units and character-oriented story thread 
descriptions. In this film the main character, the bear, does not talk or have facial expressions, 
resulting in less plot units appearing to represent its conversational events or mental states. A full- 
length feature film. Kiss o f Death, is also analysed with story thread, not with plot units 
adaptation. Since the story-thread descriptions are goal-oriented here, not story-oriented, multiple 
characters are also minimised to stress the kernel events resulting in an even more abstracted story 
thread than in Corduroy. This makes only 11 goal-oriented story-thread descriptions, formed by 
three story threads. Links are created to show the causality between events which are taken from 
Lehnert’s causal links. The story-thread browser can operate the functions of editing plot unit 
elements and story thread descriptions but not integrated with video clip playing.
Some limitations are pinpointed by the authors. The focus is plot and theme so that other aspects 
such as settings and character development are omitted; relationships among people and subtexts 
of stories are not addressed. Other issues not addressed are the “intentional manipulations in the 
story’s presentation, such as flashbacks and misleading events”, or stream-of-consciousness
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stories, as these are difficult cases to analyse easily. It is likely that adapted plot units are only 
applicable to fairy tale films. Furthermore, it does not address the connections between events and 
characters.
2.3 Autom atic Video Content Analysis
In this section, the potential for automatic instantiation of video data models that include narrative 
aspect are assessed. Established and state-of-the-art systems for video content analysis, including 
approaches that analyse collateral text to combine with video data, and approaches that target 
specifically at story structures are reviewed.
2.3.1 Approaches for Video Data in General
In this section, we first review techniques for low-level content searching. We then review two 
systems, Informedia and Fi'schlar which utilize collateral text to automatically query or browse. 
Google also provides a video searching service based on keywords. MUMIS system is 
implemented with ontology to enhance its automated instantiation in a specific domain.
Chang et al. (1997) proposed VideoQ as a Web based video search system, which allows users to 
search video based on a rich set of visual features and spatio-temporal relationships. They have 
developed algorithms for automated video object segmentation and tracking and use real-time 
video editing techniques while responding to user queries. The user queries the system using 
animated sketches. In an animated sketch, motion and temporal duration are the key attributes 
assigned to each object in the sketch in addition to the usual attributes such as shape, colour and 
texture. Using the visual palette, a scene can be sketched out by drawing a collection of video 
objects. The system performs well with the user being able to retrieve video clips of moving 
objects such skiers, baseball players, high jumpers. The visual paradigm works best when there 
are only a few dominant objects in the video with simply segmented backgrounds. It will not work 
well if the user is interested in video sequences that are simple to describe, but are hard to sketch 
out. It will also not work well when the user is interested in a particular semantic class of shots.
Informedia Digital Video Library project provides automated information extraction and full- 
content search and retrieval of video material, especially news and documentary (Wactlar, 1996, 
2000). It combines IMIR techniques such as speech, image and natural language understanding, 
textural information retrieval techniques and metrics. The database allows for rapid retrieval of 
individual video intervals which satisfies a subject area query based on a combination of the 
words, images recognized in the video, plus collateral text. It is a well-known project and showed 
considerably success in the retrieval of news video data. The Fischlar Digital Video System is a
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system for recording, indexing, browsing and playback of broadcast TV programmes (Smeaton et 
al., 2001). At first it digitally records user-selected broadcast TV programmes along with the 
associated teletext subtitles. It is automatically segmented by a shot boundary detection technique 
based on colour histogram comparison and then a representative frame for each shot is chosen. A 
user can select a recorded program and rapidly browse through its content, zooming in to the 
sections of interest, and then playing the video directly to a desktop or wireless-LAN-enabled 
PDA. The usage is then monitored and feedback to the system, in the form of refined browser 
interfaces, by applying usability assessments and interaction logging.
In the commercial world, Google launched Google Video services in a testing stage (Google, 
2005). It aims to enable people to search a growing archive of televised content -  everything from 
sports to dinosaur documentaries to news shows based on keywords search of textual description. 
The user interface is illustrated in Figure 2-5. The video file is divided into parts and a viewer can 
start to watch the video from the beginning of that part. The textural description is on the top as a 
summary of the whole video or on the side of each keyframe as a summary of that video interval. 
At present, there are mainly personal uploaded video files with textual information attached for 
search. Most major American TV channels only provide keyframes of their show, not the 
playbacks.
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Figure 2-5: Google video user interface
The MUMIS (Multi-Media Indexing and Searching) project (Reidsma et al., 2003) applies 
information extraction, which is based on domain specific ontology, along with merged 
annotations from varieties of text resources, such as newspaper reports, transcription of speech in
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video recordings, in different languages, to improve the results of information retrieval in 
multimedia archives, especially in the soccer domain. In the soccer domain, the key term of 
ontology is an event, such as kick-off, goal, etc. Each event can be associated with players, teams 
and time stamps. Shank’s script is also used to describe the temporal or cause-effect relationships 
between events as “a usual sequence of events” in soccer matches. The corpus for annotations is 
taken mainly from two sources: newspaper reports -  formal text as “tickers” which provide 
minute-by-minute reports of all salient events and transcriptions of the speech in the video 
recordings, which contains time line information to map video data. Textual descriptions in three 
different languages are merged into a single annotation which is more complete and correct 
compared to an annotation taken from a single textual resource. In early test cases, it yielded a 
good result for semantic access of multimedia web content.
2.3.2 Approaches for Film Structure
It is important to note that the developers of the systems discussed above were not directly 
concerned with analysing story structures; recent proposals for video content analysis techniques 
targeted specifically at story structures will now be considered.
Sundaram and Chang (2002) presented a computational scene model for film which can segment 
scenes and shots by fusing audio and visual boundary effects. A video scene is defined as a 
continuous segment of visual data that shows long-term consistency with respect to chromaticity 
and lighting conditions. An audio scene exhibits a long-term consistency with respect to ambient 
sound. They are computable using low-level features present in the audio-visual data. Then, a 
computable scene is defined in terms of the relationships between audio scene and video scene 
boundaries, as a segment between two consecutive, synchronised audio visual scenes. They 
clarified four types of computable scenes due to different synchronisations between audio and 
video scene boundaries. They utilized a causal, finite memory model to form their segmentation 
algorithms which were tested on the first hour of three commercial films. The best computable 
scene detection result was 94% showing it worked well for automatic scene/shots segmentation.
Dorai and Venkatesh (2001) proposed algorithms of a variety of image and aural elements in 
media based on their use in production knowledge or film grammar. This study focused on the 
representation of perceived content in digital video and the semantic connections with their 
emotional, visceral appeal. A framework is created for computationally determining elements 
such as the shot, motion, recording distances, etc, especially modelling tempo and pace. Tempo 
refers to perceived duration and pace refers to perceived speed. Factors that create and affect 
tempo, such as shot length and motion are chosen. Tempo and pace changes are determined with
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an edge-detection technique. The results show that the reliable detection of actual tempo and pace 
transitions can signal a story’s dramatic sections and events in motion pictures.
Based on face recognition and editorial relations, Jung et al. (2004) measured the importance of 
narrative links between scenes in the progress of story-oriented video, in particular, TV drama, to 
produce a summary for review service with scenes which important links point to. Their video 
abstraction model enables the automatic creation of a video abstract. A video abstract is addressed 
as a sequence of still or moving images that present the content of a video compactly with concise 
information about the content without losing the original message. Video was classified as two 
types: story-oriented video and event-oriented video. Sports or news are event-oriented video with 
a pre-determined format and users can be entertained or obtain information from watching only a 
few parts whereas a movie or drama are story-oriented video since they are unlikely to have a pre­
determined format and viewers understand the story only when they watch the whole video.
A video abstract for story-oriented video should provide video content to viewers to understand 
the overall story not just gain an overall impression. A sequence of keyframes or control over 
browsing by quick speed of playing can not fulfil this need. Jung et al.’s story-oriented video 
abstraction model, called narrative abstraction model, is based on analysis of scenario writing 
rules and editorial techniques. Three important attributes, the narrative element, narrative 
connection, and DoP value, formed this model. Firstly, story-oriented video, a type of narrative 
formal system, consists of two elements: narrative and stylistic. Narrative elements are the scenes 
that combine the most dramatic parts of a story whereas stylistic elements are the scenes which 
support such narrative elements. In the model, only narrative elements are chosen as the basic 
units. The editorial relation between each pair of narrative elements to show the progress of the 
story is called narrative connection. Editorial relations can be graphic, rhythmic, spatial and 
temporal relations. Finally, the DoP value represents the degree of progress of a story in a 
narrative connection. The proposed model is represented as a so called story structure graph 
(NSG). This graph consists of nodes, elements; directed links, narrative connection, between them; 
and links accompanied by their weights, DoP values.
The video abstraction process is based on face recognition as well as shot detection and scene 
detection. The abstraction is the process of constructing a sub graph of the given NSG until the 
duration of sub graph meets the target duration. The method chooses the narrative connection with 
the highest DoP value and the pair of narrative elements. If the duration is shorter than the target 
duration, it finds the narrative connection with the second highest DoP value which satisfies the 
target duration if added, and so forth. The evaluation results show that this model achieves good 
performance in providing satisfactory understanding of the overall story under the given time 
limits.
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To conclude, this narrative abstraction model provides links based on editorial relations such as 
spatial, temporal, graphic and rhythmic relationships with a DoP value which weights the 
importance of the connection in the progress of the overall story. The model serves as a basis for 
the automatic generation of video abstracts for story-oriented video.
The Television in Words (TIWO) project at the University of Surrey investigated the idea of 
extracting characters’ emotions (Salway and Graham, 2003) and to extract frequent words in 
collateral text that may be mapped with important actions (Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad, 2005) 
in films. The method is firstly to scan for possible descriptions of visibly manifested emotions in 
time-coded audio descriptions and to classify them with 22 types of emotions, specifically, via 
679 semantically related keywords, emotion tokens. Audio description is provided for the visually 
impaired with some television programmes and with films in some cinemas and on DVD WHS 
releases. It is normally scripted with time-codes before it is recorded. The authors applied the 
method to audio descriptions of 30 films. The results show that for different genres of films, 
tokens of emotion types appear with differing frequency. It also appears as an intuitively 
appealing sequence of emotion types over the entire film. In Captain Corelli’s Mandolin, the JOY 
tokens in 75 minutes are followed immediately with a handful of FEAR and DISTRESS tokens, 
and are ended with RELIEF tokens. The most common emotion is FEAR. The occurrence of 
relatively dense groups of emotions would point to dramatically important sequences within a 
film. Further, it may link representations of character’s emotional states with events, actions and 
objects in a film. Secondly, a corpus analysis method is then applied to identify frequently 
occurring phrases in screenplays and audio descriptions of films. Phrases such as ‘looks at’, ‘turns 
to’, ‘smiles at’ and various collocations of ‘door’ were especially frequent. They suggest that 
these phrases occur frequently because they describe actions that are important story-telling 
elements for filmed narrative. The extraction of information about these actions, whether from 
video data or from text, would address important narrative ideas like characters’ entrances and 
exits, focus of attention and character interactions. Thus, this knowledge helps the development of 
systems to structure semantic video content.
2.4 Discussion
Hypervideo systems require structured data, hyperlinks, to represent target sources and the 
interface for users to author and navigate links. The idea in Hyper Cafe is to provide time-based 
links to dynamically pop-up windows of associated scenes or hypertext which can disappear in 
few seconds if the viewer is not interested. The target sources include narrative connection and 
background knowledge. When a video is playing, Hyper-Hitchcock indicates when a link is 
available to a segment of video, which can be part of a shot or a scene or a combination of a few
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video intervals, and direct the viewer to the targeted video interval. Both the source and target of a 
link are the continuing interval of a shot/scene or a combination. The video intervals are organised 
in a multiple-level hierarchy. The properties of the links are labels and returning behaviours. 
However, the systems with simple hierarchical outline, or simply with the intention to link 
narrative connection and background knowledge, or without identifying the types of links in 
either system, hide much of the structure and require labour-intensive work for authoring 
procedure.
Generic approaches of video data models tend to represent entities in spatial relationships in sub 
regions of frames and events/objects in temporal relationships, or to detect shot/scene boundaries, 
or certain conceptual connections between objects and events. Inspiration was provided by the 
proposals of Roth (1999), and especially Allen and Acheson (2002) in using knowledge 
representation formalisms to represent story structures in films, but it should be noted that these 
ideas have not been investigated on full-length film and without extensive user evaluation.
Current automatic video content analysis in IMIR systems or proposals focuses in many different 
directions. Algorithms of segmenting, tracking and querying video object based on low-level 
features are created; they detect the boundary of shots/scenes automatically with various 
techniques; they utilise natural language processing techniques in collateral text to extract, query 
or browse automatically. Consider film or TV drama as more story-oriented video; algorithms 
also aim to capture the connections between perception of moving image and the story theme or 
the importance of the connection in the progress of a story, based on film grammar, or editorial 
techniques. Furthermore, two proposals focus on the investigation of extracting characters’ 
emotions and actions by mapping the extraction of frequent words in collateral text.
It is also worth acknowledging the activities of TRECVID. TRECVID provides a large test 
collection, uniform scoring procedures, and a forum for organizations interested in comparing 
results, hi 2001 and 2002 the TREC series sponsored a video "track" devoted to research in 
automatic segmentation, indexing, and content-based retrieval of digital video. Beginning in 2003, 
this track became an independent evaluation (TRECVID) with a two-day workshop taking place 
just before TREC. Every year, a large scale of evaluation of information retrieval systems takes 
place in the TRECVID workshop. In the future it may bring up new and available automatic 
technologies.
Hypervideo systems are utilized in many domains, but little attention has been addressed to films. 
A lot of effort has been undertaken in video data modelling to the analysis of entities and events, 
segmentation of shots and scenes, but little attention on segmenting the plot or structuring 
narrative. There are ways to identify a character or his/her face, but extraction of their emotions or 
desires is not that easy. There are also ways to identify events/action or detect the boundary of
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shots and scenes, while the causal relationships between them and the organisation of shots/scenes 
in a narrative are not easily realized. We have considered the idea of extending hypervideo to 
enable new ways of accessing film data, requiring representing video data in terms of story 
structures. Ideally, it should be intuitive to users meaning links should be significant for humans. 
We consider employing knowledge representation formalisms to represent story structures, 
investigating full-length films and with extensive user evaluation. Although automation is the 
ideal, it seems it is currently necessary to manually instantiate story structure before new 
technologies become available. The following section will investigate how stories told in films 
can be represented formally with knowledge representation formalism, specifically, plot units, and 
implemented into a system to test its efficiency.
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Chapter 3
3 Representing Film Story Structures
Previous research utilised plot units to represent short-length feature films such as fairy tales, but 
the limitations were that their ideas were not generalised in full-length feature films and not 
extensively evaluated. The aim of our current research is to investigate how Lehnert’s plot unit 
representation can be used to represent the story structure of feature films, in particular, the 
connections between events, considering particularly questions about: i) Is it possible to represent 
film stories methodically? ii) How much of a story can a plot unit represent? iii) What other 
aspects about the story can be learned?
The method is to manually analyse the stories told in two full-length feature films, according to 
the plot unit representation. Section 3.1 presents a tutorial-like overview of plot unit formalism. A 
plot unit is a kind of conceptual structure used to portray characters’ emotional states, their 
perspective of events, and the cause-effect links, which can be either physical or mental causes 
between events and characters. Lehnert’s examples tend to represent short stories; we are rather 
more interested in investigating whether this set of representations could be applied to describe 
the stories told by full-length feature films. Section 3.2 describes the analysis of two full-length 
feature films using plot units, describing the method in detail and finally, the results are discussed.
Two full-length feature films can be represented with about 120 primitive plot units each. Some 
causal links appear more than others. At least 80% of events can be represented with plot units 
either more objectively or subjectively. Plot units can describe certain types of events better.than 
other types. They have some limitations in describing conversation and ‘what is happening’ type 
events. The chapter concludes in Section 3.3 with a discussion based on those results and possible 
video retrieval and browse applications.
3.1 An Introduction to Plot Units
This section introduces plot units in detail. The representation of plot units based on Harry Potter 
and the Philosopher’s Stone is then analysed to show how narrative can be represented by plot 
units.
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The idea of plot units was originally proposed as part of a simulation of how the human mind 
summarises a story by highlighting its central concepts (Lehnert, 1981). Thus, plot units, a kind of 
conceptual structure, are introduced as a foundation of the representation scheme. A narrative 
might be represented partly by plot units to show how emotion may affect what events are going 
to happen, or how events may affect a character’s emotion. It may also be possible to discuss a 
kind of pattern that stories may share, even cross multiple characters. Plot units are further 
described and how they can be combined to form complex plot units.
3.1.1 Affect State Patterns
Lehnert considers the central parts of a story as characters’ emotional reactions to events and 
states of affect. For example, the character may feel positively, negatively or indifferently to an 
event. The story structure is a configuration of plot units. Each plot unit itself is a configuration of 
smaller entities called affect states. Each of the affect states always belongs to a single character 
and are classified as a Positive Event (+), Negative Event (-) and Mental State (M). Positive 
Events are those which please the character. Negative Events are those that displease the 
character. Mental State has neutral affect. A linear map of chronologically ordered affect states is 
created for each character in a story. Lehnert gives the example of a character ‘John’ in the 
following story:
When John tried to start his car this morning, it wouidn’t turn over. He asked his neighbour Paui for heip.
Paui did something to the carburettor and got it going. John thanked Paui and drove to work.
The plot unit diagram. Figure 3-1, showing that the car will not start is a negative event for John, 
so he has a mental state of desire to get it started. Paul then getting it started is a positive event for 
John.
the car won? start 
John wants to get it started 
Paui gets it Parted
Figure 3-1: The plot units representing a short story of John.
When events involve multiple characters, multiple affect states are required. For example, the 
affect states of Paul for John’s pattern can be graphically represented as Figure 3-2. The diagonal 
links suggest causalities of affect across characters. Paul agrees to help and he also has the 
motivation to get the car started too, and finally succeeds. This pattern is called an honoured 
request.
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M
+
the car won't start
TL yr  ___-— ^  \  John wants to get it started
Paul agrees to help ^  \  i
Paul gets it started -f
Paul gets it started
Figure 3-2: The plot units representing a short story of John and Paul
Similar examples can be found in films. The first eight scenes fi*om Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher's Stone were analysed. Consider an example in which Harry’s cousin, Dudley, feels 
unhappy with his birthday gifts and he wants more gifts from his parents. Mr. Dursley, his father, 
then promises to get two more gifts for him. The arrows between state affects are causal links, 
which are explained in more detail in the next section. If Mr. Dursley is added into the graph, it 
can be shown in Figure 3-3. It is also an honoured request plot unit.
Dudley fee/s his gifts are insufficient.
Dudley wants more gifts.
+-41^ —^  Mr.Dursley promises him two more gifts 
The general patterns of linear maps of affect states lead to the notion of plot units. The standard 
affect configurations are classified into “simple plot unit” and “complex plot unit” in the same 
manner as the examples. The following section introduces a system of causal links that can join 
pairs of affect states.
3.1.2 Causal Links
Causal links between linear state affects were introduced by Lehnert to make causality explicit. 
For John’s car example, a negative event motivates John to get his car started; John actualises this 
desire by asking Paul to start the car, and Paul’s help terminates the original difficulty. For the 
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone example, a dislike event motivates Dudley to get more 
gifts; Mr. Dursley actualises this desire by promising Dudley more gifts, and Mr. Dursley’s offer 
terminates the original problem. This pattern represents an affect configuration, a plot unit. 
According to Lehnert’s scheme, it is extremely common in narrative texts; resolution o f a 
problem by intentional means.
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Motivation can be described by a link from a negative event to a mental state, while actualisation 
can be described by a link from a mental state to a positive event. To make these and other 
distinctions explicit, Lehnert creates four link types: motivation (m-link), actualisation (a-link), 
termination (t-link) and equivalence (e-link). The motivation links are defined as describing 
causalities behind mental states, while actualisation links describing intentions behind events. The 
termination link connects two events when one is terminated by another. Equivalence links two 
different perspectives of a single affect state.
Each link connects two affect states with different directions: m-links and a-links point forward in 
time, while t-links and e-links point backward in time. With three affect states and four link types, 
there are actually 15 pair wise configurations. The constraints can be described in Table 3-1:
Table 3-1: Legal configurations of causal links, taken from Lehnert (1981)
m-links must point to a mental state
a-links must point from a mental state to an event
t-links and e-links must point:
(a) from a mental state to a mental state, or
(b) from an event to an event.
3.1.3 Primitive Plot Units
These 15 configurations are called “primitive plot units,” and each of them has a specified name. 
They are the building blocks for the so called “complex plot units” and they are illustrated by the 
order of m, a, t, e links. Table 3-2 illustrates some examples of each plot unit taken from Lehnert, 
to give the reader some flavour of how each plot unit is different from others. Examples from 
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone are illustrated during the explanations of each plot unit 
in the following sub-sections.
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Table 3-2: Examples of primitive plot units, taken from Lehnert (1981)
Plot Unit Lehnert’s examples
MOTIVATION: You need advice so you decide to ask a friend.
ENABLEMENT: You decide to celebrate after a raise.
PROBLEM: You get fired and need a job.
SUCCESS: You ask for a raise and you get it.
FAILURE: Your proposal of marriage is declined.
CHANGE OF MIND: You apply to Harvard and then to Yale.
LOSS: Your big income tax refiind is a mistake.
RESOLUTION: Your broken radio starts working again.
POS. TRADE-OFF: You take a day off and then realize it’s a holiday.
NEG. TRADE-OFF: Your car blows up so you don’t have to make the next insurance payment.
PERSEVERANCE: You want to get married again.
MIXED BLESSING: You buy a car and it turns out to be a lemon.
HIDDEN BLESSING: You get audited and they owe you.
COMPLEXPOS: A gift is indicative of close friendship.
COMPLEXNEG: You lose $100 when your wallet is stolen.
Plot units w ith an m-link
The plot units which have m-link relationships are motivation, enablement and problem. Since 
each one of them has an m-link, i.e., a mental affect state, it has causalities behind. The causes can 
be a negative event, a problem to be solved, or it can be a positive event to enable someone to do 
something else, or it can be another mental affect state that motivates someone to have this mental 
state. Figure 3-4 illustrates these plot units. Mrs. Dursley wanting Harry to cook breakfast and 
deciding to wake him up is an example of motivation. The snake is released from the cage by 
Harry’s magic. It feels happy and thanks Harry. This is an enablement. Dudley, Harry’s cousin, 
realises that he does not have enough gifts and wants more; this is an example of a problem plot 
unit.
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MOTIVATION ENABLEMENT PROBLEM 
im im
Figure 3-4: Primitive plot units with m-Iink
Plot units w ith an a-link
There are two plot units which have an a-link: success and failure (see Figure 3-5). Their common 
feature is the intention behind events. An intention can either be actualised successfully or fail. 
Mrs. Dursley asks Harry to wake up and he does wake up, which is a success for her. Mr. Dursley 
instructs Harry to behave and not do any “funny” stuff. However, this happens later due to 
Harry’s magic power, and so is a failure event for Mr. Dursley.
SUCCESS FAILURE
M M
Figure 3-5: Primitive plot units with a-link
Plot units w ith a t-link
There are five plot units that have t-links, which describe one event, or one mental state which 
“terminates” the affective impact of another event or mental state (see Figures 3-6 and 3-7). The 
second decision is actually aborted by the impact of the first idea and is a change o f mind plot 
unit. To take a further example from Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone: Mr. Dursley 
decides to read Harry’s letter and when he is reading he decides to destroy the letter. Harry 
receives a further letter but when Dudley takes it away from him, this shows a loss. A Resolution 
plot unit has one event terminating the negative impact of another event or state. Dudley is 
promised more gifts, which terminates his unhappiness of having received a lesser amount of gifts 
compared to the previous year. The snake is glad to talk to Harry and they then realise that he has 
used his magic to let the snake get out of the cage. This is a positive trade-off. An example of 
negative trade-off can be found in Lehnert’s example.
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CHANGE OF MIND LOSS RESOLUTION
j )
Figure 3-6: Primitive plot units with t-link, part one 
POS. TRADE-OFF NEG. TRADE-OFF 
:•)
Figure 3-7: Primitive plot units with t-link, part two 
Plot units w ith an e-Iink
E-link can be used to describe separated different points of view based on a single affect state. 
There are five plot units with e-link: perseverance, mixed blessing, hidden blessing, complex 
positive event and complex negative event (see Figures 3-8 and 3-9). Based on Lehnert’s 
examples, a desire to remarry is perseverance, as well as wanting to reapply to Yale after being 
rejected from Harvard. Falling in love and becoming insanely jealous is an example of a mixed 
blessing plot unit. Your mother dies and you inherit a million is a hidden blessing. “Harry’s magic 
makes the snake get out of the cage and locks Dudley inside the cage” is an example of a complex 
positive event plot unit. “Dudley seeing the snake come out from the cage and subsequently 
falling down inside the cage” is an example of a complex negative event plot unit.
PERSEVERENCE MIXED BLESSING HIDDEN BLESSING 
%
M
Figure 3-8: Primitive plot units with e-link, part one
COMPLEX POS. EVENT COMPLEX NEG. EVENT 
+
Figure 3-9: Primitive plot units with e-link, part two
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A complete analysis o f  one scene in H arry Potter and the Philosopheras Stone
Here we analyse the second scene of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. The plot units 
diagram is build up in three parts. The summary of scene 2 is as follows:
Mrs Dursley wakes Harry up and asks him to cook breakfast. Dudley also shouts and stamps his feet to 
annoy Harry. In the kitchen, Dudley realizes that he doesn’t have enough gifts and he wants more, Mr. 
Dursley agrees to get some more gifts for him. By the door before they depart to the Zoo, Mr. Dursley 
warns Harry that no funny stuff is allowed during the day, but a later scene shows that a lot of “funny” stuff 
happens so Mr. Dursley’s threat has failed.
Mrs. Dursley’s first mental state is that she wants Harry to cook breakfast for them, and the
second mental state is that she needs to wake him up first; she actualised her desires by waking
him up, and asking him to cook. Both events were negative events from the perspective of Harry.
Dudley wanted to wake Harry too so he shouted and stamped on the stairs. This event helped to
wake up Harry, as shown in Figure 3-10. Dudley checked the numbers of gifts and feels unhappy
with the amount. He requested more gifts from his father, Mr. Dursley, who then offered him
more gifts. His desire is resolved by Mr. Dursley’s offer (Figure 3-11).
Mrs. Dursley Harry Dudley
MM m
M
+
Figure 3-10: Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone^ scene 2, part one
Mr. Dursley Dudley
M
+
Figure 3-11: Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, scene 2, part two.
Mr. Dursley warns Harry not to make any “funny” stuff happen during the day. Thus, he creates a 
problem for Harry. Later on, Harry’s magic freed the snake from the cage and Dudley becomes 
locked inside instead. These things made Mr. Dursley very angry. His threatening had failed in 
that sense, which seems to be positive for Harry (see Figure 3-12).
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Mr. Dursley Harry
M
+
Figure 3-12: Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, scene 2, part three
To sum up the whole scene is illustrated in Figure 3-13. There are 18 affect states in which 15 
belong to scene 2. Within them, six are mental states, five are positive events and four are 
negative events. There are 11 primitive plot units in which eight are within the scene and three are 
between scene 2 and another scene. It seems plot units can represent connections between events 
not only within one scene, but also between scenes.
Mr.Dursley Mrs. Dursley Harry Dudley
MM m
M
+
+
/
+
m
M
+
+
m
Figure 3-13: Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, scene 2.
3.1.4 Cross Links between Characters
Using plot units to describe configuration of multiple characters will need some causal links 
between them. Cross-character links do not have types as intra-character causal links do, they can 
be linked between any pair of affected states. There are nine configurations in four groups:
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Resulting Mental States group, Speech Acts group, Shared Events group and Mixed Events group 
(Figures 3-14 and 3-15). The configurations of the resulting group are common to that event or 
mental state of one character which motivates another character’s mental state. The configurations 
of the Speech Acts group describe communications which incur positive and negative affect 
states. Shared events mean that two characters share an event with similar feeling, mixed events 
the opposite.
RESULTING MENTAL STATES SPEECH ACTS
REQUEST ENABLEMENT MOTIVATION THREAT PROMISE
M
M M ■+
Figure 3-14; Cross link configurations, part one 
SHARED EVENTS MIXED EVENTS
+  -  -
Figure 3-15: Cross link configurations, part two
3.1.5 Complex Plot Units
Complex configuration for a single character
A larger configuration pattern can be built up based on primitive plot units for a single character. 
For example. Intentional problem resolution is combined by problem, success and resolution. 
Fleeting success is joined by success and loss. Figure 3-11 (scene, part 2) is a typical example of 
‘Intentional problem resolution’. The struggle between Mr. Dursley and Harry showed several 
fleeting success examples here (Figure 3-16). In scene 6, letters enter the house through the letter 
box, Mr. Dursley decides to stop them, and blocks his letter box with a piece of wood. Although 
he is pleased with himself, he sees more letters outside his house everywhere; his success 
subsequently turns ‘bitter’. In scene 7, Mr. Dursley is happy because there is no post on Sunday, 
but during breakfast, letters fall down the chimney. In the same scene, Harry tries to pick up a 
letter from the floor, but Mr. Dursley manages to grab the letter from Harry. Although he is happy 
that he succeeded again, the wood blocking the letterbox is broken and thousands of letters pour 
into his house again. His success again ‘turns sour’.
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FLEETING SUCCESS
M
Figure 3-16: An example of complex plot units: fleeting success, in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's
Stone, scene 2
Complex plot units for multiple characters
Complex plot units are then combined by different patterns of configuration for each single 
character and cross-links between multiple characters. Lehnert provides 27 possible examples of 
complex plot units. Two examples are found in Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone: 
ineffective coercion and competition. Figure 3-12 describes part three of scene 2 that includes an 
ineffective coercion between Mr. Dursley and Harry Potter. The problem is resolved by Harry’s 
challenging denial. Another example (Figure 3-17) can be found in scene 7, in which Harry wants 
to read his letter, but Mr. Dursley destroys every letter which comes into his house. Harry picks 
up one letter and tries to open it, but Mr. Dursley fights with him and gets the letter. This is a 
typical example of competition. Such patterns of configuration may make it easier to classify 
whether a part of a story belongs to a certain pattern or not.
Mr. Dursley
Figure 3-17: Another complex plot unit example, competition, in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's
Stone, scene 7
3.2 Analysing the Plot Units in Two Feature Films
Plot units were previously used to analyse short-length feature films, but there has been no 
detailed analyses of full-length feature films using plot units. Two full-length feature films were 
analysed with plot units to investigate the use of plot units to represent the story structure of films, 
in particular, the connections between events. First, films are summarised by a set of scenes and 
then represented by plot units. Then, events are also summarised and clarified into different 
groups, such as major/minor events, or kemellsatellite events, conversation/action/happening/state 
or change of state/character introduction events, in order to analyse how well plot units can
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describe a story told by film. The results of preliminary analysis of two films were encouraging. It 
suggests that certain events cannot be represented, but most of them, 100% of kernel events, and 
86% of satellite events and their connections, can indeed be described with plot units. Certain 
events, 7% of kernel events and 34% of satellite events, are considered to be subjectively 
described events. It also indicates that 9% of kernel events and 20% of satellite events are too 
complicated to be described by plot units.
3.2.1 Choice of Films
Before analysing two full-length feature films, some preliminary analysis of the first eight scenes 
of The English Patient and the first eight scenes of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone with 
plot unit representation was undertaken. The former has two story lines, a present one and a past 
one from The English Patient’s gradually recalled memories. Two time lines make the story more 
complicated and confusing. On the other hand, the latter is a children’s film, which is simpler and 
has more actions and events without a lot of cause-effect relations. Those experiments helped us 
to choose the following films to do the analysis.
The two analysed films were The Matrix Revolutions (2003) and The Pelican Brief (1993). The 
Matrix Revolutions was directed by brothers Andy and Larry Wachowski, distributed by Warner 
Brothers, and runs to 129 minutes. The plot summary taken from the IMDB website can be seen 
as Figure 3-18. This film was chosen for several reasons. It had just been released in cinemas 
when the analysis was taking place, so it was convenient to do the following questionnaires. It is 
an action/thriller/sci-fi movie, which is more dramatic, has more cause-effect relationships 
between events, and has a more complicated story-line than children’s films such as Harry Potter 
and the Philosophy Stone. Compared to other types of movies, it does not have two story/time 
lines interwoven, such as The English Patient. It is not a horror movie so it does not contain too 
many killings with no reason. It is not a disaster or musical or dance movie so it contains more 
cause-effect relationships between events.
The second film. The Pelican Brief, is a political-thriller movie, directed by Alan J. Pakula, based 
on John Grisham’s novel, and running to 141 minutes. The plot summary taken from the IMDB 
website is illustrated in Figure 3-19. The feedback from the first movie also determined the 
decision of choosing this one. The Matrix Revolutions involves a virtual world so it is not 
necessarily easy for everyone to understand, especially for those people who are not familiar with 
technology. The Pelican Brief is a normal thriller, without involving any non-humans, such as 
ghosts, Gods, monsters, vampires, aliens, or virtual characters. Also, it is not so action-based 
compared to The Matrix Revolutions, so it has less fighting scenes, but has more mental cause- 
effect relationships inside the stoiy.
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As Neo somehow becomes trapped in a train station between The Matrix and the real world, 
Morpheus, Trinity, and Seraph set out to rescue him by means of the Merovingian. As this is 
going on, the Machines are approaching Zion with the intent of laying waste to every human 
there, but they do not realize that something is taking over The Matrix, with the intent of 
destroying everything: Smith. After Neo is freed, he and Trinity take the Logos and make a 
beeline for the Machine City. The Machines have reached Zion and the battle of a lifetime rages 
on. However, there is one way to save Zion and put an end to the war, and that is Neo. He must 
venture into the Matrix and put an end to Smith's evil plans once and for all, and if he succeeds, 
Zion will live to see another day. It's like the Oracle says, "Everything that has a beginning has an 
end."
Figure 3-18: Plot Summary of The Matrix Revolutions, taken from IMDB website, writen by 
“Roguemaster83”: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0242653/plotsummary, 2005.
Two Supreme Court Justices have been killed. N ow  a college professor, who clerked for one 
o f  the two men, who's also having an affair with one o f  his students, is given a brief by her, 
that states who probably wanted to see these two men dead. He then gives it to one o f  his 
friends, who works for the FBI. When the FBI director reads it, he is fascinated by it. One o f  
the president’s men, who read it, is afraid that i f  it ever got out, the president could be 
smeared. So, he advises the president to tell the director to drop it, which he does. But later 
the professor and the girl were out and he was drunk and when he refused to give her the 
keys she stepped out o f  the car. When he started it, it blew up. She then discovers that her 
place has been burglarised and what were taken were her computer and her disks. 
Obviously, her brief has someone agitated. She then turns to her boyfriend's friend at the 
FBI, he agrees to come meet her but before he does someone shoots him and takes his place. 
At the meeting, he was about to kill her when someone shoots him. She then decides to turn 
to Gray Grantham, an investigative reporter, who was contacted by someone who says he 
has info on the killings but backed out at the last minute. He then meets her and tells her 
what her brief is, and basically, the man she suspects is a good friend o f  the president, who 
is trying to manipulate the outcome o f  a trial that is now before the Supreme Court. 
Grantham tells her that her brief can harm the president and all that they have are theories, 
he asks her to help him but she wants to leave the country. When Grantham's editor tells him  
that they have nothing that he should drop because the man she implicated is extremely 
powerful. Grantham's about to drop it when she says that she w ill help him. But can they 
stay alive?
Figure 3-19: Plot Summary of The Pelican Brief, taken from IMDB website, writen by 
“rcs0411@yahoo.com”: http://vnvw.imdb.com/title/ttGlG7798/plotsummary, 2GG5.
3.2.2 Method
How to describe a film story with plot units
We followed five steps to describe a film story with plot units:
1. Films were divided into scenes. The Matrix Revolutions was divided into 52 scenes by me 
based on an initial interpretation. Except when following the normal rules of segmenting 
scenes - change of time and location, when two events were simultaneously going on.
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they were then considered as two scenes. However, The Pelican Brief was divided into 40 
scenes by following DVD divisions, considered as standard.
2. Followed the plot summaries from IMDB website and watched those two films several 
times, I then wrote and reviewed the summary of each scene (see details in Appendix A).
3. Plot units were then drawn based on the summary of each scene. Every event was 
represented by plot units, if possible. Some motivations may start in one event, having a 
link and a result in a later event. They were represented accordingly. There were also 
cross-links between two “M” (mental) states if both characters are sharing the same desire 
or goal. Some characters may only appear in one or two events, some others may appear 
in many events. It may be a possible cue to consider who the main characters are in the 
movie. A time point roughly as a starting point of each affect state was marked during the 
process.
4. Major characters and character groups were decided by me during the process of drawing 
plot units. Plot units do not attempt to capture every single detail of a story so it is 
considered necessary only to describe major characters and group some minor characters 
into a character group if they share the same desire and working together in a team. 
Characters are chosen only when they are important to the kernel events. Some of the 
characters can be summarized into a group name. For example, in The Matrix 
Revolutions, there are a few people in The Hammer ship but they share almost the same 
motivations, desires and actions. It was decided that to name them as a group character 
“Hammers” was preferable to giving everyone a single name. The same principles apply 
with characters in “Zion” city since they are all trying to protect the city from attacks. 
“Indian family”, representing the family with the young girl in the train station, is another 
similar example. On the other hand. Trinity is separated from the “Hammers” group 
because she starts to have different goals and actions from the middle of the storyline.
5. The drawing of plot units was polished at least twice more for accuracy. Each time, when 
I was watching the film again, I redrew some plot units, considering which represent the 
story more precisely.
Since the plot summaries taken from the IMDB website describe major events of the films, I 
believe that after reading those plot summaries and after watching those films several times, the 
scene summaries and plot units representations for the two films are not missing important parts 
of each story.
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Analysing which parts of a story are described with plot units
1. Events were distinguished between kernel events and satellite events based on Chatman’s 
narrative theory (Chatman, 1978). A story can involve a lot of events; plot units do not 
attempt to capture every single detail of a story. According to Chatman’s narrative theory, 
events can be classified into kernel events and satellite events. Kernel events are the 
essence of the story and cannot be deleted without destroying the narrative logic. They are 
nodes or hinges in the structure, branching points which force a movement into one of 
two or more possible paths. On the other hand, satellite events are the minor, not crucial 
plot events, and can be deleted without disturbing the logic of the plot. It is worth 
analysing how well plot units can describe kernel events and satellite events separately.
2. Events were also labelled with certain type(s) of events depending on the form of their 
expression. We have clarified events into five forms; conversation, action, happening, 
state (or change o f state) and character introduction. Action events mainly focus on an 
action, such as run away, kill someone, and come to see someone. Happening events are 
describing what is happening, such as driving, fighting. State or change of state can be the 
events describing the state of a person or the changed state of a person. For example, a 
person is angry, or a person is dead. Character introduction events mainly occur in the 
beginning, when the character first appears. Conversation events are those events which 
do not specifically involve action/happening, but often when people are mainly having a 
conversation. One event may involve more than one form. Later, we will discuss whether 
plot units can represent certain forms better than others.
3. Based on the plot units of two films, it is considered that some events are more 
complicated to describe than others, so they were labelled as simple or complex.
4. Based on the plot unit data, it is considered that some events can be described either more 
objectively, or subjectively.
Consistency Issue
I am aware of the consistency of those works since I did them alone. There is inter consistency 
and intra consistency which means different people may do them differently, or the same person 
may do them differently if they do it more than once. In future work, the methodology could be 
refined, e.g., developing textual experiments to apply to more subjects, for greater consistency of 
those works.
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3.2.3 Overview of Data
Scenes, characters and plot unit elements were initialised and recorded with variables. Excerpts of 
data are described in Section 3.2.3.1. Events were also initialised based on Chatman’s 
kernel/satellite definitions in Section 3.2.3.2. They were then labelled with other variables to 
measure how those events are represented with plot unit formalism.
3.2.3.1 Data of Plot Units
The primitive plot units and cross-links are mainly used to describe the stories. If some plots 
carmot be applied into a unit, a single affect state is then represented. For example, in scene 34 of 
The Matrix Revolutions, people in The Hammer ship realise that Bane is a betrayer which can be 
represented by a single affect state -  negative event (-), but not a primitive plot unit. If some plots 
seem impossible to be represented by plot units, they are then omitted. For example, in scenes 41, 
44, 46 and 48, people inside The Hammer ship are driving back to Zion and fighting with 
machines which cannot be represented. The manual task of creating plot units for each film took 
about 25 person hours per film, which include watching the film several times and drawing or 
redrawing the plot units. The scene segmentation and scene summary took about 10 person hours 
per film which makes the total 35 person hours per film to follow the five steps of how to describe 
a film story with plot units. Since each individual may have a different version, it can also be 
measured how much of each plot unit can be drawn subjectively or objectively (Section 3.2.4) 
from which it can be seen that it is not an issue that affects the research. The data of plot units for 
two films are grouped into several tables.
The data generated for the analysis can be found in Appendix B. For each film, there is a table of 
scenes comprising an ID, a summary, a start time -  an excerpt is shown in Table 3-3. There is also 
a table of characters, each with an ID, and a name, see Appendix B. The data for affect states are 
organised as an affect state ID, a type, a character that the affect state belongs to, a scene ID that it 
belongs to and a start time when the affect state occurs or is assumed to occur. Table 3-4.
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Table3-3: An excerpt of scene data, The Matrix Revolutions
ID Summary Start time
1 Searching for Neo 00:01:23
2 Neo waked up 00:03:53
3 Trinity see Oracle 00:04:52
4 Neo talks to the family 00:07:22
5 Trainman escaped 00:10:02
6 Neo left alone 00:11:26
Table3-4: An excerpt of affect state data. The Matrix Revolutions
ID Type Character Scene ID Time
1 M Trinity 1 00:01:48
2 M Hammers 1 00:01:23
3 - Hammers 1 00:03:20
4 - Zion 1 00:03:20
5 - Bane 1 00:02:05
Similarly, the data of other plot unit elements, such as causal links, are grouped with an ID, a type, 
and an affect state (as) ID where the causal link comes from, and an affect state ID where the 
causal link points to, as shown in Table 3-5. The causal link type is shown by ID numbers (1 = m- 
link, 2 = a-link, 3 = t-link, 4 = e-link) for the data of The Matrix Revolutions, whereas in The 
Pelican Brief, the class of cross link is improved so the type symbols of affect states are shown 
directly as “m”, “a”, “t” or “e”. The data of cross links are managed very similarly to causal links 
(Table 3-6), except the type of cross links is omitted here, since there are too many of them (nine 
types) and so are not as important as the type of causal links.
Table3-5: An excerpt of causal link data. The Matrix Revolutions
ID Type Start as ID End as ID
1 3 10 11
2 3 11 12
3 1 6 13
4 1 14 15
5 3 1 17
Table3-6: An excerpt of cross link data. The Matrix Revolutions
ID Start as ID End as ID
1 1 2
2 3 4
3 6 7
4 7 8
5 7 9
3.23.2 Data of Events
For each film, a table of events shows the event types in different categories, the summary of each 
event and whether it can be represented by plot units and at what level. An excerpt is shown in 
Table 3-7. The full data of events in the two films can be seen in Appendix C. The first column 
represents the ID for each event. The second represents the event as following: conversation = C, 
happening = H, character introduction = CH, change of state = CS, action = A. The third
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represents whether the event is a kernel event or a satellite event. The fourth column shows if this 
event can be represented easily with plot units or if it takes time to decide from a few versions of 
the plot unit graph. The fifth column shows if this event can be represented in a certain level or 
cannot be represented completely. If an event cannot be represented completely, then the sections 
of easy/hard or objective/subjective are marked as not applicable (/). The sixth column shows if 
plot units can represent this event objectively or subjectively. The last two columns represent 
which scene the event is in and the summary of each event. Some of these events will be 
discussed later with presented examples.
Table 3-7: An excerpt of event data
Event Event
Type
K/S E/H PU
Represen­
tation?
Obj/Sub Scene Summary
1 C/Ch S E Y S 1 People in the The Hammer want to 
find The Logos and Neo.
2 H K E Y S 1 They receive a phone call from 
Seraph.
3 H/Ch K E Y 0 2 Neo is trapped in a train station.
4 A ( C ) S / N / 2 Sati talks to him.
5 C/Ch K E Y s 3 Oracle talks to Trinity etc. about how 
to help Neo.
3.2.4 Results
The frequencies of plot unit elements in both films are first summarised, comparing the difference 
between the two films in Section 3.2.4.1. The frequencies of different types of event that appear in 
each film are graphically illustrated to show the rhythms of events in 3.2.4.2. How events are 
represented with plot units is elucidated with generous examples. Some events can be represented 
and some events cannot, and are discussed in Section 3.2.4.3. Some events are represented 
objectively while some can only be represented partly or perhaps with different versions, see 
Section 3.2.4.4. When some events are represented easily, other events are represented with 
considerable times of revision, see Section 3.2.4.5. Although it is hard to figure how many 
connections between events are represented, it can be seen that the form of plot units is that two 
affect states (events) are connected with a causal link or with a random number of cross links. As 
such, it is believed the level of connections between events can be represented with plot units.
3.2.4.1 Analysis and Comparison of Plot Unit Elements
The frequency of plot unit elements is summarised in Table 3-8. It can be seen that, in both films, 
m-links and a-links appear much more frequently than t-links and e-links. Comparing the two 
films. The Pelican Brief (PB), a political thriller, has more primitive plot units, 137, than The 
Matrix Revolutions (MR), a sci-fi action thriller, which has 98. PB also has more cross links. In
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particular, PB has more m-links and t-links, and has similar e-links than MR, In both films, a- 
links seem to be the most popular among causal links. In MR, cross links form 70% of the amount 
of causal links; in PB, it increases to 80%. Each film may have a different frequency of their plot 
unit attributes, but probably PB’s genre contains more mental cause-effect relationships between 
events than MR’s genre, in general, 1/3 more overall links (245 vs. 165), and especially more 
motivation (m) links.
Table 3-8: Summary of plot units in two films
Films Plot
Units
Affect
States
a-links m-links t-links e-links Cross
Links
The Matrix Revolutions
(129 minutes)
98 151 54 19 16 9 67
The Pelican Brief
(141 minutes)
137 201 65 38 25 9 108
3.2.4.2 Frequency of Event Types
The ratio of event types and the flow of where they appear in a film are also different. Figures 3- 
20 and 3-21 illustrate event types represented in film time for both films. It is interesting to see 
that different types of events in the two films appear with different rhythms and ratios. In MR, 
conversation events appeared in half of the scenes (26/52); action events appeared in 22 out of 52 
scenes; happening events are in 12 scenes, state or change of state events are in ten scenes and 
character introduction events are in three scenes, fri PB, conversation and action events appeared 
in more than half of the scenes (28/40); whereas happening events appeared in 16 scenes; state or 
change of state events appeared in ten scenes and character introduction events appeared in three 
scenes. The graphs show that action type events seem to have similar groupings between them. 
The gaps between the groupings are filled by other types of event, normally conversation or 
happening events.
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Scene Conversation Action Happening State Character Intro
Figure 3-20: Event type distribution in scenes of The Matrix Revolutions
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Scene Converation Action Happening State Character
Figure 3-21: Event type distribution in scenes of The Pelican Brief
3.2.4.3 Which Events and Their Connections Can Be Described?
Some plots/stories can be easily represented with plot units. For example, in MR, scene 11, Agent 
Smith talks to the Oracle and destroys her which is a typical success plot unit for Agent Smith, 
accompanied with a negative event for the Oracle by a m ixed event cross link between them. The 
same plot units group appears in scene 19, when Bane wakes up and kills Maggie. In scene 6 and 
7 o f PB, Darby is interested in the assassination and writes a document called the “Pelican B rief’
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to indicate who the suspects are. This is also a success plot unit. In scene 9 of PB, the head of the 
FBI receives the “Pelican Brief’ and wants to investigate, which is an example of an enablement 
plot unit. In the same scene, the US president hears of the “Pelican Brief’ and is worried - an 
example of a problem plot unit.
There are also some complex plot unit patterns which can be matched with some plots. When Neo 
is making a deal with the ‘Machine’ in scene 45 of MR, the drawn plot units seem almost the 
same as a simultaneous exchange complex plot unit. In scene 6 of MR, the trainman refusing to 
let Neo evacuate the train station is a typical denied request complex plot unit. In scene 6 of PB, 
there is an example of a nested subgoals plot unit: Darby wants to know the mystery of the 
assassinations and she realises that there must be something in common between the two judges; 
once she finds out the answer to this question, she will also discover the truth about the 
assassinations. The commonality between the judges is the nested sub goal of the truth of the 
assassinations. In scenes 17 and 19, there is an example of bungled request. The assassin receives 
the mission from Mr. Sneller to kill Darby in scene 17 but fail in scene 19. In scene 20, Gray 
having to follow Darby’s guidance to meet her is an example of a request honoured with 
conditional promise plot unit.
Unfortunately, a film story is much more complicated than a short fiction story and not everything 
can be represented easily. Sometimes, it is difficult to decide which plot units can describe the 
plots better, so they are subjectively represented, or sometimes, plots can only be represented 
partly, in a very abstract way.
There are also events which cannot be represented at all. Firstly, plot units often fail to meet the 
difficulty in representing information provided by conversations. Conversation normally provides 
information which progresses the story but without revealing any clear mental state of the 
character(s), or any clear link point to or from the mental states of character(s). Thus, there is no 
place to settle in plot units. In MR, event 2, when Neo wakes up in a train station and talks to a 
little girl, Sati, is an example. Similar examples are event 6 when Neo is talking to Sati’s family 
and event 1 in PB when Rosenberg and Gray are talking in a room. Secondly, there are some 
happening events which cannot be represented. Similarly, happening events normally describe 
doing something but not with an end yet, again it is hard to find a point to place any affect state or 
any link. In several scenes of MR, The Hammer is shown battling through layer upon layer of 
obstruction to get back to Zion city, such as event 41, 44, 46 and 48. Event 53 where Neo is 
guiding Trinity to Machine city and event 63 where Neo is fighting with Agent Smith are other 
examples. In PB, event 3, when the assassin emerges from the sea following a hidden sequence of 
actions is also considered as happening event that cannot be represented. Event 23 where Darby 
walks back home sadly, event 37 showing the memorial service of the two Judges and event 58 
when Gray is watching a documentary video are similar examples. Finally, there are very few
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action events that cannot be represented. It seems we are not sure if there are characters’ affect 
states which exist for certain action events. Event 31 in MR which presents the farewell between 
Neo and others coincidently, another farewell event, event 96 in PB, are both considered to be 
action events but a plot unit pattern to represent them cannot yet be found. The frequencies of 
events, which can or cannot be represented for both films, are shown in Tables 3-9 and 3-10. It 
shows that it is possible to describe all kernel events and a high percentage of satellite events with 
plot units.
Table 3-9: Summary of events in The Matrix Revolutions
Kernel Events Satellite Events
Total 15 55
Can be described 15 (100%) 45 (82%)
Cannot be described 0 (0%) 10(18%)
Table 3-10: Summary of events in The Pelican Brief
Kernel Events Satellite Events
Total 30 68
Can be described 30 (100%) 61 (90%)
Cannot be described 0 (0%) 7 (10%)
3.2.4.4 Degree of Objectivity or Subjectivity
For those events that can be described, they are expressed in different levels. Some of them can be 
represented objectively as people would draw them in the same way; some of them are more 
subjectively interpreted, as different people may have slightly different versions of plot unit 
diagrams. When plot units only partly describe an event or are drawn differently, they are 
considered to be subjectively represented plot units. Event 35 in MR, in which Neo realises Bane 
is actually agent Smith, fights and kills him, is a kernel event. The knowing process is done with 
conversation and cannot be fully represented. Event 69 where a male character is questioning the 
Oracle whether the peace can last also cannot be represented fully. Event 34 in PB, when a guy is 
chatting Darby up to stop her, is another example since the process cannot be represented fully. 
Event 1 in MR, people in The Hammer are trying to find The Logos ship and Neo, cannot be fully 
represented, either. It is noticed that in plot units there is one group of cross links called “speech 
acts”, including “threat” and “promise”. If conversation events fall into either of those two 
varieties, then it seems it can be objectively represented with plot units.
Apart from conversation type, happening type events can also face the same situation. Event 47 in 
MR, when the captain is badly injured and asks the boy to open the gate and dies afterwards, is a 
happening/conversation event, where the happening part cannot be represented fully. Event 55 in 
MR, Neo receives a major injury and the driving process cannot be represented so the event is not 
fully represented. Similar examples can also be found in PB. fri event 12 of PB, Darby is
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interested in the case and is looking for information. Again, the looking part of this event cannot 
be represented. In event 41, when Darby meets the assassin and they are walking together is also 
unrepresentable.
It is also hard to represent character introduction events fully in some cases. For example, events 
22 and 23 of MR, when a young boy and two girls volunteer to fight for Zion, and event 5 of film 
PB, when Darby is making an argument in a class, are such examples.
Some other examples, which focus on the event, may be represented by different versions of plot 
units. This can happen mainly to conversation type and action type events, except happening 
events. This is because happening events almost cannot be represented at all or fully so there is no 
question about different versions to be raised here. Event 12 when the Frenchman wants to make a 
deal with Trinity to exchange Neo with the Oracle’s eyes is an event involving a failed 
simultaneous exchange, and is complicated enough to argue that it can be represented differently. 
Event 16 in PB is a kernel event where Gray receives a phone call about the assassination and 
event 17 where the person does not give any further details is also complicated to draw plot units. 
Event 21 in MR where people are having a meeting in Zion to prepare for the attack is another 
example. Can this be simply represented by mental state (M) as the motivation of the preparation? 
Can event 47 where Darby and Gray agree that her name will not be mentioned for the story be 
simply represented by two mental states sharing a cross link or not? Can action type event 2 in 
MR where Seraph calls Trinity to ask them to see Oracle be represented simply as a positive event 
among those characters, or mental state connected between characters by cross link? Again, 
should plot units describe event 26 in PB, where Darby changes her look, as a mental state or a 
success plot unit? Table 3-11 illustrates the percentage of objectively and subjectively represented 
events in both films.
Table 3-11: Events can be represented objectively/subjectively
Objectively Subjectively
The Matrix Revolutions kernel events 11 (73%) 4 (27%)
satellite events 30 (67%) 15 (33%)
The Pelican Brief kernel events 27 (90%) 3 (10%)
satellite events 42 (69%) 19(31%)
3.2.4.S Level of Complexity
Some events are complicated to describe with plot units, while some events can be easily 
described. For example, event 3 in The Matrix Revolutions, Neo is trapped in a train station, can 
be easily described as a negative event; event 6 in The Pelican Brief, two judges are assassinated.
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can be easily described as a negative event for both judges and a positive event for the assassin 
and the person who hired him. Some events are complicated to describe even though they are 
objectively described. Event 17 in The Matrix Revolutions, when agent Smith infected Sati and 
Seraph, involves threat plot units, problem plot units, failure plot units, a success plot unit, and 
shared event cross links describing it. Event 85 in The Pelican Brief, when the woman in the 
assassination team finds Gray and Darby but they escape in the end, involves 2l failure, a loss, a 
mixed blessing plot units, a shared event cross link, and other plot units to connect related events.
On the other hand, when events are subjectively described, it is also because of the complexity. 
This is an overlapping situation. However, some events can be easily but subjectively described. 
For example, event 2 in The Pelican Brief, where the demonstrators are against Rosenberg outside 
can be described easily as a success plot unit for them, and a negative event for Rosenberg, with a 
shared event cross link between them. However, those plot units can be subjective. Event 15 in 
The Matrix Revolutions, when Neo asks questions to the Oracle, can be easily but subjectively 
described as an honoured request plot unit.
The numbers of events which can be represented simply or complexly for both films are 
illustrated in Table 3-12. In general, the average number for both films is illustrated in Table 3-13. 
The table shows that plot units can represent all kernel events and most satellite events, 86% in 
average. About 84% of kernel events and 68% of satellite events can be represented objectively.
Table 3-12; Events can be represented simply/complexly
simple complex
The Matrix Revolutions kernel events 14 (93%) 1 (7%)
satellite events 38 (84%) 7 (16%)
The Pelican Brief kernel events 27 (90%) 3 (10%)
satellite events 44 (72%) 17 (28%)
Table 3-13: Overall summary of events for both films
Kernel Events Satellite Events
Total 45 123
Cannot be described 0 (0%) 17 (14%)
Can be described Total 45 (100%) 106 (86%)
Objective 38 (84%) 72 (58%)
Subjective 7 (16%) 34 (28%)
Simple 41 (91%) 85 (59%)
Complex 4 (9%) 21 (17%)
3.3 Discussion
This chapter first gives a tutorial on plot units, the definition and different types of plot units and 
their attributes. Plot units have also been applied into two full-length feature films. It shows that it
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was possible to utilise plot unit formalism reliably and methodically to represent story structure 
told in films. However, the answer to whether plot units can represent stories told in films and 
how to apply them is not straightforward. First, a method is developed to create the steps to 
represent films with plot units. Second, another method is provided to analyse and measure how 
plot units can represent story structures. The analysis gives some insight into variety in types of 
link: a-links and m-links appear more than t-links and e-links in a film. Action films seem to have 
less plot units than political films. By analysing the plot unit data, we found that it is possible to 
represent almost all kernel events and 86% of satellite events by plot units for each film. 
Furthermore, 84% of kernel events and 58% of satellite events can be described more objectively 
with plot units. Additionally, 91% of kernel events and 59% of satellite events are easily 
represented. It is believed that the level of events represented reflects the level of connections 
between events and a character’s goals represented.
However, 16% of kernel events and 42% of satellite events cannot be described by plot units or 
can only be described subjectively. The data show that certain conversation, happening and action 
events may not be described with plot units; certain conversation, happening and character 
introduction events may not be fully described by plot units; some conversation and action events 
tend to be described more subjectively. Events involving a sequence of actions are deemed quite 
complex to be described. Although some of the conversation events and happening events are 
‘dramatically’ important in our opinion, e.g. some important information told by a conversation, 
many of these events and character introduction events are not ‘dramatically’ so important. The 
affect states at the end of happening events, as important for the story, often can be described 
easily. Furthermore, although plot units can represent most of the events, it does not mean they 
can also represent all connections between events. However, the percentage cannot be figured 
since it is hard to calculate how many connections between events in total for a story and plot 
units do miss some emotional relationships and connections between the main goal and sub goals, 
e.g., finding a crew is a sub-goal of a robbery (in the film Ocean’s Eleven). Even so, it is believed 
that the number of events represented reflects the number of connections of events represented. 
Only the links/connections between events make it possible to browse or retrieve the contents of 
films. The limitations of plot units may be improved with some adaptations and extensions which 
are discussed in chapter 5.
The analysis also gives some insight about variety in types of event. Considering the importance 
of an event in a story, they are divided into two groups: kernel events or satellite events. To make 
the analysis more scientific, events are defined as belonging to different type/types according to 
their characteristics, such as conversation, action, happening, state or change of sate, character 
introduction. According to how events are represented by plot units, they are also grouped as easy
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or complex to represent with plot units; or as objectively or subjectively represented. Those 
classifications help to measure how successful plot units can represent story structure.
In conclusion, one of the opening research questions: “Can a formal description of story structure,
i.e., plot units, be applied to full-length feature films?” can be answered by the analysis of plot 
units in two feature films. Methods were developed to represent plot units in films, although we 
are aware of consistency issues to resolve in future work. Based on the results, all major events, or 
kernel events and a great quantity of minor events, or satellite events and their connections can be 
represented with plot unit representation. It also seems that some type of causal link appears more 
often and the film genre also influences this. Plot units represent events and their connections 
either subjectively or objectively, or either easily or complexly, while they also face some 
difficulties in dealing with certain types of events in a small quantity. However, this research 
presents the first analysis of story structure representation in full-length feature films fi*om a 
computational perspective, based on plot units. There is no other analysis of story structure of 
films to compare with. We consider that Allen and Acheson (2000)’s story threads is the most 
similar work. The part of their annotation that adopts Lehnert’s plot units is considered as a lower 
level of story structure which represents a short-length children’s film. There is a lack of 
conversational events or mental states since the main character, the bear, does not talk or have 
facial expressions, and many scenes/events are omitted from the analysis. The story thread, as a 
higher level of their annotation, represents the theme, an abstract level of the story, which makes 
11 story thread descriptions for a full-length film. The capability of plot units is limited to fairy 
tale films, and there were no methods about how to create plot units for films and no data to 
measure how film stories are represented with story threads.
The representation scheme ties up events and characters themselves by plot units and characters 
with each other by cross links and it is believed that it can be applied to various novel video 
browsing and retrieval applications since:
■ It can retrieve video intervals, which belong to a certain type of plot unit when 
represented with plot units, in one or more movies. For example, a denied request can 
appear in MR where the trainman refuses Neo or in PB where a school officer refuses to 
help Gray to find a student’s whereabouts.
■ It can retrieve all events belonging to a single character or combined characters sharing a 
cross link. Since each primitive plot unit is character-oriented, so the query can be one 
character ID with a combination of certain types of certain plot unit elements, or two 
characters with a type of cross link. To be more specific, consider queries such as:
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1 character AND/OR plot unit type
2 character AND/OR affect state type
3 character AND/OR causal link type
4 character 1 AND/OR character 2 AND/OR cross link type
For example, for a query of “show me negative events of character Neo”, the system can
list the start times of those negative events to choose from. Queries in category 4 could be 
“show me all the events (affect states) where Neo and Trinity are connected” or “show me 
all the events (affect states) that are positive to Neo but negative to agent Smith”.
■ It can browse directly linked events within one scene or beyond the current scene by link 
types. This is discussed in Chapter 4. It assists viewers to browse films with cause-effect 
hypervideo links between events.
■ It can browse multiple level linked events by link types. For example, this function lets 
users find the original goal even in a chain of linked plot units.
■ It can reason about plot unit configurations and create summaries. Lehnert’s plot units are 
designed as the basis for text summarization. The plot units can be further represented as 
connected graphs which abstract the story into summaries.
It can be seen that a lot of potential work can be done in this field based on this work. The 
following chapter describes a video browsing system: Navigating Film System (NAFI), which 
utilises some of the applications, to provide a real system using plot units and to investigate 
whether plot units can assist people in answering questions more efficiently and comfortably.
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Chapter 4
4 Hypervideo Browsing of Films Based on 
Story Structures
Two full-length feature films were analysed with plot units in Chapter 3. Attention will now be 
focused on investigating how machine-processable representations of story structure can enhance 
video browsing. Plot units are intended to mimic human memory representation whereas 
hypervideo structure seems to reflect a map of knowledge in the human brain as they augment and 
support various cognitive actions. It would be wise to start from the human mind, exploring what 
people think about when they watch a film, in particular, what questions they ask themselves 
about the story; this will be covered in Section 4.1. Then, given the results, we will know what 
interests the viewer in a story and test how plot unit formalism enhances viewers’ responses to 
those questions. The same two films are again investigated. The results show that “Why”, “How”, 
“Who” questions are more common than others and plot units may be able to answer some of 
those questions better than others. One of our achievements is the development of the Navigating 
Films (NAFI) system which browses digital video based on the story structures of films (Section 
4.2). The system allows researchers to author the hypervideo of films. Subjects can navigate the 
film with hypervideo links and the system records their behaviour in question answering tasks for 
subsequent analysis by researchers. An evaluation is actualised to test that Lehnert’s plot unit 
formalism can represent the story structure of feature films to enhance the hypervideo browsing 
experience, in particular, with a view to understanding the story better (Section 4.3). A 
questionnaire was designed in which each subject was asked to answer three questions with 
hypervideo links and three questions without. The length of time taken to answer was recorded 
and the quality of answers was then measured. The results show that responders had a better 
understanding of the film with hypervideo links. More specifically, when they answered questions 
with plot units first, they spent less time and acquired a better quality of answers. The “Why” and 
“Who” types of questions seemed to receive a better quality of answer within less time with plot 
units. More questions were answered better when using plot units than without using plot units. 
Subjects also returned valuable feedback about the system, and the evaluation and possible 
applications of the system (Section 4.4). Then a discussion is followed to conclude the findings, in 
Section 4.5.
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4.1 Analysis of Film Viewer Raised Questions
It is natural that people tend to ask questions about the story when they are watching a film. Some 
of those questions may relate to characters’ goals/desires and causal connections between events. 
Current information retrieval systems tend to search, browse and query about what (objects, 
actions/events), where (location) and when (time); our investigation examines what questions 
interest viewers most and how they may be answered with the plot unit formalism. Methods are 
developed to guide viewers to raise questions when they are watching a film or after. The 
questions are then labelled with categories and the most frequently asked question types are 
exposed. Viewers also mark the questions as “easy” or “hard” depending on their opinion of how 
hard it had been to find the answer. Manually testing of mapping plot units to answer “easy”, 
“hard” and major questions indicates that certain types of questions may be answered by certain 
patterns of plot units nicely.
4.1.1 Aim
The aim was to see whether film viewers ask and answer questions about a film’s story relating to 
characters’ goals and causal connections. It also focused on finding out which kinds of questions 
are most common.
4.1.2 Method
It is normal that when people are watching a film, many puzzles are raised to be solved. After 
viewing the film, watching later scenes or events can solve some of the puzzles. Five subjects 
(Group One) were asked to watch The Matrix Revolutions on their ownand write down questions 
they had about the story during and after viewing. Six subjects (Group Two) were also asked to 
watch The Pelican Brief on their own and guided to ask questions starting with “Why, How, etc” 
for The Pelican Brief
For Group One, there were two intentions:
1. Firstly, subjects were required to ask as many questions as possible in order to understand 
the story while they are watching the film. It was advised to ask no more than fifty and no 
less than ten questions. For example, will one character die? What are they looking for? 
Can those questions be solved during the story? It is also interesting to know whether 
some of the questions can be answered easily by a later event or not depending upon 
whether one needs to link several events or to think deeply to get an answer or if it is an 
open-ended question. Questions raised in part one are named as A-type questions. 
Subjects were also required to make a judgement if each question could be answered
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easily from a later scene or not, by adding an “(E)” sign, meaning “easy”, or a “(H)” sign, 
meaning “hard”.
2. However, there are still some major questions related to the story line that can be 
summarised after watching the film. In part two, subjects were required to raise these 
kinds of questions after watching the film. It was advised to ask no more than six 
questions and choose one or two major questions from them. Questions raised in part two 
are named as B-type questions. In the end, subjects were asked to list names of major 
characters.
For Group Two, subjects were asked to raise as many questions as they liked. However, based on 
the results from Group One, the questions were asked to start with “Why”, “How”, “Can”, “Will”, 
“What”, etc.
4.1.3 Results
The questions raised by each subject are attached in Appendix D for both films respectively. 
Subjects in Group One raised 128 A-type questions and 24 B-type questions in total. The average 
amount was 25 A-type questions and five B-type questions. Some B-type questions are derived 
from A-type questions for the same subject. Some of the questions are asked almost or exactly the 
same by different persons. Subjects in Group Two raised 58 questions in total.
In The Matrix Revolutions, the main characters are mainly agreed as Neo, Agent Smith and the 
Oracle. Neo is the hero. Agent Smith is the villain, and the Oracle is the major supportive 
character for the hero. Some characters are grouped since they are not so important and when they 
are sharing the same goals, such as “Zion”, represent all rebellions fighting in Zion.
4.1.3.1 Question Category Analysis
It appears quite natural that when people watch films they ask and answer questions of themselves 
about the story, especially to do with why major events happen, how characters might solve the 
problems that they face and what characters are going to do. More specifically, some common 
patterns of questioning seem to emerge. Those questions can be grouped into different types. 
Since the questions are related to different films, it is easier to discuss the results respectively 
first.
Film one: The Matrix Revolutions, questions occurring while watching the film
The A-type questions raised from Group One are classified into 11 categories and illustrated in 
Table 4-1. The subjects are named as 81 to 85. Some questions, starting with “Why”, “How”,
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“Who”, “Where” and “When” words, can be easily classified. Questions starting with “What” can 
be further classified. For example, “What is this place?” is a simple question to ask about an 
object. From questions like “What do they (Trinity, etc) want to talk to the French man (Mauser) 
about?” and “Whom does Seraph want to see?” it can be seen that the audience is interested in the 
characters’ motivation/goals. Questions such as “What did Agent Smith do to the Oracle?” is a 
typical question for the “What happened?” type. The subjects also wonder what is going to 
happen when they are watching the film. “Will Trinity die?” “Will they (Neo and Trinity) be 
killed by Bane?” are typical questions for the “What is going to happen?” type. To summarise, 
when a question starts with “What”, it is most likely to belong to one of the following four 
patterns:
■ Related to an object
■ Related to a goal of character(s)
■ Related to what has happened or what did they do
■ Related to what is going to happen
Subjects also frequently ask questions like “Can they make it?” For example, “Can Neo get out of 
the train station?” and “Can he win?” show that the viewer has concerns about whether a goal can 
be achieved or not. When the audience has a doubt about the story, they may ask questions like
“Is the Oracle lying?”, which can be grouped into “True or false” type questions. It can be seen
that a great percentage of questions are “Why”, “How” and “Can a goal be achieved?” questions. 
It seems the audience has certain primary concerns regarding a story told in films, such as 
motivation and cause-effect relationships. This preliminary result may be of interest to narrative 
study and cognitive psychology.
Table 4-1: Questions are categorised into 11 classifications for The Matrix Revolutions
Question Classification Subjects Overall
SI S2 S3 S4 S5
Why 3 3 0 10 2 18
How 2 3 1 9 2 17
Who 1 6 1 3 5 16
Where 1 2 0 3 0 6
When 0 1 0 0 0 1
What 0 0 1 2 0 3
What is the goal? 3 2 0 2 0 7
What happened? What did they do? 3 1 0 2 1 7
What is going to happen? 2 4 0 8 2 16
Can a goal be achieved? 2 7 1 9 5 24
True or false 1 2 2 2 5 12
Total 18 32 6 50 22 128
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As previously mentioned, subjects were also required to mark questions in part one as either 
“easy” or “hard” to distinguish questions that could be answered shortly by another scene or 
event, from questions that cannot be answered easily or have no clear answers. The figures are 
summarised in Table 4-2. Some of the questions are common between all users. For example, 
“Can Neo get off the train station?” is asked by four users. Some of the questions are opposite, not 
very common and only asked by one subject. The average number shows that subjects ask “easy” 
type questions slightly more than “hard” questions. In a hypervideo system, an answer for an 
“easy” type question means providing a narrative related link to a later scene. However, for a 
“hard” type question, the solution could be harder: several narratives related links to different 
scenes or received no satisfactory solution.
Table 4-2: Comparison of questions which are easy or hard to answer for The Matrix Revolutions
Q-type SI 82 S3 S4 S5 Average
Easy 10 (56%) 16 (50%) 5 (83%) 32 (64%) 8 (36%) 71 (55%)
Hard 8 (44%) 16 (50%) 1 (17%) 18 (36%) 14 (64%) 57 (45%)
Film one: The Matrix Revolutions, questions occurring after watching the film
Each subject was required to choose one or two B-type questions as major questions about the 
story. The list of major questions was the following:
1. How did Neo end the war against Smith? (SI)
2. Will the war end? (S2)
3. Who will win? (S2)
4. Is this the same Oracle as in the last two films? (S3)
5. Can Neo get himself out of the train station as he said: “you get yourself here, you can get 
yourself out”? (S3)
6. What really is the Matrix? (S4)
7. Is the Matrix world destroyed? (S5)
8. Will the peace last? (S5)
Often, major questions synthesise many smaller questions so they are hard to answer. 
Furthermore, some questions cannot be answered by simply referring to the story, e.g., questions 
6 and 8. This type of question needs thought to answer and the answers may vary or be in dispute. 
It seems sensible not to include the latter in a hypervideo system but interesting to test how a 
hypervideo system handles the former.
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Film two: The Pelican Brief
The second group was guided by asking questions which start with certain keywords such as 
“why, how, who, what, where, when”. The results are illustrated in Table 4-3 with question types. 
The most favourite question types are “Who”, “What” and “Why” which share “Why” type 
questions in common with Group One. It is interesting that “What” type questions not only 
include physical objects, but also abstract ones. For example, the answer to the question “What is 
common between the two dead judges?” is that they both protect the environment. The answer for 
“what” is not simply a concrete object, but an abstract object here. It appears that the more 
frequently asked question types are different between the two films, which is due to their different 
genres.
Table 4-3: All questions are categorised into 11 classifications for The Pelican Brief
Question Classification Subjects Overall
SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
Why 0 3 1 2 2 1 11
How 1 0 1 1 2 0 5
Who 1 1 8 4 4 0 18
Where 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
When 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
What 2 0 1 1 3 4 11
What is the goal? 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
What happened? What did they do? 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
What is going to happen? 2 1 2 0 0 0 3
Can a goal be achieved? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
True or false 2 1 1 0 0 1 5
Total 8 8 15 8 12 7 58
4.1.3.2 The Relationships between Question Type and Plot Units
It is interesting to see how plot units may be able to assist people to find answers to those 
questions. Based on these concerns, eight questions were chosen from different subjects that were 
marked as both “during watching a film” and “easy”. Meanwhile, eight questions marked as 
“during watching a film” and “hard” were also chosen. In addition, six questions marked as “after 
watching a film” were chosen. The selected questions are listed below and followed by question 
type and an index number to show the source. For example, S5Q5 means question 5 by subject 5. 
Whether it seems to be searched by linking attributes of plot units is also investigated.
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Questions while watching the film and marked as “easy”:
1. Can Neo get away from the trap at the train station? (Can a goal be achieved?) S5Q5
2. Is Trinity going to die? (What is going to happen?) S5Q16
3. Why did Seraph call the ship? (Why) S2Q6
4. How is the gate opened? (How) S2Q29
5. What did Smith do to the Oracle? (What happened?) S1Q11
6. What does Trinity want to talk to the French man about? (What is the goal?) S1Q8
7. Will Neo fight with Agent Smith? (True or False) S4Q39
While manually mapping those questions with plot unit diagrams, it can be seen that it is possible 
to narrow down events by focusing on a certain character’s affect state, or cross links between two 
characters. For example, question 1 is about Neo, so only Neo’s affect states are directly related. 
Question 6 has two names; Trinity and the French man. Thus, a cross link between Trinity and the 
French man can be a significant clue. Different question types may involve only certain plot unit 
patterns. For example, “Can a goal be achieved?” questions seem only related with “success” and 
“failure” plot units. Thus, related events are further narrowed down. It is worthwhile to compare 
what kind of questions general keyword-based retrieval systems can also answer and what kinds 
they cannot, but which might have a better recall by plot units. It is also worth comparing how 
humans are able to answer the questions and how they are affected by plot units.
Questions while watching the film and marked as “hard”
1. Is the Oracle lying? (True or False) S5Q4
2. Are Neo and Trinity going to make it and end the war? (Can a goal be achieved?) S5Q11
3. Is the war going to end? (Can a goal be achieved? & what is going to happen?) S5Q8
4. Why is the Indian girl in the train station? (Why) S4Q3.5
5. How does the Oracle know Neo is in the train station? (How) S4Q2
6. What had happened to Trinity after they landed? (What happened?) S4Q34
7. Will everything come to an end after the crew of The Hammer use the “EMP”? (What is 
going to happen) S4Q30
8. What do they (humans in Zion) want to do when they hear that the Machines are going to 
attack them in 20 hours? (What is the goal) S1Q2
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While manually mapping the above questions with plot unit diagrams, again, it could be seen that 
they were similar to the “easy” questions. However, the number of questions that cannot be 
answered is increased. Questions 4, 5 and 8 seem very hard to find the answer by plot units. The 
answers to questions 4 and 8 are from conversations which are hardly represented in plot units. 
Question 5 cannot actually be answered from the story directly anyway. The question types which 
are hard to answer include “Why”, “How” and “What is the goal”. The chances of answering 
“easy” questions are higher.
Questions after watching the film
1. How did Neo win? (How) S1Q6
2. Who is the Oracle? (Who) S3Q3
3. Will Neo win? (Can a goal be achieved?) S2Q2
4. What really is the Matrix? (What) S4Q1
5. How did Neo get out of the train station? (How) S1Q2
Questions 2 and 4 cannot be answered because the answer cannot be found straight away from the 
movie. It needs more understanding of the whole movie and the whole series and even special 
knowledge of the story, e.g., computer network technologies. Other questions can be answered by 
similarly linking to the related affect states of certain characters.
4.1.4 Discussion
It is interesting to note that it is possible to classify questions into different categories 
syntactically and semantically. The categories include 11 types of questions (Table 4-1 and Table 
4-3). For the film The Matrix Revolutions, the average of questions raised for one subject is 25 in 
part one and five in part two. The question-types asked most frequently include “Can a goal be 
achieved?” (24%), “Why” (18%), “How” (17%), “Who” (16%) and “What is going to happen?” 
(16%). For the film The Pelican Brief, the average of questions raised for one subject is ten. The 
question-types asked most frequently are “Who” (31%), “Why” (19%) and “What” (19%). It was 
noticed that the “What” type questions raised not only included concrete objects, but also abstract 
ones. It seems different genres of film also affect the favourite type of questions asked. All 
questions can belong to one of the criteria, making this categorisation quite successful.
It seems an audience has primary concerns about characters’ motivation and cause-effect 
relationships in a story and some questions are common between all users. The average number 
shows that subjects ask “easy” type questions slightly more than “hard” questions. In a 
hypervideo system, a narrative related link to a later scene may answer an “easy” type question
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whereas several narrative related links to different scenes may tackle “hard” type questions or 
provide no satisfactory solution. The chances of answering “easy” type questions are higher than 
“hard” type questions. It seems interesting to test how a hypervideo system handles complex 
questions but not involving personal criticism or answers in dispute.
On one hand, the current information retrieval technique may answer questions such as “Who”, 
“What”, “Where” and “When”, but hardly answer the other types of question. On the other hand, 
by using plot unit in a system it may be possible to answer other questions. It seems that certain 
primitive plot units are more effective when aiming at certain types of questions. For example, 
since plot units link different events by certain relationships, questions like “What happened?” 
and “What is going to happen?” may be retrieved by links between events. “Can a goal be 
achieved?” can also be traced from a motivation (affect state “M”) through a chain of links which 
end up with a “success” or “failure” plot unit. “Why” and “How” questions may be answered by a 
plot unit element in the middle of chains of affect state links. The number of these questions 
possesses more than half of the total number of questions. These assumptions can be further 
confirmed by representing the film using plot units in a hypervideo system and seeing if the links 
enhance people’s abilities to find answers more efficiently. As mentioned earlier, we assume that 
the improvement of story understanding reflects the improvement of the browsing experience. 
Often, a film’s director intends to leave some questions unanswered so these questions are not 
considered in this work. Apart from those, there are also a number of questions that can hardly be 
answered either by current information retrieval techniques or by plot units. Some of these need 
more understanding of the whole movie and the whole series and even special knowledge of the 
story, e.g., computer network technologies.
4.2 NAFI: A System for Navigating Films
The system development involves analysis, design, implementation and evaluation of the system 
itself and further, to use the system to test the idea of browsing film stories with plot units in order 
to improve their understanding. Computationally, both an object-oriented modelling language and 
programming language are applied: UML (Fowler and Scott, 2000) and Java (Deitel and Deitel, 
1999) are used here to design and implement the system. UML diagrams highlight important 
details and communicate concepts more clearly describing the system design in a formal and 
precise manner. The system was implemented in Java.
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4.2.1 System Analysis
The aim of developing the NAFI system is to allow researchers to enter structured data, such as 
plot units, in order to structure digital video into hypervideo and to record subjects’ navigation 
behaviour. Specifically, it also investigates how plot units can be formalised to browse digital 
video based on plot units and to evaluate, when people use such a system, the difference in 
comparison with other video browse systems. It also attempts to be re-useable for other 
researchers. The system should be able to run in a normal standard PC and Java J2SE and JMF 
plug are required since it is coded in Java. The system also handles question answering tasks such 
as uploading question files, monitoring the time taken for users to answer each question and 
saving their answers into files.
The main functions of the system are for researchers to: i) specify different sets of links for a 
video, and ii) record subjects’ actions when they are browsing video data by following links 
which have connections with the current event, e.g. plot units. The plot unit data of each film is 
not hard-coded into the system. The system should have video player functions such as play, stop, 
rewind, and forward. Furthermore, key frames can be chosen carefully and manually by the 
researchers to represent each scene and the system can display key frames related to current 
events or filter related key frames, e.g. by formalised plot units and their attributes. There are 
many ways to filter related key frames. It can be filtered by showing related events if they are 
sharing different attributes of plot units or any combinations of certain attributes of plot units with 
characters. For example, it can show some related events within a scene by a list of all relevant 
affect states. It can show different events by cross-links, causal-links, or even events which share 
the same motivation. A logging function can also be created to trace which key frames a subject 
clicked and how many times. This will help system evaluation by estimating how easily the 
system can retrieve a correct answer to the subject.
The user’s requirements can be organised and presented in the form of a use case. It illustrates 
how subjects view the process rather than how the system operates. The use case diagram 
presenting the NAFI system requirements is illustrated in Figure 4-1. A researcher can enter or 
edit structured story data, e.g. plot units. A user can play video and browse video by finding links 
and watching linked events. The system can save researchers’ input data, run question sheet for 
subjects and save users’ behaviour. Users’ “find link” action extends this action.
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[nier Structurel 
Story Date
Play Video
User
System
Find Links
Clicked Scenes 
Clicked Links 
Clicked Events
Watch Linked Evens
Figure 4-1; Use case diagram of the NAFI system
4.2.2 System Design
This section describes the system architecture with UML class diagrams to show the relationships 
between objects and how the user interface integrates video player, keyframes, and user- 
interaction with hypervideo functions.
UML class diagram
The UML class diagram attempts to show the relationships between plot units, their attributes, 
characters and the film in an object-oriented manner. Firstly, one film can have one to many 
scenes; these scenes only belong to one film (Figure 4-2). Scenes are ordered by film time. Each 
plot unit is associated with one and only one character; one character can have indefinite number 
of plot units (Figure 4-3). Plot units, similar to scenes, have a specific order in film time.
Film
1
1..*
Scene
Figure 4-2: Class diagram part one, film and scene
4 ------- 1Character Plot Unit
Figure 4-3: Class diagram part two, character with plot unit
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Figure 4-4 shows that each plot unit must only have two affect states and one causal link (see 
Section 3.1). On the opposite side, one causal link has to belong to a plot unit, but one affect state 
does not necessarily belong to a plot unit and it can be stand-alone. In a plot unit, two affect states 
are connected by a causal link. The causal link points from an affect state to another affect state.
Plot Unit
0..1 1
1 Point to 0 -*
Affect State Causal Link
Point from 0 ..*
Figure 4-4: Class diagram part three, plot unit and its attributs
Figure 4-5 illustrates that an affect state can have a cross-link associated with or not. Cross-link 
has to have, and only have, two affect states: one is the antecedent affect state and the other is the 
consequent affect state.
0 ..* 1
Antecedent
Affect StateCross Link
0 ..* Consequent
Figure 4-5: Class diagram part four, cross link and affect state
As explained in Section 3.1, causal links have four types: termination link, motivation link, 
equivalence link and actualization link. Similarly, affect states have three types: positive event, 
negative event and mental state. The whole class diagram is shown in Figure 4-6. One scene can 
have zero to many plot units. One plot unit must be in one scene, when its affect states are in the 
same scene, or two scenes, when its affect states are in two different scenes. Similarly to a plot 
unit, an affect state always belongs to one character.
There are also some constraints that cannot be seen on the diagram. There are two constraints with 
a-link and m-link. An a-link must point from a mental state and point to either a positive event or 
a negative event. Another two constraints focus on causal link and cross link. Causal links only 
exist when two associated affect states belong to the same character. On the opposite side, cross 
links only exist when the two associated affect states belong to two different characters.
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Film
1
1..*
Scene '  1
Character Plot Unit
Belongs to 1
Has
.  0 - *  Antecedent
0
2
.1 1
1
Point to
Cross Link Affect State Causal Link
Consequent :'from
Negative Mental
Event State
Positive
Event
Actualization Termination
Link Link
Equivalence
Link
Motivation
Link
Figure 4-6: A diagram includes part of the designed classes to represent the relationships between
elements of plot units and elements of film.
GUI design
The main interaction window should have three parts: video player, key frames to highlight 
related scenes, and user-interaction. All these possible links are related to the current events 
within the scene which is playing. The user-interaction part shows subject related events by 
scenes and by different links. When one clicks the “Highlight Scenes” button, one can see 
related scenes which are highlighted. One can then click any of the related scenes; the text 
areas of each type of link will then list related events within that related scene. Each type of 
link is converted into more general English terms for easy understanding. The matches of 
names of links to causal links and cross links based on plot units are the following:
What link =  a-link 
Why link =  m-link 
Conclusion link =  t-link 
Coincidental link =  e-link 
Character interaction link =  cross link
Character’s goal link =  an “M ” related affect states by causal links
The system also provides a question sheet on the screen for subjects to answer questions related to 
the story. The system has logging functions to save the behaviour of subjects into a txt file.
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4.2.3 System Implementation
The NAFI system is implemented as a prototype for research purposes and is available via email 
request for other researchers to download. A sequence of screenshots is produced to show the 
functions of the system. The user manual is documented (see Appendix E) and the system  
software is included in a CD with files showing a two-minute demo.
Main user interface
A menu bar and an inner frame comprise the main interface. A sequence of screenshots illustrates 
the menu items in the menu bar in Figure 4-7.
Navigating Film with Plot Units!
File Edit Log function Question S heet About...
^  Navigating Film with Plot Units!
File Edit Log function Question Sheet About...
Open 
Save as
Show Gallery of Characters
Open a NAFI file 
Open a movie file
Navigating Film with Plot Uni Â . Navigating Film with Plot Units! ^
File Edit Log function Questi| File Edit Log function
Add D ata
Change Data UJ
Q u e z o n  S h eet About...
Open a  q u e# ib n  sh ee t
% Navigating Film with Plot Units!
File Edit Log function Question Sheet A bout..
About NAFI!
Figure 4-7 : Menu items in the NAFI menu bar
The menu bar includes following functions:
Enter structured data about the video 
Edit structured data about the video 
Save entered data into a .NAFI file
Open a NAFI file which saved the structured data about the video 
Open a video file which is a standard video file, such as .mpeg or .avi. 
Show Gallery of characters
Load a question sheet for subjects to answer questions
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•  Save subjects’ behaviour into a logging file
• Open an existing logging file in order to save more logging information into the same file 
later
Create and edit data using plot units to represent the story
There are two user interfaces for the researchers to add or edit plot unit data to represent a film 
story and then save them into a *.NAFI data file. The data to be entered includes scene objects, 
character objects, affect state objects, causal link objects and cross link objects. The user interface 
of data entry is illustrated in Figure 4-8. The user interface for changing data is similar to the data 
entry interface. The difference is that it uploads saved data in a drop down menu for each element, 
when one chooses an option from the drop-down menu, the data of that object appears as default 
data in each text field. One can then change the data in the text field(s) and save it. Visual 
interface would be desirable in the future. Each initialized entity is visualized with images or 
descriptions, the researchers can then drag each entity and draw a line to link them with certain 
relations and all the connections between each entity can be visualised.
I Data entry!
ADD SCENES!------------
ID:
Start Time:(titi:mm:ss) 
End Time: (hti:mm:ss) 
Name or Summary
Ctioose a Keyframe
Save & Add Another
ADD CHARACTERS!-
Character Name:
Choose an image file
Add Character
ADD AFFECT STATESi- 
Affect State(AS) Type: 
AS at Scene:
Character of AS:
Time Point: (hh:mm:ss) 
Summary:
Add Affect State
POSITIVE EVENT M
Scene 1: Rosenberg's View
Rosenberg
rADD CAUSAL UNKS!- 
Causal Links Type:
Start at AS:
Add Casual Links
AS1: M, Dernonstrants, SI. 00:02:19 v
AS1: M, Démonstratifs, SI, 00:02:19
rADD CROSS LINKS!--------------------------------
Start at AS: AS1: M, Dernonstrants, SI, 00:02:19
End at AS: AS1: M, Dernonstrants, SI, 00:02:19
Add Cross Links
Figure 4-8: GUI of data entry. There are five sub-sections to enter data: each section provides text 
fields to enter text information, or a drop-down menu to choose an option, or a file chooser to link a 
image file to objects. Each section also has a button to confirm to save the current data into a new
object.
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Inner frame
The main inner frame interface is comprised of three parts: a video player on the upper left hand 
side, hyperlink function on the upper right hand side and key frame section beneath:
• A standard player which has play, pause, forward, backward video functions.
• The keyframe section is similar to the familiar DVD scene selection function. Each 
keyframe represents one scene; one can watch the beginning of the scene by clicking the 
keyframe.
• Elyperlink function: once one is watching a specific scene, one can click the “Highlight 
Scenes” button to browse linked scenes.
The system will then show the related events in the related scenes (with a red border around each 
keyframe) by different types of link. As explained earlier in 4.2.2, the sections for each link show 
the connected events converted into general English terms.
The following example shows that when one is watching scene 4 of The Pelican Brief when 
Rosenberg, a judge, was murdered (Figure 4-9), one can find related events in other scenes by 
clicking the “Highlight Scenes” button. It can be seen in Figure 4-10 that four related scenes are 
highlighted: scene 2, scene 5, scene 22 and the current scene. When one clicks scene 2, one can 
see two related events: event 5 and event 6. Those events are actually affect states meaning they 
contain some information about each object, such as event ID or time point, in which scene to 
which character they belong. After watching these two events, the viewer can see the procedure 
that the assassin received the mission.
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Highlight the related scenes and list related events in each scene: 
by Vtfhal' link. by Wliy' link.
by 'coincldentiar link
I :uP ell ca nB ri ef. mng
by conclusion link
by characters interaction link b^ f 'character’s  goal' link
Highlight Scenes Reset Key Frames
Forvjard 5 sec. SCENE No.: 4 
Time: 00:10:14Backivard 5 sec
Figure 4-9: A Judge is killed in scene 4
fil e:l :X\P ell ca nB n et. mpg
Highlight the related scenes and list related events in each scene 
h\' Vtfhat’ link by "Wli\r" imk
1st Eventb. Time: 00:06:55. Scene 2. E 
Event 5. Time: 00:06:18. Scene 2.
by 'cDincidential' link
W 'characters interaction' link try character s  goal link
Event 6. Time: 00:06:55. Scene 2, Eve 
Event 5. Time: 00:06:18. Scene 2 . E v e tx
Highlight Scenes R eset Key Frames
Forvi'ard 5 sec.
Backward 5 sec
Figure 4-10: Click ‘Highlight Scenes’ button and go hack to scene 2 to watch related events
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Logging subjects’ behaviour
Subjects’ actions can be recorded into a text file. This file can save their actions step by step, 
which scenes they clicked and in which order, which links they followed, how many times they 
clicked scenes. If they are answering questions, the time taken to finish each one is recorded by a 
start time and an end time. An example of a logging file is illustrated in Figure 4-11.
The logging files always record information of the users’ behaviour such as:
•  The user clicks a key frame to watch a scene, the system records it as “The clicked scene 
ID is %” where x is the scene ID;
•  The user clicks the “Highlight Scenes” button, the system records this action and adds 
the total of times that the button was clicked as “Highlight Scene button is pressed y 
times”;
•  The user clicks the “Reset Keyframe” button, the system records this action and adds the 
total times that the button was pressed as “Reset keyframe button is pressed z times.
•  The key frame clicked by the user is highlighted, then it is recorded as “The clicked 
highlighted scene ID is
•  The user clicks to view a related event, the system records it as “The selected affect state
(AS) from x-link list is at: Event ID y, time: xx;xx;xx, scene z, event type j, character 
where % is the type of the causal link, y is the event ID, is the time point for that
affect state, z is the scene ID where the affect state is, y is the type of affect state, k is the 
name of the character.
When the user is answering questions from the question sheet, the files record information of their 
behaviour such as:
•  The user chooses a question sheet, the system records all the questions appearing in the sheet, 
the question sheet ID, the date and time the user actualised this action as “The user chooses 
answering Question Sheet x at dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm:ss”;
•  The user clicks “OK” button on the dialogue which asks if the user is ready to answer the 
following question, the system records the question ID, the date and time the user actualised 
this action as “The user is ready for question y at dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm:ss”;
•  The user clicks “OK” button on the dialogue which asks if the user found the answer, the 
system records the question ID, the date and time the user actualised this action as “The user 
finished answering for question z at dd.mm.yyyy. hh:mm:ss”.
The file also records any typed information by the user in the “Input the answer” dialogue.
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P  LoggingFileiD28.txt - Notepad
F ile E d it F o r m a t  V iew  H e lp
The c l i ck ed  scene id  i s :  9 
The c l i ck ed  h iqhl ighted  scene id  i s  9 
Highl ight  scene button i s  pressed 33 t imes  
The c l i ck ed  h igh l ighte d  scene id  i s  9
The se l e c t e d  AS from g- l in k  l i s t  i s  at :  2 &Event 52, Time: 00:30:30,  scene 9,
The s e l e c t e d  AS from m-link l i s t  i s  at :  2 61s t  Event 53, Time : 00:31:10,  scene
The s e l e c t e d  AS from a- l in k  l i s t  i s  at :  1 61st  Event 55, Time : 00:31:10,  scene
The se l e c t e d  AS from cr os s l i nk  l i s t  i s  at :  1 6Event47,  Time: 00:28:36,  scene 9
The s e l e c t e d  AS from cr os s l i nk  l i s t  i s  a t :  1 6Event47, Time: 00:28:36,  scene 9
The user i s  ready for ques tions  at 16 .2 .20 05  14:10:54 _______
Event t 
9, EV( 
9, Ever 
Even! 
Event
1 F ile E dit F o rm a t View H elp
The user choosed for answering Question sheet A at 16.2.2005 14:17:16  
The user i s  ready for question!, at 16.2.2005 14:17:24 
rese t  Key Frame Button i s  pressed 18 times 
The cl icked scene id i s :  4
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID is 4
The cl icked scene id i s 2
The cl i eked hiqhlighted scene ID is 2
The cl icked scene id i s 2
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID is 2
The cl icked scene id i s 4
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID i s 4
The cl icked scene id i s 2
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID i s 2
The cl icked scene id i s 4
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID i s 4
The c l i  eked scene id i s 2
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID is 2
The cl icked scene id i s 3
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID is 3
The cl icked scene id i s 2
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID i s 2
The cl icked scene id i s 40
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID is 40
The cl icked scene id i s 5
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID is 5
The cl icked scene id i s 40
The cl icked highl ighted scene ID i s 40
The user f in i shed answering for question!, at 16.2.2005 14:21:3 
The user i s  ready for question2 at 16.2.2005 14:23:17
Figure 4-11: An example of logging file data
Question answering
The system also has question answering functions for the subjects to use and answer story related 
questions. Firstly, a text file with questions can be created. Secondly, the subject can upload the 
file (Figure 4-12), which will show questions one by one on the screen (Figure 4-13).
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File Edit Log function Question Sheet About...
I Q  file:D:lMy Documents Open a question sheet p
Look in: | L 3  V ersion! jd O ft HI’
QuestionSheetA.txt
Qlog
ijj^N e w  Folder
g |
@1 QuestionSheetA.txt.bak 
®  QuestlonSheetB.txt 
W| OuestlonSheetB. tx t. bak
File nam e: jQ uestionS hee tA .tx t
Files of tvpe: | All Files (’‘.’‘J ^
O p en
C an ce l
Figure 4-12: Open a question sheet file
Question Sheet A
Q1: Who killed the ill old man in scene 4 (time 00:09:47)? 
WlienyoiJ are reatiyto answer, please click 'OK'.
OK Cancel
Figure 4-13: Dialogue to show question one
Now the subject can start focusing on finding the answer by browsing the system. The system also 
logs when the subject starts answering the question. There is a dialogue to repeat the question 
(Figure 4-14) and when the subject finds the answer or if the subject spends more than a time 
limit (there is a five-minute alarm in the system), then they click the “OK” button to open the 
answer input dialog (Figure 4-15) and write down the answer and the system also logs when the 
subject finishes answering the question. So it is important that the subject does not close this 
dialogue before they find the answer, otherwise it will affect the accuracy of the logging data.
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4  Please do not close this befor.
You are answering Q1: Wlio killed the ill old man in 
scene 4 (time 00:09:47)?
You can minimize this dialog now.
When you found the answer, or time is up, 
please click OK' to continue.
OK
Figure 4-14: “Question Repeat” dialogue
#  Input the answer
The answer for
■Q1: Wtio killed the ill old man In scene 4 (time 00:09:47)? ' Is: 
Scene:
Time:
Answer:
Do you think those link functions
helped you to find the answer more efficiently?
Yes, it helped a lot.
O Yes, It helped a  little.
O No, it didnt help.
Submit Can't find answer Close
Figure 4-15: “Input Answer” dialogue for question one
If the question sheet has more than one question, this sequence will be repeated until the last 
question. Then a dialogue will tell the subject they have finished (Figure 4-16).
Go to  n e x t q u estion  s h e e t  or fin ished.
You have finished this question sheet.
If this is your first question sheet, please 
choose 'Question Sheet Two'from the menu. 
Otherwise, you have finished. Thank you for your help.
OK
Figure 4-16: “Reminder” dialogue after the last question answered
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Characters’ gallery
When a story involves more than just a few people, this gallery can provide photos for all 
characters, see Figure 4-17.
#  Navigating Film with Plot Units! :
A  Gallery of C haracters!
H e  Edit Log function Question!
Open 
Save a s
Show Galerv of Charai^ers
Grrw Grantham PR m nnstrants
T hnm as Callahan ■ loiigPH CiinrciHP Cniirt .lll.s- FlRtnlifir. Gnal.AWliita Hniigp npHtnnVnmtpQ F R If^ irp rtn r Grau*s whi«R hniisR snurcR
 Garciaf Dhoneu namelfCurlis
«Smith K ppn FriMnr W ag lijn n t __Mart^ / o l m a n n
Snnn a n P a n r p  m an frnm  Bar _ Killing Team
The Firm, (W&B) Mattiece, the greatest camp.. Khamei. a sg a s in a tn r
I f '
Alice, Darby's friend The CIA agent
1
He nciier stioved
A vnunn iavwp.r
TV compere
Figure 4-17: Show photos of characters
4.2.4 System Evaluation
50 subjects have used the system to browse film stories, from the early version until the latest. 
The NAFI system was used for approximately 100 hours without crashing, proving its robustness. 
Testers were asked to give any suggestions for system improvement and feedback as to whether 
or not they liked the system. Most people thought the system was easy to use, with a well- 
developed user-friendly interface, although a few people complained that the meaning of different 
types of links was not clear. One subject suggested highlighting scenes by different colours if they 
are linked by different types of links. Some people felt the player took too limited space and 
suggested maximising the video player part when watching the film and minimising it when they
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needed to use the other two parts. One subject suggested having a player in the add/change data 
window for the researchers so it is easier for them to enter/edit data.
4.3 An Evaluation of Hypervideo Based on Plot Units
4.3.1 Aim
The aim of this evaluation is to investigate that Lehnert’s plot unit formalism can represent the 
story structure of feature films to enhance the hypervideo browsing experience, in particular, with 
a view to understanding the story better. More specifically, does the use of plot units provide 
better quality answers; does the order of using plot units first or second matter; and does the type 
of questions matter?
4.3.2 Methods
Two question sheets containing an equal amount of questions were proposed so the subjects can 
answer one sheet with hypervideo links and one sheet without. The order of questions was 
swapped and the order of with hypervideo links or without was also swapped for different 
subjects. Thus, there are four ways to ask subjects to answer questions, see more details in Table 
4-5. It was decided that the questions should also include different types of questions. The length 
of time spent answering each question was recorded and the quality of answers was measured. 40 
people attended the evaluation. Two versions of questionnaire were used.
4.3.2.1 Design of Questionnaire
The questionnaire involved four parts.
1. 20 minutes tutorial of the NAFI system was given.
2. The subject was then asked to browse a film to find events related to a question in 15 
minutes. There were three questions in total. Each question was related to one character or 
one event. For example, start from scene 7 (Time 00:21:14), and see how well you can 
find out what Darby wrote in “The Pelican Brief” and what sequences of events were 
caused to happen by this brief?
3. Subjects were given a scene and a time-point for each question to start with, and a time 
limit of five minutes to browse for an answer. The reason to do this was that after a few 
preliminary sessions, subjects complained that it took ages to even find where the 
question was or the events about the question took place, not to mention finding the
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answers within 5 minutes and they felt it was wasting their time. I chose the time-point 
where an event/conversation about the question was going to take place as a hint, so the 
subjects had the option to start from there or not. This does not bias the results simply 
because each question is complicated enough so that the time point with direct 
hyperlinked scenes may lead to an answer with a low score but they never lead to any 
better quality answer. They were then asked to write down the answers about where in the 
film the answer was located and what the answer was. The questions were six in total and 
were divided into two groups, three questions for each. For one group, they were asked to 
use the hyperlink functions, and for the other group, they were asked not to use the 
hyperlink functions. Some subjects were asked to do one group of questions with 
hyperlink functions first and the rest of questions without hyperlink functions later. Some 
subjects were asked to answer one group of questions without hyperlink functions first. 
The system does not disable or hide the hyperlink functions, so subjects were asked not to 
press the “Highlight Scenes” button when they were not supposed to use the hyperlink 
functions. Since two versions of question sheets were used, there were ten questions in 
total and two of them appearing in both versions (see Table 4-4).
Finally, subjects were asked to fill out some information about themselves, whether they 
had watched the film before, and provide feedback about whether they liked some 
elements of plot units and general feedback and suggestions about the system.
Table 4-4: Questions used in the evaluation
WHO Questions
Ql. “Who killed the ill old man in Scene 4?”
Q2. “Who are implicated as suspects of the assassinations in the ‘Pelican Brief?’ 
Q3. “Who did the car bomb in Scene 10 intend to kill?”
Q4. “Who wanted to assassinate Darby Shaw and Gray Grantham?”
WHY Questions
Q5. “Why were the people killed in Scene 4?”
Q6. “Why is it called the ‘Pelican Brief?”
HOW Questions
Q7. “How is the President related to the assassination of the two judges?”
Q8. “How was Curtis Morgan connected to the assassinations?”
WHAT Questions
Q9. “What do the two dead judges have in common?”
QIC. “What was in Morgan’s safe deposit box?”
The questionnaires are listed in Appendix F. There are two versions of questionnaire since some 
questions chosen for part one and part two were different. There are four ways to ask subjects to 
answer questions for part two, illustrated in Table 4-5. “+PU” is the short expression for with the
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use of hyperlinks (plot units), while “-PU” is the short expression for without the use of 
hyperlinks (plot units).
Table 4-5: Four ways to ask subjects answer questions in part two.
^''''-«4J^erlink function 
Sheet order
Hyperlink first, then without 
hyperlink (+PU, -PU)
Without hyperlink first, then 
with ( -PU, +PU)
A, then B A +PU, B -PU A -P U ,B + P U
B, then A B + P U ,A -P U B -PU, A +PU
4.3.2.2 Procedure
■ The subjects were asked to do the evaluation alone. They were firstly trained by seeing a 
demo of how to use the system, then it was suggested they try the system to get familiar 
with it, for 20 minutes. They were browsing another film, e.g. The Matrix Revolutions, 
during the training period.
■ The subjects were then asked to answer the questionnaire, about 80 minutes.
■ The subjects’ actions and the timing of their actions were recorded in a system log. The 
system log recorded when they started and finished answering each question, and how 
many and what kinds of links they followed, and when they used the keyframes to browse 
directly to a scene.
■ The data of part two were then organised into excel or SPSS file to be processed.
4.3.3 Results
When browsing film with hypervideo link, people obtain a better understanding of the story. 
Specifically, subjects acquire a better quality of answers about a film’s story when browsing with 
hypervideo than without. The time taken to answer questions did not change. A preliminary 
analysis of logging data was undertaken to show how the NAFI system is used and the 
frequencies of different actions the subjects made. The statistical tests were run to test if the usage 
of plot units significant affects the length of time and the quality of answer for question answering 
task in the experiment.
The result did vary depending on whether a subject was answering the questions with hypervideo 
before answering the questions without hypervideo or vice versa. When they answered questions 
from the first question sheet with hypervideo links, they spent less time and gained a better quality
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of answers than without hypervideo links. When they answered questions from the second 
question sheet with hypervideo links, they spent more time in order to gain a better quality of 
answers than without hypervideo links. The reasons for spending more time on the second sheet 
might be that they were looking for more perfect answers while using plot units or they searched 
their memories looking for answers.
If answers are grouped into incorrect answers with scores between zero to four, and correct 
answers with scores between five to ten, more answers were correct when using hypervideo links 
for questions in the first sheet, costing less time than without hypervideo; and a better quality of 
answers within the correct answers when using hypervideo links for questions in the second sheet, 
however, costing more time than without.
If questions are analysed individually, subjects answered more questions within less time for 
better quality answers with hypervideo links. They answered six out of ten questions within less 
time for better quality for the first question sheet, and eight out of ten questions within less time 
for a better quality of answers for the second question sheet when using hypervideo links. On the 
other hand, they answered five out of ten questions within less time for better quality for the first 
sheet, and four out of ten questions within less time for better quality for the second sheet when 
not using hypervideo links. The result also varied depending on different types of questions. 
Hypervideo links make answering “Why” and “Who” type questions more effective.
4.3.3.1 Data Analysis Overview
40 Subjects, mainly final year undergraduate students and PhD students in Computing, 
volunteered. The age of each subject is from 19 to 45; about three quarters are male and one 
quarter female. 62.5% had never seen the film before, while 25% had seen it once and 12.5% 
more than once (but both mainly a few years ago). As mentioned, there were two versions of 
question sheet. If we name them version one (vl) and version two (v2), then 20 subjects answered 
vl and 20 subjects answered v2. In each version, there are six questions in two groups, named 
sheet A and sheet B. If we quote the question with their IDs as “Qx”, then in vl, Ql, Q5 and Q7 
are in sheet A whereas Q2, Q3, and Q4 are in sheet B. In v2, Q6, Q7 and Q9 are in sheet A 
whereas Q5, Q8, QIO are in sheet B. It can be seen that Q5 and Q7 are present in both versions so 
were answered by all. Each subject answered one question sheet with hypervideo enabled, and 
one question sheet without hypervideo. The differences of sheet version and the order of the use 
of hypervideo divided them into four groups. The average of subjects to answer each question 
sheet was approximately five. To be more specific, in version one, six subjects did A+PU, then B- 
PU; five subjects did B+PU, then A-PU; four subjects did B-PU, A+PU and five subjects did A- 
PU, B+PU. In version two, six subjects did A+PU, then B-PU; six subjects did B+PU, then A-PU;
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three subjects did B-PU, A+PU and five subjects did A-PU, B+PU. The ideal data should be five 
subjects for each sheet in each version, while it turns out a few subjects misunderstood the order 
so the number is not even for each sheet. The data of one subject is illustrated as an example in 
Table 4-6, full data can be found in Appendix G. It can be seen that each instance (row) describes 
an answered question with subject ID, question ID, the order of using plot units, the order of 
question sheet which the question is in, the time taken to answer, and the quality of the answer 
with score or correctness. The data in two versions are integrated together for the data analysis.
Table 4-6: An example of data for subject ID 8. He/she answered questions 1, 5 ,7  firstly without 
using plot units, then answered questions 2 ,3 ,4  with plot units. The time spent is represented by 
seconds, the answer can he concluded as a correct or incorrect answer (as ‘y’ or ‘n’); or scored from
0-10 for the quality of the answer.
Subject ID Question ID Plot Unit Sheet Order Time(s) Answer Score
8 5 - f 105 n 4
8 3 + s 130 y 6
8 7 - f 167 n 4
8 2 + s 170 y 9
8 1 - f 247 y 6
8 4 + s 300 n 0
Our analysis of the subjects’ behaviour for part two focused on the length of time taken to answer 
questions, and on the quality of their answers which was scored fi*om zero to ten. The summary 
of the results shows little difference in the time taken to answer questions but suggests that 
subjects did give better answers when using hypervideo (see Table 4-7). There are other factors, 
which may affect the results. For example, a subject may know the answer without having to use 
the system, and sometimes the logging file is able to provide evidence of whether they followed 
links or they just found the answer straight away if they answered the question very fast and with 
little or no use of the hypervideo system.
Table 4-7: Summary of results
Hypervideo Usage Average time to 
answer (seconds)
Average quality of 
answer (0-10)
With hypervideo 
(+PU)
177 5.21
Without
hypervideo (-PU)
174 4.62
4.3.3.2 Preliminary Analysis of Logging Data
The logging files saved 35 subjects’ behaviours when they answered the question sheets, the other 
files were not fully saved normally because the subjects closed the NAFI system and restarted it 
during the evaluation. In the preliminary analysis, we investigated the data of how many
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keyframes each subject clicked, how many times each subject clicked the “Highlight Scenes” 
button, how many affect states they clicked and in which cross link box those affect states were 
and in how many scenes for each question answered by one subject. An expert of raw data is 
illustrated in Table 4-8 and the full data can be found in the attached CD. The columns are long so 
some short abbreviations are in the tables whereas ‘S’ stands for subject ID; ‘Q’ stands for 
question ID; ‘PU’ stands for with or without the use of plot units, so ‘+’ represents ‘with the use’ 
and ‘-‘ is the vice versa; ‘O’ stands for the order of question sheet that question belongs to, so ‘f  
means the first sheet and ‘s’ means the second sheet; ‘K’ stands for the number of keyframes 
clicked; ‘R’ means the number “Reset” button clicked; ‘H’ stands for the number of “Highlight 
Scenes” button pressed, while the next 8 columns stand for the number of affect states viewed, 
which type of links they belonged to, and how many scenes they appeared in. If the cell is empty, 
then it basically means it was being touched zero times or it was not supposed to be touched, e.g. 
when the subject answered the question without the use of hypervideo links.
Table 4-8: An expert of raw logging data
s Q PU o K R H Total
Affect
States
a-
link
e-
link
t-
link
m-
link
Goal
link
Cross
link
Scenes
21 6 + f 8 3 1 9 2 1 1 3 2 5
21 7 + f 6 1 1 8 3 2 1 1 1 3
21 9 + f 4 1 1 8 3 1 3 1 2
The data are then summarised in the following Tables 4-9 and 4-10. When the individuals used 
the hypervideo links, the number of keyframes clicked was nearly doubled compared to the 
number of keyframes clicked without the use of hypervideo links. The average of each question is 
about 6 keyframes vs. 4 keyframes. When they used the hypervideo links, the “Highlight Scenes” 
button was pressed on an average of 1.7 times for each question answering task, while 5.3 affect 
states were clicked to view and were mainly chosen from the cross link box and the a-links box, 
often from the goal link box, the t-link box and the m-link box, while very few from the e-link 
box. Those affect states were watched among 1.5 scenes on average.
Table 4-9: The total number of clicked keyframes
Keyframes in total With Hypervideo link Without Hypervideo link
1048 654 394
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Table 4-10: The summary of logging data
Key
frames
Highlight
Scenes
Button
Total
affect
states
cross
link
box
a-
link
box
goal
link
box
t-
link
box
m-
link
box
e-
link
box
Appeared in 
bow many 
scenes
Total 654 182 553 132 133 96 96 83 25 145
Average 6.2 1.7 5.3 1.3 1.3 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.2 1.5
The frequency of keyframes clicked and “Highlight Scenes” button pressed are illustrated in 
Figures 4-18 and 4-19. The frequency of affect states viewed and in how many scenes they were 
detected are illustrated in Figures 4-20, and 4-21. It can be seen that without the use of hypervideo, 
the most occurred total numbers of keyframes clicked are between one to five, while when they 
use the hypervideo links, the numbers are between one to 12. The frequencies of “Highlight 
Scenes” button pressed are actually zero, one or two, which shows that many subjects did not use 
this function very actively. The frequencies of affect states viewed are among one t o l l  and 
appeared more frequently in one or two scenes for each question answering. It is also noticed that 
for four question answering cases, the subjects never clicked any keyframes among 105 cases, 
both with hypervideo links and without hypervideo links. For 38 question answering tasks, the 
subjects never viewed any affect state event among 105 cases. The highest number of keyframes 
clicked was 30 as one case and the highest number of affect state events viewed was 26, again, in 
one case.
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not used
10 12 16 19 21
Keyframes
Figure 4-18: Histogram of counts of “Keyframes clicked” in two catigories, with the use of plot units
or without
50
40
30
20
10
U 0
10
"Highlight Scenes" Button Pressed
Figure 4-19: Histogram of counts of “Highlight Scenes” button pressed, only when hypervideo links
are allowed to be used.
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10 12 14 17 23 39
Affect States
Figure 4-20: Histogram of affect states viewed, only when hypervideo links are allowed to be used.
40
U
Appeared in Scenes
Figure 4-21: Event type distribution in scenes of The Matrix Revolutions 
Further analysis can be conducted with these data and especially with the scene ID of each 
keyframe clicked in the future. At present, we have analysed enough data to have some idea of 
how the NAFI system was used and whether the logging function needs to be improved and in
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which directions. For example, each move, each click can be timed in the future so that we know 
the intervals between two actions. We will be aware of information such as whether the users just 
clicked a lot without viewing too much or they clicked one event/scene and then watched it for a 
few minutes. The system should also immediately log information on whether the subjects 
answered one question until the time limit or beyond so that we know from which point the 
subject already reached the time limit.
However, the logging data do not show whether the choice of giving a time point for each 
question biases the results. Perhaps deeper analysis would help. However, each question is 
complicated enough so that the time point with direct hyperlinked scenes may lead to an answer 
with a low score but not lead to any accurate answer. The logging data do show that sometimes 
subjects found answers with very few or no hyperlink click actions which means they probably 
already know where the answer is, based on their memories of previous browsing.
4.3.3.3 Statistical Tests
We ran statistical tests to test the data as different groups to see if the different conditions (with or 
without the use of plot units) significantly affect the variables, length of time and the quality of 
answer.
Step one: Testing whether the data is normally distributed
According to statistical theory, firstly, we need to explore the data and to decide which statistical 
test is appropriate: in this research we considered using either a parametric test or non-parametric 
test. Field (2005) is an easy-to-use book as a reference of statistical theory and a manual guide of 
SPSS in the same time. Most parametric tests have to meet four basic assumptions. The first one 
is to check if the data are normally distributed. Our analysis involves comparing groups so it is 
important that the distribution in each group is normal. We can test this assumption with 
Kolmogorov-Smimov and Shapiro-Wilk tests. We divide the data into four groups according to 
the usage of plot units and the order of the question sheet each case of question answering task 
belongs to. SPSS 10 is used as the tool and the output is illustrated in Table 4-11, the abbreviation 
of +PU stands for the use of plot units and -PU is the vice versa, first or second stands for the 
order of the question sheet which the case belongs to. The table includes the test statistic itself, the 
degrees of freedom (equal the sample size) and the significance value of this test. For both score 
and time in all four groups, the K-S test is highly significant (Sig. less than 0.05) which means the 
deviation from normality is significant. This shows that the first assumption of normality is not 
met with the data so we need to run the non-parametric test.
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Table 4-11: Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests of four groups
Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirno\f Shapiro-Wilk
GROUP Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.
SCORE +PU, first .173 69 .000 .874 69 .000
+PU, second .155 51 .004 .855 51 .000
-PU, first .204 51 .000 .849 51 .000
-PU, second .220 69 .000 .837 69 .000
TIME +PU, first .108 69 .045 .913 69 .000
+PU, second .152 51 .005 .881 51 .000
-PU, first .143 51 .011 .906 51 .001
-PU, second .119 69 .016 .941 69 .003
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
Step 2: Non-parametric tests to compare the difference between groups.
The Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the difference between four groups is illustrated in Table 4-12. 
The significance value of score, which is 0.603, is greater than 0.05 so the different condition of 
groups does significantly affect the quality of answers. The significance value of time is 0.035, 
which is less than 0.05 so the different condition of groups does significantly affect the length of 
time taken to answer the questions. However, this test only shows that a difference exists but does 
not show exactly where the differences lie. We can use the Mann-Whitney test as a post hoc 
procedure. To avoid build up Type □ error of more than 0.05, Bonferroni correction is used which 
means that a critical value of 0.05 for significance for each test is divided by the number of tests 
to conduct. In our case, we consider two comparisons to be important:
•  Test 1 : +PU first compared to -PU first
•  Test 2: +PU second compared to -PU second
Two categorical variables are the usage of plot unit and the order of question sheets in our data. 
The reason we choose these two tests is that we are more interested in the differences that the 
usage of plot units make rather than the order of question sheets the cases belong to. The critical 
level of significance becomes 0.05/4 = 0.025. The SPSS output, illustrated in Table 4-13, shows 
that the comparison that is significant is when comparing those with the usage of plot units to 
those without for the cases belonging to the second question sheet .It seems that the time taken to 
answer the questions in the second sheet is affected by the usage of plot units.
Then the effect size r for the Mann-Whitney tests can be converted by a z-score divided by the 
square root of the number of total observations on which z is based. For the first comparison, the 
SPSS output shows that z is -1.663 whereas the number of total observations are 120. Thus, the 
effect size r is -0.152. With the same equation, the effect size of the second comparison is
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calculated as 0.213. Both effect sizes represent a small effect in that the effect of usage of plot 
units was a finding but not substantive.
To conclude, the quality of answer (score) was not significantly affected by the usage of plot units. 
The length of time taken was significantly affected by the usage of plot units for questions in the 
second sheet (p < 0.05). Mann-Whitney tests were used to follow up this finding. A Bonferroni 
correction was applied and so all effects are reported at a 0.025 level of significance. It appeared 
that the length of time taken was slightly affected for those cases with the usage of plot units for 
the first question sheet (r = -0.152).
Table 4-12; The Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the difference between four groups
Test Statistics
SCORE TIME
Chi-Square
df
Asvmp. Sig.
1.856
3
.603
8.596
3
.035
a. Kruskal Wallis Test
b. Grouping Variable: GROUP
Table 4-13: The Mann-Whitney tests to compare indivudual groups 
Test 1 Statistics ® Test 2 Statistics ®
TIME
Mann-Whitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
Z
Asvmp. Sig. (2-tailed)
1447.500
3862.500  
-1.663
.096
a. Grouping Variable: GROUP
TIME
Mann-Whitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
Z
Asvmp. Sig. (2-tailed)
1320.500
3735.500  
-2.337
.019
a. Grouping Variable: GROUP
4.3.3.4 Analysing Data with Question Sheet Order
To be more specific, the results can be divided into four by mapping with different orders of using 
hypervideo links, as shown in Table 4-14. It shows that subjects spent less time to answer 
questions and gave a better quality of answers when using hypervideo compared to not using 
hypervideo to answer questions in the first question sheet. There is less difference when both use 
or did not use hypervideo to answer the questions which appeared in the second question sheet. 
The reason for this might be that they already answered three questions first, so the subjects were 
more familiar with the story.
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Table 4-14: Summary of results, divided into four groups by question sheet order and the usage of
hypervideo
Question sheet 
order and the usage 
of hypervideo
Average 
time to 
answer
Average quality 
of answer (0-10)
+PU, First 156 5.33
-PU, First 186 4.33
+PU, Second 205 5.04
-PU, Second 165 4.83
4.3.3.5 Data Analysis with Correct or Incorrect Answers
Firstly, I scored the answers by putting them in order to compare how close they are to a perfect 
answer, then dividing them into two groups: incorrect and correct answers, and scoring them from 
0 to 4 or 5 to 10. It is interesting to compare the average time spent when subjects found a correct 
answer (score 5-10) or an incorrect answer (score 0-4) with hypervideo link or without when 
answering the first question sheet (Figure 4-22), or the second question sheet (Figure 4-23). It can 
be seen in Figure 4-22 that subjects spent around 140 seconds when using hypervideo to receive 
correct answers against around 180 seconds when not. The fact that the two error bars do not 
overlap at all shows an obvious difference: the subjects spent much less time with plot units. The 
percentages of correct answers in total answered questions are also different: 65% (45 out of 69) 
of questions against 49% (25 out of 51) of questions while using plot units compared to not using 
plot units. However, the question numbers and time taken do not seem to be so different when 
subjects did not answer questions correctly with plot units or without plot units. It seems that if 
users have difficulties in approaching the right answer, they keep browsing for more time whether 
with the use of plot units or without.
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Figure 4-22: Error Bar to compare the average time spent when subjects found correct or incorrect 
answers for the first question sheet either with or without plot units. (Note: The scale of time starts 
from 100 because the error bar does not involve a measure of time lower than 100.)
On the other hand, when subjects were answering the second question sheet in Figure 4-23, it can
be seen that 59% (30 out of 51) of questions were answered correctly with plot units and 59 % (41
out of 69) of questions were answered correctly without plot units. With plot units, they seemed to
have spent longer time. Why does this look totally opposite compared to Figure 4-22? Let us
compare the score for their answers. It is calculated that when subjects were using plot units, 43%
(13 out of 30) of questions are perfectly correct (score 10), the average score for 30 answers is
7.9. When they were not using plot units, only 37% (15 out of 41) o f questions are perfectly
correct (score 10); the average score for 41 answers is 7.7. One reason could be that when subjects
were using plot units, they spent longer to find more perfect answers. Perhaps another reason is
that when they were answering the second question sheet, they did not spend time only using plot
units, but also looking for answers with other browsing methods, even their memory, about the
story since they were more familiar with the film. Similarly to Figure 4-22, there is no obvious
difference of average time spent for questions incorrectly answered.
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Figure 4-23: Error Bar to compare the average time spent when subjects found correct or incorrect 
answers when answering the second question sheet either with or without plot units. (Note: The scale 
of time starts from 100 because the error bar does not involve a measure of time lower than 100.)
4.33.6 Data Analysis with Question Type
The results are also categorised by question type, as shown in Table 4-15. When subjects were 
answering the first question sheet, it appeared they were taking less time to gain a better quality of 
answers with hypervideo for every type of question. It showed that hypervideo links assist 
subjects to solve the “Who” and “What” type questions faster, 26% of time reduced for both, and 
to gain a better quality of answers for the “Why” and “How” questions, a 43% and 30% increase 
respectively. When subjects were answering the second question sheet, there was equal chance to 
obtain a more accurate answer within less time either with or without hypervideo. We can see that 
for questions answered either from the first sheet or second sheet, subjects answered “Why” type 
questions with better quality within less time, whereas they answered “Who” type questions with 
less time.
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Table 4-15: Results by question types, divided into four groups
Question
type
Order of question sheet answered
First Second
+PU -PU +PU -PU
A. time A. score A. time A.score A. time A.score A. time A.score
WHO? 151 6.4 203 5.6 189 5.5 166 5.8
WHY? 170 4.0 177 2.8 211 3.9 198 2.2
HOW? 143 6.0 149 4.6 217 4.9 163 5.4
WHAT? 162 4.5 220 3.8 220 5.9 119 5.8
4.3.3.7 Data Analysis as Individual Questions
Average time or average score of each question with or without plot units, for both question 
sheets are also illustrated as an Error Bar respectively, in Figures 4-24 to 4-27. It can be seen that 
most error bars are overlapping for each graph, which means the comparison is not significant. 
However, it can still be seen that for the first question sheet, eight out of ten questions cost less 
time with plot units (Figure 4-24), and eight out of ten questions are answered with better quality 
with plot units (Figure 4-25). For the second question sheet, only two out o f ten questions cost 
less time with plot units (Figure 4-26), and six out o f ten questions are answered with better 
quality with plot units (Figure 4-27).
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Figure 4-24: Error Bar for each question, the average time spent for subjects for the first question 
sheet either with plot units or without plot units.
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Figure 4-25: Error Bar for each question, the average score for the first question sheet either with 
plot units or without plot units. (Note: The scale of score starts from -2 is because the error bar 
involves a number of scores which are lower than 0 )
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Figure 4-26: Error Bar for each question, the average time spent for subjects for the second question
sheet either with plot units or without plot units.
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Figure 4-27: Error Bar for each question, the average score for the second question sheet either with 
plot units or without plot units. (Note: same as in Figure -25)
The data can also be categorised by individual question to compare average time and average
score when using hypervideo links or not, as shown in Table 4-16. Questions 2, 5, and 6 seem to
stand out as being answered better with the use of hypervideo.
Table 4-16: Results by individual questions, divided by the usage of hypervideo.
Question
Average Time Taken Average Score
+ PU -PU + PU -PU
Qi 152 191 4.4 6.6
Q2 195 228 6.0 3.7
Q3 138 143 8.2 7.4
Q4 192 166 5.2 5.1
Q5 180 180 5.0 3.2
Q6 200 206 2.0 1.0
Q7 170 159 5.6 5.2
Q8 179 152 5.5 4.8
Q9 209 172 3.4 3.9
QIO 161 149 6.7 6.1
Again, when divided into four groups, subjects answered eight out of ten questions, except Q6 
and Q8, faster when using hypervideo when questions appeared in the first question sheet, see
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Table 4-17. On the other hand, they answered only two out of ten questions, Q2 and Q6, faster 
when using hypervideo in the second sheet.
Table 4-17; Results of average time taken by individual questions, divided into four groups
Question Order of using bypervideo
First Second
+ PU -PU + PU -PU
Ql 110 185 215 197
Q2 204 244 185 218
Q3 121 172 154 123
Q4 177 217 207 133
Q5 135 158 235 195
Q6 226 207 138 205
Q7 144 157 218 162
Q8 141 120 216 166
Q9 189 250 255 94
QIO 124 175 199 137
When using hypervideo links, subjects answered eight questions more accurately for the first 
question sheet and six questions more accurately for the second question sheet, shown in Table 4- 
18 below.
Table 4-18: Results of average score by individual questions, divided into four groups
Question Order of using bypervideo
First Second
+PU -PU +PU -PU
Ql 4.5 6.2 4.3 7.0
Q2 6.4 3.0 5.6 4.2
Q3 10.0 9.0 6.4 6.3
Q4 5.0 4.0 5.4 5.8
Q5 5.6 4.5 4.2 2.3
Q6 1.6 0.0 3.0 2.0
Q7 5.8 4.0 5.3 6.4
Q8 6.6 6.7 4.4 4.0
Q9 2.7 2.0 5.0 5.8
QIO 7.0 6.7 6.4 5.9
The average time and score for each question for the first question sheet, with plot units; for the 
first question sheet without plot units; for the second question sheet, with plot units; and for the 
second questions sheet, without plot units, are also illustrated by scatter plot, respectively (Figures 
4-28 to 4-31). It can be seen in Figure 4-28 that subjects spent less time to achieve better quality 
answers for six out of ten questions (Ql, Q2, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q9); they spent more time to earn better 
quality answers for three out of ten questions (Q4, Q8, QIO); they spent different time to obtain 
the same quality answers for one question (Q3). The total population is that they spent less time to 
get more accurate answers with quite a sharp line. In Figure 4-29, subjects spent less time to 
obtain better quality answers for five out of ten questions (Q2, Q3, Q4, Q7, QIO); they spent more 
time to earn better quality answers for four out of ten questions (Ql, Q5, Q8, Q9); they spent 
different time to achieve same quality answers for one question (Q6). The total population is that 
they spent less time to get more correct answers with a pretty flat line.
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Figure 4-28: Scatter plot by score and time for each question with regression line, for the first
question sheet, with plot units.
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Figure 4-29: Scatter plot by score and time for each question with regression line, for the first
question sheet, without plot units.
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Figure 4-30: Scatter plot by score and time for each question with regression line, for the second
question sheet, with plot units.
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Figure 4-31: Scatter plot hy score and time for each question with regression line, for the second
question sheet, without plot units.
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In Figure-30, above, subjects spent less time to earn better quality answers for eight out of ten 
questions (Ql, Q2, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q9, QIO); they spent more time to obtain better quality 
answers for one questions, Q8. They seemed spend same time for Q3, although with different 
quality answers. The total population is that they spent less time to achieve better quality answers 
with a line not as sharp as in Figure 4-28, but also not as flat as in Figure 4-29. In Figure 4-31, 
subjects spent less time to achieve better quality answers for five out of ten questions (Q2, Q3, 
Q4, Q7, Q8); they spent more time to obtain better quality answers for five out of ten questions 
(Ql, Q5, Q6, Q9, QIO). The total population is that they spent less time for better quality answers 
with a quite sharp line, almost the same as in Figure 4-28.
For an overall comparison between the four graphs, it appears that when people were using plot 
units, they have more questions answered with less time for better quality, which means plot units 
were more effective. When they were not using plot units, almost half of the questions took more 
time to gain better quality answers, which means they had to work harder for better results. 
Comparing the regression lines for the total population between with or without plot units for the 
first question sheet, it can be seen that the line is sharper with plot units than without , which 
means again that with hypervideo links, it is more effective in finding answers. Comparing the 
same lines for the second question sheet, however, it can be seen that without plot units, questions 
can be answered more correctly with less time. This is the same conclusion from Figure 4-29 
since other factors were also involved such as subjects tended to spend more time clicking 
hyperlinks to get more perfect answers or they spent more time with other ways such as searching 
their memories.
4.4 User Feedback
Subjects wrote in the questionnaire or expressed verbally their opinion about the use of the 
system, how to improve the system or the evaluation, and most of them were encouraged by the 
idea of adding this feature to DVDs.
Feedback about the use of the system
17 subjects gave feedback about the use of the system. 13 subjects felt it is a good system with 
user-friendly GUI, and easy to use for navigation. Two subjects claimed that they were confused 
about the purpose of the links. Two subjects considered this is an innovative work.
Adding this feature to DVDs
When asked about how likely this feature would be added to DVDs, 30 subjects felt it was likely 
to be added to DVDs or useful for certain groups of people, while two subjects felt it was not 
likely to be useful and the rest remained silent. Among those 30 subjects, some people claimed it
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would be useful to browse film to find interesting events, especially to watch a film for a second 
time or more times rather than view it for the first time. Some subjects considered it a way to get a 
quick preview or a summary to decide whether it is worth watching and some people felt it 
assisted in understanding complicated plots better. Some suggested it could be used for creating 
movie clips, for educational purposes, e.g. film students, English language learners, or for 
browsing documentary films and even information packs, or for non-native speakers to get a 
better understanding of films. Others suggested extending it for taking out scenes parents do not 
want children to watch. One advised adding more functions for assisting visually blind people to 
watch films. One subject thought it not necessary for every DVD, and another subject pinpointed 
that the price of DVDs would increase to add this feature.
Suggestions to improve the system
Subjects also raised suggestions about the system, some of which were actualised during the 
evaluation sessions, such as a bigger display for current time and scene; the search for related 
events within current scene and between scenes at the same time; more information on links; 
skipping functions such as five seconds forwarding or backwarding; adding scene numbers on 
each key frame; and creating a gallery of characters.
Some suggestions are interesting but either not related to the research purpose or too time 
consuming. Other suggestions included having a textual summary of events in the link function 
text boxes rather than just event ID. They also asked to have a search function or a tracking 
system for individual characters. One advised that on right clicking a key frame, it could show a 
list of events in that scene. Some people suggested more fast-forwarding functions, such as x2, x5 
functions. One advised having subtitles so it is easier for question answering. Another 
recommended zooming in photos for characters in the gallery.
Some suggestions are worthy of further consideration for future research. One subject advised 
having manual documentation to explain the meaning and function of the hypervideo links, with a 
few examples. Another suggested sorting listed related events by either event ID or their playing 
time. A lot of subjects felt the moving images did not have enough space in the whole GUI and 
suggested a full screen function to hide other parts, such as link function and key fi-ame, or to only 
show key frames of highlighted scenes to save space. One recommended having more types of 
link such as ‘effect link’ or ‘subsequence link’. Some people asked to display all highlighted 
scenes while playing without clicking a button. One proposed a history function so they can go 
back to previously viewed scenes. Some people suggested that when one scene is finished, it 
could pause automatically. One suggested having a different colour to highlight related scenes for 
different links. One advised deleting repeated events in the link function part when showing 
related events. One recommended having a player on the editing data window for researchers.
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Suggestions about the evaluation
Subjects also gave some comments regarding the evaluation. Some people proposed using 
multiple choices instead of ‘essay-like’ questions for subjects to find more accurate answers. One 
suggested that the input answer dialogue should have two versions, one with link function 
feedback questions and one without. Some subjects considered they needed more time to become 
familiar with the system, but some others complained the whole questionnaire was too long and 
therefore easy to lose concentration. Others advised simplification of the questions being asked. 
Some people recommended extending the time limit for each question, e.g. from five minutes to 
ten minutes.
4.5 Discussion
It is interesting to investigate what questions are raised in a person’s mind when they are watching 
a film. Subjects raised questions for two full-length feature films. First, it was possible to classify 
questions. Second, different genres of films seem to affect the type of questions raised. In general, 
the results show that “Why”, “How”, “Who” and “Can a goal be achieved” type questions are 
more common than others and plot units may be able to answer some of those types of questions 
better than others. The current video data models may answer questions such as “Who”, “What”, 
“Where” and “When”, but by following plot unit connections between events, a system may be 
possible to answer questions like “Why”, “How”, “What happened?”, “What is going to happen?” 
and “Can a goal be achieved?” type questions .
The NAFI system was successfully developed and made available via email request to researchers 
to download. It was also documented. In general, most people felt the system was easy to use, 
reliable, and assisted them to navigate film more easily in the experiment. About 100 hours’ usage 
of the system occurred with no crash. They all gave positive feedback about adding this 
hypervideo browsing feature to DVDs, and raised a lot of possibilities to apply the system into 
different domains, such as for film viewers, for film students, for educational purposes, for 
creating movie clips. They provided a lot of suggestions to improve the system from their point of 
view. Some of the suggestions are valuable for a video browsing system in general but not so 
related to the purpose of the NAFI system, however some of the suggestions can be applied to 
further the research. For example, one advised having more type of links such as ‘effect link’ or 
‘subsequent link’, this is also related to further the research to have multiple levels of finding the 
related links function. The system is based on one level related link search technique so far. 
Comments were also made on improving evaluation sessions.
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The results of the evaluation were also clear. When browsing film with hypervideo link, people 
obtain better understanding of the story. Specifically, subjects can get better quality answers about 
a film story when browsing with hypervideo than without. When the questions were answered 
with the use of hypervideo first, they took less time to gain better quality answers than without 
using hypervideo links. When the questions were answered with the use of hypervideo second, 
they took more time to gain better quality answers than without hypervideo links. The reasons for 
spending more time on the second sheet might be they were looking for more perfect answers 
while using plot units or they were using other ways, siich as searching their memories for 
answers. While answers are grouped into correct answers and incorrect answers, more answers 
were correct when using hypervideo links for questions in the first sheet, costing less time than 
without hypervideo; and more correct answers with better quality when using hypervideo links for 
questions in the second sheet, however, costing more time than without. Considering that 
questions are analysed individually, subjects answered more questions within less time for better 
quality answers with hypervideo links. “Why” type questions are answered with hypervideo links 
for better quality with less time, whereas “Who” type questions are answered with hypervideo 
links within less time. In conclusion, plot unit formalism can represent the story structure of 
feature films to enhance hypervideo browsing experience, in particular, with a view to 
understanding the story better.
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Chapter 5
5 Closing Remarks
Established IMIR approaches tend to represent semantic content of digital video by objects and 
events in space and time. It has been shown that representing story structure can dramatically 
improve the capability of IMIR. In Section 5.1, the research aim is reiterated and the theoretical 
and practical findings of our research are illustrated by answering two research questions. 
Discussion then moves onto the future development of this research by extending the usage of 
plot units in different domains and applications, improving the capability of plot unit formalism 
and potentially of semi-automatically instantiation, ending with a vision of future IMIR systems 
(Section 5.2).
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
The aim of this research was to investigate how structuring video data according to a narrative 
formalism enhances intuitive browsing of films. Two research questions were answered. First, 
plot unit formalism can represent story structure told in films quite successfully and methodically. 
The stories of two full-length films were described with plot units and the data set was produced. 
There were approximately 120 primitive plot units for each film. The actualization links and the 
motivation links seemed to appear more often than the termination links and the equivalence 
links. Events were also clarified in different groups to help measure how plot units can 
successfully represent story structure. It seemed that action type events and conversation type 
events appeared more often since they took 60% of the total amount on average. Action events 
seemed to have a break pattern and normally filled up with conversation events, or occasionally, 
happening events. The overall data shows that 100% of kernel events and 86% of satellite events 
can be represented with plot units. Specifically, 84% of kernel events and 72% of satellite events 
can be represented with plot units objectively. 92% of kernel events and 83% of satellite events 
can be represented easily with plot units. In other words, some events easily fall into primitive or 
complex plot unit patterns. Otherwise, those events which could not be represented with plot units 
were often conversation events, happening events, or sometimes, action events. Among those 
events, only some conversation events seemed to be ‘dramatically important’ satellite events, but 
all the rest were deemed to be less important. Similarly, some other events which could only be
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partly represented were often conversation events, happening events, or sometimes, character 
introduction events. When some events could only be represented subjectively, they often 
belonged to conversation events and action events. The research also showed that events involved 
with action were normally too complex to be represented. It was difficult to calculate the 
percentage of how many connections between events were described. The data positively 
represented most important connections directly or indirectly, only some emotional relationships 
between main goal and sub goal seemed missing during the plot unit drawing procedure. The 
adaptation undertaken to reduce the limitation of plot unit representation is discussed in the next 
section.
Secondly, using plot unit formalism as a basis for hypervideo improved the user’s viewing 
experience of films. Analysis of questions that occur to film viewers as they watch a film was 
undertaken. It was possible to clarify questions into eleven categories. It was foreseen that those 
questions may be answered with plot units. The results showed that film viewers tend to ask 
questions more frequently about cause-effect relationships, characters’ goals and desires. A 
hypervideo system was developed for researchers to author data and to record users’ browsing 
behaviour. The software, NAFI system, was made available via email request to download along 
with a user guide and demo and was shown to be robust enough to accommodate a large quantity 
of users. The evaluation of plot unit representation as a basis for hypervideo browsing was 
undertaken with 40 users. The analysis of browsing behaviour data suggested plot units enhanced 
viewers’ understanding of the story better. Specifically, they received a better quality of answers 
about the story when browsing with hypervideo. The time taken to answer questions did not make 
a great difference. Hypervideo links seemed to enhance the answers to cause-effect type questions 
such as “Why”, “Who” and “How” more efficiently. Qualitative feedback was encouraging. 
Responders claimed the system was good to use and 3/4 felt it was likely to be added as a feature 
in DVDs or useful for certain group of people.
In conclusion, the work made three contributions: 1. Analysis of story structure in full-length 
feature films; 2. A system to author hypervideo and record users’ browsing behaviour and 3. An 
experiment to test the hypothesis that plot unit formalism can represent the story structure of 
feature films to enhance the hypervideo browsing experience and, in particular, to understand the 
story better.
Our work can also be considered in a broader context. The representation of films with plot units 
is a way of studying film narratives. Firstly, plot unit patterns can provide methods for the 
comparison of story structures in different genres of films. It seems that different film genres 
consist of different frequencies of causal link types. Political or crime films tend to have more 
motivations and twists so they probably have more plot units and more certain types of plot units, 
such as motivation, problem etc. Children’s films may have some types of plot units repeated. For
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example, in Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, Harry’s uncle tried many times to stop 
Harry doing something but always failed so several fleeting success plot units appeared in the film. 
Thus, there are possible patterns for each film genre which is worthy of further exploration. 
Secondly, within film archives, there are possible patterns for chains of plot units appearing in 
different films. Imagine that in two different films with completed different stories, it is possible 
that they share one or more similar chains of plot units. The chains can be as small as three plot 
units with the same combination or as long as ten or maybe more. It would be interesting to 
investigate if those chains of plot units commonly appear among different films. If so, then it is 
again interesting to further analyse those patterns and match them against patterns of characters’ 
emotions, or plots, or changes of plots, or film genres. Although the plot of stories can be very 
different, sometimes the emotional themes may be in common (Salway and Graham, 2003). All 
the above analysis can be extended similarly to other forms of digital video which tells stories, 
such as TV drama, cartoons, and theatrical plays.
5.2 Future Work
Next steps
Plot units have limitations in representing the story fully, especially with conversation events. In 
this section, we discuss the possible extension of the scheme by creating a new type of affect 
states and causal links. In the film Ocean’s Eleven, Daniel Ocean is released from jail and 
immediately plans to find a crew and rob casinos. In scene 3, he is reading a newspaper while 
waiting to talk to one of his crew. He actually finds out from the newspaper that a casino ex­
owner and acquaintance, Reuben, has lost out in a business takeover to the owner of the casinos 
Ocean is intending to rob. Reuben will therefore not think highly of the new owner, too, so Ocean 
decides Reuben can become one of his crew. This event somehow is a positive event for his 
“finding crew” mental state but it is not a success plot unit. No plot units match this kind of event. 
If we create a causal link named supportive link to point from a positive event to a mental state 
back in time, it is looks like the following configuration, in the left hand side of Figure 5-1. This 
primitive plot unit may be named as consolidation. Whereas there can be a plot unit to weaken a 
character’s desire so it may be like the right hand side of Figure 5.1 and termed a weakening plot 
unit and weakening link. Lehnert does not clarify the affect state -  mental state. Considering that 
there are many kinds of situations to apply to mental states, it may be divided into three types: 
motivation mental state, positive mental state and negative mental state (Mm, M+, M-), so the 
event can be described in a more detail.
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Figure 5-1: Two possible new plot units with new causal links
We have also discussed that the connections between the main goal and sub goal seemed missing 
in plot units. We analysed the goals in The Matrix Revolutions and it seems this feature may be 
added in a hypervideo system. Based on the story of MR, we can see that there are six goals 
which wave the storyline in Table 5-1. The relationships of those goals are illustrated in Figure 5-
2. Goal 6 is the main goal of the whole story. Goals 1 to 5 are sub-goals to actualise the main 
goal. In addition, the actualisation of goal 1 directs the actualisation of goal 3, goal 3 then points 
to goal 5. Similarly, goal 2 points to goal 4, and goal 4 points to goal 6. Each event is mainly 
focused on one goal. They either support a goal or are against a goal, e.g., when the villains 
control the event. Thus, events can be grouped in one goal and have horizontal relationships each 
other and vertical relationship across different goals. If this goal object can be added to the 
hypervideo data and interact with plot units, it gives more potential to enhance the browsing 
function. Furthermore, plot units are not limited to hypervideo browsing systems, they can be 
utilized in other information retrieval areas (Section 3.3). We see hypervideo is a next step in the 
sequence of interactivity from cinemas, to television and to DVDs (Salway and Xu, 2005).
Table 5-1: Summary of goals in The Matrix Revolutions
ID Goals
1 Find Logos ship
2 Find Neo
3 Drive back to Zion
4 Go to the Machine city
5 Protect Zion from attacks
6 End the war
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Figure 5-2: Relationships between goals in The Matrix Revolutions 
The methodology of analysing film stories with plot units can also be refined to improve the 
consistency of writing scene summary and event analysis. Instead of this work being undertaken 
by one person, the inter-consistency and intra-consistency can be improved by developing textual 
experiments with more subjects.
Future research projects and applications
This research investigated how plot unit formalism can represent story structure as the basis of a 
hypervideo system. It can be extended in a few directions. As discussed in Chapter 3, a political 
thriller film seems to have more plot units, more motivation links, termination links and cross 
links compared to a sci-fi action thriller film. It would be interesting to represent different genres 
of films with plot units to see if there are certain patterns for each genre. Furthermore, plot unit 
formalism is not limited to films and it maybe applied to any form of digital video which tells 
stories. The varieties can be unlimited: soap opera episodes, sitcoms, cartoons, certain types of 
news, musicals, theatrical plays, etc.
The plot units also have the potential to be semi-automated with collateral text such as audio 
description, as mentioned in Section 2.3.2. This kind of annotation often describes characters’ 
emotional expression or positive/negative reaction and is time-coded, so affect states may be 
automated with audio description. However, the causal links and cross links are difficult to 
automate and the overall data need to be manually checked and corrected.
This work can be utilised in film studies as mentioned earlier in Section 5.1 in theoretical 
perspective. In practice, the applications can be actualised with the NAFI system for film students 
and film scholars. Similar applications can be extended to other forms of digital video which tells 
stories, such as TV drama, cartoons, and theatrical plays. The NAFI system can be also utilised 
for other educational or training purposes. A learner can follow links to watch steps or procedures
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followed. The system can also be used as a basis for future home video players so that the users 
can watch video with hypervideo links in a novel way.
IMIR expectations
The IMIR research area seems to have a bright future. Narrative structuring is the key to 
enhancing an IMIR system. The demands are already there but the technologies still need to be 
improved. We believe that the potential for automatic video content analysis is based on story 
structures for hypervideo. We imagine that a future IMIR system should interact with viewers in a 
novel way. First, when the system plays digital video content, it should provide “content- 
awareness links”, meaning that it is aware of the current content and can infer related content with 
named and clarified relationships. Then, it can also provide question answering functions as a 
pop-up window when viewers want to raise questions. The question answering function could be 
divided according to the type of questions. Additionally, the system can provide background 
information or knowledgeable tips through content-awareness links. For example, when a viewer 
watches a show from abroad, they normally lack necessary background information. With a little 
textural description or related video interval popping-up on demand, they can understand the 
context/story better. This application is not only limited to entertainment, and it can be perfect for 
educational purposes. When a learner is reading a text or watching a video, they can follow links 
to either background knowledge or various content-related multimedia materials. For example, 
when a learner appreciates a painting, they can have choices to watch related films, read a map, 
view clothing articles or cultural conventions of that region and that country in that era. A medical 
student can read textbooks of a certain procedure of an operation and one mouse-click can take 
him to see a video segment of that specific procedure. Similar applications can be further 
performed in business and national or international organizations. The examples can be unlimited.
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Appendix A: Scene Summaries
Two films, The Matrix Revolutions and The Pelican Brief are first summarised for each scene in 
the method of analysing films with plot units, see Section 3.2.2. The Matrix Revolutions was 
divided into 52 scenes based on my interpretation. Except following the normal rules of 
segmenting scenes -  change of time and location, when two events were simultaneously going 
on, they were then considered as two scenes. The Pelican Brief was divided into 40 scenes, 
following the DVD segmentation, which is considered as standard.
A.l Film One: The Matrix Revolutions
1 The group in The Hammer ship want to find The Logos ship, to search the Matrix
for Neo and they find out that Zion city will be attacked in 20 hours. They also
receive a call from Seraph that the Oracle wants to see them.
2 Neo wakes up in the train station.
3 The Oracle talks to Trinity and some of The Hammer's members and tells them
Neo is stocked in the train station.
4 Seraph helps them to find the trainman.
5 Neo talks to an Indian family and they explain about the train station.
6 The trainman escapes from Trinity (Seraph, and Morpheus) trace.
7 Trinity etc find the French man and force him to help.
8 Neo gets out with the help of Trinity.
9 Neo sees the Oracle and talks about “How to end the war”.
10 Bane and Neo wake up.
11 Agent Smith infects Sati (the Indian girl) and the Oracle.
12 Bane, lost his memory, is questioned by The Hammer's captain.
13 The Hammer îmàs The Logos.
14 Meeting in Zion (1): they are planning for the protection, such as destroy the
diggers in the dock or withdraw to the entrance of the temple.
15 A black girl volunteers to help to fight in the dock.
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16 A l  6-year-old boy joins the land army in the dock.
17 People in The Hammer are repairing The Logos.
18 Meeting in The Hammer (2): They choose a path to go back to Zion, Neo wants to 
go to the Machines city. The Hammer's captain refuses but The Logos' captain 
agreed.
19 Bane says he destroyed the BMP and killed people and he kills Maggie.
20 Trinity decides to go with Neo to Machines city.
21 Team in The Hammer gets ready to go to Zion and they say “good luck” to Neo.
22 Trinity checks the problem in the ship and she is kidnapped by Bane (Agent Smith).
23 People in The Hammer know that Bane is a betrayer.
24 Neo fights with Bane and kills him.
25 Speech: The captain of the land army gives a speech about the preparation.
26 Ship driving (1): Machines discover it and the driver jumps the ship to another 
mechanical line.
27 Fighting (1): The dock is broken and the army start to fight with drills; the boy 
reloads ammunition; two women destroy one monster Machine.
28 Ship driving (2): still driving and fighting with drills.
29 Fighting (2): Two women get hurt.
30 The Captain in Zion sees the ship in chemical line but does not believe it.
31 Ship driving (3): Still driving and fighting with drills.
32 Fighting (3): The captain knows that Hammers will arrive in 12 minutes and order 
to open Gate 3 but has problem to do so.
33 Driving to Zion (4).
34 Fighting in Zion (4): The Captain of the army has died and told the boy to open the 
gate before dying.
35 Driving to Zion (5).
36 Fighting (5): One woman kills a monster and helps the boy to open the gate.
37 The Ship is driven (6) through the Gate and finally lands.
38 Dock is destroyed by the Captain. The Machines stop attacking for a while.
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39 Meeting (3): Hammers answer questions about Neo to senators.
40 Neo and Trinity are near the Machine city and Neo guides her giving the directions.
41 Talks in Zion: 2 hours are left to move to the temple, the commander feels there is
no hope now.
42 Neo and Trinity evade the attacks by flying up on the sky and they land back with 
a huge bump.
43 Trinity is injured, she talks to Neo and she dies.
44 People in Zion escape to the Temple.
45 Neo finds the leader of the Machine city and he talks to it about cooperating and 
destroying Agent Smith.
46 Machines stop attacking Zion
47 The Machine helps Neo to enter the Matrix.
48 People in Zion are praying for Neo.
49 Neo enters the Matrix and fights with Smith. Smith impacts Neo, the Machine
finds Smith and kills him.
50 Machines leave Zion. The war ends.
51 Sati is back too.
52 A gentleman asks the Oracle about the peace and Sati makes a sunrise for Neo.
A.2 Film Two: The Pelican Brief
1 A Supreme Court Justice, Rosenberg appears with Gray and demonstrators are 
against him outside.
2 A hired assassin emerges from the sea and takes the mission from Mr. Sneller in a 
hotel.
3 Darby appears for the first time and makes an argument with a Professor, Thomas
in a class.
4 Two Supreme Court Justices, Rosenberg and Jensen are assassinated in hospital 
and in a cinema respectively.
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5 The president gives a speech on TV while the assassin is taking off in the airport. 
Later the president starts the investigation of this case with the head of FBI and 
CIA.
6 Darby discusses the assassination with her boyfriend, Thomas, the lecturer, and 
believes that the cause of their death is that they are sharing one piece of common 
ground. Meanwhile, the president is having a meeting again for the progress of the 
investigation.
7 Darby starts searching information and ends up with a report called the “Pelican 
Brief’ to depict her opinion about the truth of the assassination. Gray is also 
investigating this case by consulting his source who works in the While House. 
Thomas meets his FBI friend, Gavin, and passes the “Pelican Brief’ to him.
8 Gray receives a phone call from someone claiming his name is “Garcia” and who 
hesitates whether to tell him what he knows about the assassination. Later he traces 
him and photographs him.
9 The head of FBI, Voyles, reports to the president about the “Pelican Brief’ and the 
president is worried.
10 After dinner in a restaurant, Thomas is drunk and Darby refuses to get into his car. 
Thomas is then murdered as a bomb explodes in his car. The police then asks 
Darby a few questions.
11 She is sent to the hospital and she is told there was no police questioning her. She 
leaves and goes back home sadly. She calls Gavin and notices that the “Pelican 
Brief’ is out of the FBI’s hands.
12 The president warns Voyles to stop the investigation.
13 Despite disguising herself. Darby is recognised in the lift and chased by an assassin
(Killer A) but manages to escape. She then chooses another hotel and pays cash 
instead of credit card.
14 She calls Gavin and agrees to meet him, while she does not know she is being
watched.
15 Gray receives two phone calls: one from “Garcia” who is still hesitating and one
from Darby who tells him about the death of Thomas.
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16 Darby meets her friends, Alice, asking her to spread fake news that she is not in 
town. One assassin (Killer B) is chatting her up to let another assassin (Killer A) 
chase her. Darby manages to escape again while an agent is trailing them.
17 The assassin, Khamel, who killed the judges, gets a new target: Darby. The 
memorial of two judges is taking place.
18 Darby calls Gavin to meet the following day and Gavin is murdered by Khamel. 
The next day. Darby and Khamel are both dressed up.
19 Darby and Khamel meet and walk while Khamel is preparing to shoot her but he is 
suddenly shot. Mr. Sneller calls his boss, Velmano about the failure of the mission.
20 Darby arranges to meet Gray in her place while Gray agrees to keep her name 
anonymous.
21 Fletcher Coal, the White House chief of staff, discusses the “Pelican Brief’ with 
the head of CIA and tells him that Gray knows about the brief, too.
22 She is talking to Gray about the brief that she believes Mattice, the great campaign 
contributor and powerful business man, killed the two Supreme Court Justices so 
the President could appoint more reasonable judges and his oil could be harvested. 
Gray relates this information with the phone call from “Garcia”, a lawyer works in 
a firm in Washington D.C., assuming he can confirm this.
23 Gray thinks the President is related and asks Darby to help but she refrises, then 
Gray loses his source in the White House.
24 Darby leaves a message on Gray’s phone saying she has left, while Gray persuades 
his boss to let him continue and prove the brief.
25 Gray is watching a documentary about the death of a young lawyer who 
represented the party against Mattice in the law suit and Darby visits him to help.
26 President tells Coal that he wants to announce the nominees of the Supreme Court 
Justices the following week while Coal is persuading the president not to do it too 
soon because of the brief and he is working on it to keep the information from 
being revealed.
27 Gray meets his boss and informs him of his progress and his hotel address.
28 He catches someone leaving his room and sees Darby.
29 Darby and Gray are looking for the clerked students list who worked in the firms in
Washington D.C. to identify “Garcia” and gets one student’s address.
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30 They visit the student and he tells Darby that Garcia's real name is Morgan.
31 Darby goes to the firm where Morgan works and is told that he has died. She is 
threatened by the guard in the firm and recognized by the boss of the firm, Marty 
Velmano, whom Mr. Sneller works for and she runs away.
32 They find Morgan's home address while a new pursuer and assassination team is 
grouped.
33 Morgan's father-in-law refuses to let them talk to Morgan's wife but she calls Gray 
later and says that she would like to meet him.
34 She gives Gray a safe deposit box key and gets the items from the box in a bank 
while the pursuer team is installing a bomb in their car and follow her.
35 She realises that they provide good evidence and realizes the potential danger of 
the car and escapes from bombing and chasing.
36 When Gray’s boss hears about the explosion, he safely arrives at the Herald office 
and watches the video tape/evidence which proves the brief.
37 Gray calls the law firm, the White House, the FBI Director to confirm the brief.
38 FBI Director, Voyles come to the Herald office to explain what happened during 
the case and offers to help Darby leave in the country safely. Meanwhile, Coal 
speaks to the President that it is all over.
39 Gray accompanies Darby for her journey and shows her the newspaper, where their 
report is published, saying good bye to her.
40 The President and his staff in the White House and Mattice are punished and Gray 
keeps Darby’s name secret on a TV interview.
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Appendix B: Plot Unit Data Tables
Scenes, characters and plot unit elements are generated with variables. Excerpts of data are 
represented in the following tables, a well as in Section 3.2.3.1. All the data of plot units for two 
films are recorded in the attached CD. The data are in the following form: for each film, we have 
a table of scenes comprising an ID, a summary, a start time and a table of characters, each with an 
ID, and a name. The data for affect states are organised as an affect state ID, a type, a character 
that the affect state belongs to, a scene ID that it belongs to and a start time when the affect state 
occurs or assumed to occur. Similarly, the data of other plot unit element, such as causal links are 
grouped with an ID, a type, and an affect state (as) ID where the causal link comes fi-om, and an 
affect state ID where the causal link points at. The causal link type is shown by ID numbers (1 = 
m-link, 2 = a-link, 3 = t-link, 4 = e-link) for the data of The Matrix Revolutions, whereas in The 
Pelican Brief, the class of cross link is improved so the type symbols of affect states are shown 
directly as “m”, “a”, “t” or “e”. The data of cross links are managed very similar with causal links, 
except the type of cross links, which is omitted here, since they are too many of them (nine types) 
so they are not as important as the type of causal links.
B .l Film One: The Matrix Revolutions 
Scenes:
ID Summary Start time End time
1 Searching for Neo 00:01:23 00:03:53
2 Neo wakes up 00:03:53 00:04:52
3 Trinity sees Oracle 00:04:52 00:07:22
4 Neo talks to the family 00:07:22 00:10:02
5 The trainman escapes 00:10:02 00:11:26
Characters:
ID Name
1 Neo
2 Bane
3 Frenchman
4 Agent Smith
5 Logos
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Affect states:
ID Type Character Scene ID Time
1 M Trinity 1 00:01:48
2 M Hammers 1 00:01:23
3 - Hammers 1 00:03:20
4 - Zion 1 00:03:20
5 - Bane 1 00:02:05
Causal Links:
ID Type Start as ID End as ID
1 3 10 11
2 3 11 12
3 1 6 13
4 1 14 15
5 3 1 17
Cross Links:
ID Start as ID End ad ID
1 1 2
2 3 4
3 6 7
4 7 8
5 7 9
B.2 Film Two: The Pelican Brief 
Scenes:
ID Summary Start time End time
1 Rosenberg's View 00:02:19 00:04:03
2 Rendezvous in shadows. 00:04:04 00:07:20
3 Rights and rites of privacy 00:07:21 00:09:25
4 Death strikes twice 00:09:26 00:12:53
5 Rally 'round the leader time 00:12:54 00:15:30
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Affect State:
Causal Links:
Cross Links:
ID Name
1 Rosenberg
2 Gray Grantham
3 Demonstrators
4 Mr. Sneller
5 Darby Shaw
ID Type Character Scene ID Time
1 M 3 1 00:02:19
2 + 3 1 00:02:53
3 - 1 1 00:02:53
4 ? 2 1 00:02:53
5 M 4 2 00:06:18
ID Type Start as ID End as ID
1 a 1 2
2 a 7 9
3 a 8 10
4 a 6 11
5 a 6 12
ID Start as ID End as ID
1 2 3
2 2 4
3 5 6
4 9 10
5 11 13
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Appendix C: Event Data Tables
The stories of two films, The Matrix Revolutions and The Pelican Brief are also analysed as 
events based on Chatman’s kernel/satellite definitions in Section 3.2.3.2. They are then labelled 
with other variables to measure how those events are represented with the plot unit formalism. For 
each film, we have a table of events to show the summary of each event and if it is represented by 
plot units and in what level. Column one represents the ID for each event. Column two represents 
the event as following: conversation = C, happening = H, character introduction = CH, change of 
state = CS, action = A. Column three represents whether the event is a kernel event or a satellite 
event. Column four shows that if this event can be represented easily with plot units or it takes 
time to decide from a few versions of plot unit graph. Column five shows that if this event can be 
represented in a certain level or cannot be represented completely. If an event cannot be 
represented completely, then the sections of easy/hard or objective/subjective are marked as not 
applicable (/). Column six shows if plot units can represent this event objectively or subjectively. 
The last two columns represent which scene the event is in and the summary of each event.
C.l Film One: The Matrix Revolutions
Event Event Type K/S E/H PU
Represen­
tation?
Obj/Sub Scene Summary
1 C/A S E Y S 1 People in The Hammer ship 
want to find The Logos and 
Neo.
2 A K E Y S 1 They receive a phone call 
from Seraph.
3 CS K E Y 0 2 Neo is trapped in a train 
station.
4 C S / N / 2 Sati talks to him.
5 C K E Y s 3 The Oracle talks to Trinity 
etc. about how to help Neo.
6 c S / N / 4 Neo talks to the Sati's family.
7 A S E Y 0 5 They are looking for the 
trainman.
8 A K E Y 0 5 The trainman escapes from 
their hunting.
9 A S E Y 0 6 The trainman came to the 
station.
10 A K E Y 0 6 He did not let Neo take the 
train.
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11 A/H S E Y S 7 Trinity etc. went to the 
Frenchman's place.
12 C S H Y S 7 Frenchman asks for the 
Oracle's eyes to trade Neo.
13 A s H Y S 7 Trinity forces him to help 
her.
14 A K E Y 0 8 Trinity lets Neo leave the 
station.
15 C K E Y s 9 Neo asks the Oracle 
questions.
16 CS S E Y 0 10 Neo and Bane wake up.
17 A/CS S H Y 0 11 Agent Smith infected Sati 
and Seraph.
18 A/C/CS S E Y 0 11 He also infected the Oracle.
19 H S E Y 0 12 The captain is questioning 
Bane.
20 C S E Y 0 13 The Hammer finds The 
Logos.
21 C S E Y s 14 People in Zion are having a 
meeting.
22 CS/Ch S E Y s 15 A girl in Zion volunteers to 
fight.
23 CS/Ch S E Y s 16 A young boy in Zion also 
volunteers.
24 A S E Y s 17 People are testing The Logos 
to make it ready to use.
25 C K E Y 0 18 Neo wants to go to 
Machine’s city.
26 C S E Y 0 18 Captain of The Hammer 
disagrees with him.
27 c S E Y 0 18 Captain of The Logos, 
Naomi, offers her ship.
28 c S E Y 0 18 The rest of the people are 
going back to Zion.
29 A/c S E Y 0 19 Bane kills Maggie.
30 C S E Y s 20 Trinity is going with Neo.
31 C/A S H N 0 21 Farewell between Neo and 
Others.
32 A K E Y 0 22 Trinity checks some 
unknown problems in the 
ship.
33 A S E Y 0 22 Bane (Smith) kidnaps her.
34 C s E Y 0 23 The Others realize Bane is a 
betrayer.
35 A/C K H Y s 24 Neo realizes he is actually
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Smith, and fights and kills 
him.
36 C S E Y S 25 The captain of Army speaks 
about die preparation.
37 H s H Y 0 26 Hammers driving (1): had to 
move to mechanical line.
38 CS/H s E Y 0 27 In Zion, Fighting (1): Dock is 
broken when fighting with 
drills.
39 A s / N / 27 Fighting (1): The boy reloads 
ammunition.
40 A s E Y 0 27 Fighting (1): The two girls 
destroy a monster drill.
41 H s / N / 28 Hammers driving (2)
42 A s E Y 0 29 Fighting (2): one girl gets 
hurt.
43 C s E Y 0 30 The main captain in Zion 
does not believe the ship is 
coming back.
44 H s / N / 31 Hammers driving (3)
45 C s E Y 0 32 Fighting (3): The captain 
believed and order to open 
the gate.
46 H s H N 0 33 Hammers driving(4)
47 H/C s E Y s 34 Fighting (4): The Army 
captain asked the boy to open 
the gate and then he died.
48 H s / N / 35 Hammers driving(5)
49 A K E Y 0 36 Fighting (5): They finally 
opened the gate for the ship.
50 A s E Y 0 37 Hammers driving (6): They 
finally drove through gate 
and landed safely.
51 A/C s E Y 0 38 They destroyed the dock with 
ESP themselves.
52 C s H Y s 39 People in The Hammer are 
questioned about giving the 
ship to Neo.
53 H s / N / 40 Neo gives Trinity the 
directions.
54 C s E Y 0 41 The Machine is getting ready 
to destroy Zion in less than 2 
hours.
55 H/A s H Y s 42 Neo finally lands with a big 
injury.
56 CS K E Y 0 43 Trinity finally dies.
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57 C/H S E Y 0 44 People in Zion move to 
Temple.
58 A S / N / 45 Neo finds the head of 
Machines.
59 C K E Y 0 45 He makes a deal with him.
60 CS/A S E Y 0 46 The Machines in Zion stop 
attacking.
61 A s E Y S 47 Neo is connected to the nerve 
of the system.
62 C s E Y 0 48 People in Zion are praying 
for Neo.
63 H s / N / 49 Neo is fighting with Smith.
64 A K E Y 0 49 Neo is affected by him.
65 A/CS K E Y 0 49 Smith is then destroyed.
66 CS S E Y 0 49 The Oracle is back to normal.
67 A S E Y 0 50 People in Zion are 
celebrating since the 
Machines are withdrawn
68 CS S E Y 0 51 Sati is back to normal.
69 c S H Y s 52 A gentleman is talking to 
Oracle and doubts the peace.
70 A S E Y 0 52 Sati is making sunshine for 
Neo.
C.2 Film Two: The Pelican Brief
Event Event Type K/S E/H PU
Represen­
tation?
Obj/Sub Scene Summary
1 C/Ch S / N / 1 The judge, Rosenberg and 
Gray appear
2 H S E Y S 1 People are against Rosenberg 
outside
3 H/Ch S / N / 2 The assassin emerges from the 
sea secretly
4 A ( C ) K H Y S 2 The assassin takes the mission 
from Mr. Sneller.
5 C/Ch S H Y s 3 Darby appears by making an 
argument in a class.
6 A/CS K E Y 0 4 Two judges are assassinated.
7 A S E Y s 5 The killer runs away.
8 C S E Y 0 5 The president gives a speech 
about investigation.
9 C S E Y 0 5 The President is meeting with 
the FBI and CIA to discuss the
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case.
10 C S E Y 0 6 The President is meeting with 
the FBI and CIA again to know 
the progress
11 C S H Y 0 6 Darby discusses the case with 
her boy friend, realising that 
there is something in common 
for both judges.
12 H S H Y S 7 Darby is interested and is 
looking for information about 
the case.
13 C K E Y 0 7 Darby wrote the "Pelican 
B rie f (PB).
14 C S E Y 0 7 Gray's source in the White 
House is talking to Gray about 
the case.
15 C/A K E Y 0 7 Darby's b f passed the “PB” to 
his FBI friend, Gavin.
16 C K H Y s 8 Gray received a phone call 
regarding the case.
17 A S H Y s 8 He finally hangs up without 
telling the details.
18 A/C S E Y 0 8 Gray traces him and 
photographs him.
19 C K E Y 0 9 The president hears about the 
“PB” from FBI and is worried.
20 C S E Y 0 10 Darby and Thomas are having 
a diimer at restaurant.
21 A/CS K E Y 0 10 Thomas is killed in a car bomb.
22 C S H Y s 11 Darby was told that the first 
"police officer" who questioned 
her was fake
23 H S / N / 11 She goes home alone sadly.
24 A(C) K E Y 0 11 She calls Gavin to confirm the 
“PB” which was out of FBI's 
hand
25 C S H Y s 12 President asks the FBI to back 
off the case.
26 A S E Y s 13 Darby changes her look.
27 A s E Y 0 13 She is chased by Killer A but 
escaped.
28 A s H Y s 13 She goes to another Hotel and 
paid cash.
29 A(C) s H Y s 14 She calls Gavin to meet him 
soon.
30 H s E Y 0 14 She was watched but she didn't
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know.
31 C s E Y S 15 "Garcia"called Gray again but 
still couldn't tell him the truth.
32 C s E Y 0 15 Darby calls Gray to tell him 
about Thomas's death.(lst call)
33 C s E Y 0 16 Darby asks Alice to spread the 
message that "she is not here"
34 c s H Y s 16 Killer B was chatting her up to 
stop her.
35 A s E Y 0 16 She was chased by killer A and 
escaped.
36 A(C) K E Y 0 17 The assassin receives a new 
mission: Darby.
37 H S / N / 17 Memorial of two Judges.
38 A(C) K E Y 0 18 She calls Gavin again to meet 
him the following day.
39 CS K E Y 0 18 Gavin is dead.
40 H S / N / 18 The assassin and Darby are 
both dressed up
41 H s H Y s 19 They meet and walk together.
42 A/CS K E Y 0 19 The assassin is shot.
43 C S E Y 0 19 Mr. Sneller called his boss 
about the assassin’s death.
44 C S E Y 0 20 She called Gray again for help 
but he asked for confirmation.
45 CS/H K H Y s 20 Gray decided to meet her.
46 H/A K E Y 0 20 Gray follows the instructions 
and finds her.
47 C S E Y s 20 They agreed that her name will 
not be mentioned.
48 C S H Y s 21 Coal tells CIA that President 
asked FBI to back off.
49 c s E Y 0 21 Coal, President's assistant 
knows that Gray knew the 
brief.
50 c K E Y 0 22 She tells Gray about the 
contents of the brief.
51 A S E Y 0 22 Gray drew a graph to connect 
the relationships within the 
case.
52 C S E Y 0 22 Gray asks about firm names in 
Washington D. C..
53 c K E Y 0 23 Gray feels that President is part 
of this and ask Darby to help 
him to prove it.
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54 A(C) S E Y 0 23 Darby refused.
55 C s H Y S 23 Gray went to his source but 
realized he lost his source.
56 A s E Y S 24 Darby made a fake phone 
massage claming not to help 
Gray.
57 C s H Y 0 24 Gray had to persuade his boss 
so he can stay in this story and 
prove it.
58 H s / N / 25 Gray is watching a 
documentary about the young 
lawyer.
59 A K E Y 0 25 Darby came to help him.
60 C S E Y 0 26 President claims that he will 
pronounce the nominees of 
judges soon.(speech)
61 C s E Y s 26 Coal is persuading the 
president not to do it too soon 
because of the brief and he is 
working on it to keep the 
information not coming out.
62 C s E Y 0 27 Gray met his boss to tell his 
progress and told him his hotel 
address.
63 A s E Y 0 28 He saw someone left his room.
64 C s E Y 0 28 He went to see Darby to hell 
her.
65 A(C) s E Y 0 29 Darby calls to ask clerked 
students list for the firms in 
Washington.
66 A s E Y 0 29 Gray came to collect it.
67 C s E Y 0 29 They went to college to find 
those students.
68 C K E Y 0 29 They found one's address.
69 C S E Y 0 30 Gray is talking to the reception 
and the manager in the 
hospital.
70 c K E Y 0 30 Darby found the student and he 
told her Garcia's real name is 
Morgan.
71 c/cs K E Y 0 31 Darby goes to the firm to see 
him and realizes that he was 
died.
72 c S E Y 0 31 The firm's crew is threatening 
her.
73 A(C) S E Y 0 32 They get Morgan's home 
address.
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74 A S E Y 0 32 A new killing team is grouped.
75 A (C ) s E Y 0 33 Morgan's farther-in-law refuses 
to talk to them.
76 A (C ) s E Y S 33 Morgan's wife calls Gray and 
tells him that she would like to 
meet him.
77 C/A K E Y 0 34 She gives Gray a safe deposit 
box key.
78 H S E Y 0 34 The killer team is wire tapping.
79 A S E Y 0 34 They go to the bank.
80 H K E Y 0 34 Killer A installs the bomb in 
their car.
81 CS/A S E Y 0 34 She gets the material from the 
box.
82 H S E Y 0 34 The team is following her.
83 C S E Y 0 35 She identifies that these 
provide good evidence.
84 A K E Y 0 35 She realizes the danger and 
they both left the car.
85 A S H Y 0 35 The woman in the team finds 
them but they escaped.
86 C S E Y 0 36 His boss leams about the 
explosion.
87 A K E Y 0 36 They safely arrive to the 
Herald office.
88 H/CS K E Y 0 36 They watch the video/evidence 
together which proofed the 
brief.
89 A (C ) K E Y 0 37 Gray calls the firm, the White 
House, FBI about proof of the 
brief.
90 A K E Y 0 38 The FBI Director comes to the 
Herald office.
91 A (C ) S E Y 0 38 Coal tells President about it.
92 H ( C ) S E Y 0 38 FBI explains to them what 
happened during the case.
93 A (C ) K E Y 0 38 The FBI agree to help her to 
leave the country.
94 H S E Y 0 39 Darby's journey.
95 CS K E Y 0 39 The newspaper published their 
report.
96 A S / N / 39 Good bye from Gray to Darby.
97 CS K E Y 0 40 The White House and Mattice 
are punished.
98 C S E Y 0 40 Gray keeps Darby as a secret.
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Appendix D: Questions about Stories
Five subjects were asked to watch The Matrix Revolutions and write down any questions they 
may have had about the story during and after viewing. Six subjects were guided to ask questions 
starting with “Why, How, etc” for The Pelican Brief.
D.l Film One: The Matrix Revolutions
Each subject is asked to write down questions about the film while watching and after watching. 
The requirement for during is:
When you are watching the film, have a pen and a piece ofpaper handy; please write down 
the questions that you want to ask in order to understand the story. To pause the video i f  it is 
necessary. Please mark the questions from that you think they can be answered very easily 
from a later scene by adding a “(E) ” sign, means “easy ”, for the question). Please mark the 
questions that you think they can only be figured out by organizing several events together 
or can only be answered nearly in the end o f the story, by adding a “(H) ” sign, means 
“hard”.
Tips: These questions may be answered by the story itself easily later on, but please still 
write down every question. It is advised to ask questions as much as possible, normally, 
more than ten questions and less then fifty. These questions are called A-type questions to 
distinguish from questions asked in part two.
The requirement for after watching is:
After you just finished the film, sit down and think o f up to six questions for the whole story 
you feel they are the most major and important questions to ask. These questions are called 
B-type questions. (If the questions are same as your A-type questions, just write the name 
down. E.g. QBl = QA3, etc.)
Five subjects raised the questions listed bellow:
Subject 1
A-tvpe questions:
(E) QAl: What did the fainted guy Bane do, which makes the captain suspect him?
(H) QA2: What do they (Rebellions in Zion) want to do when they heard that the Machine is going to 
be in Zion in 20 hours?
(E) QA3: Where is Neo?
(H) QA4: Who is the Oracle?
(E) QA5: Is the Oracle lying to Tracy and Morpheus?
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(H) QA6: Why do they (Trinity and Morpheus) need that long-haired guy’s help? 
(E) QA7: Whom does Seraph want to see?
(E) QA8: What do they (Trinity etc) want to talk to the French man about (Mauser)? 
(E) QA9: Can Neo get out by himself?
(H) QAIO: Why did the Oracle tell Neo that Smith is a negative Neo?
(E) QAl 1 : What did Smith do to the Oracle?
(H) QA12: Why did Bane betray them?
(E) Q A l3: Will The Hammer die?
(H) QA14: Can the kid open the gate for the ship?
(H) QA15 : How can Neo and Trinity break the Machine city?
(E) Q A l6: Will Trinity die?
(H) Q A l7: How will Neo win the war?
(E) QAl 8: Who are freed from Smith’s power after he died?
B-tvpe questions:
QB1 : Who did Bane really become?
QB2: How did Neo get out from the train station? 
QB3: What did the Oracle say to Neo?
QB4: What did Smith do to the Oracle? (QAl 1) 
QB5: Can human win the war and live in peace? 
QB6; How did Neo end the war against Smith?
Subject 2
A-tvpe questions:
(H) QAl : Who is that unconscious man on the ship?
(H) QA2: When will he wake up?
(E) QA3: WhatAVho are the Captain and the crew looking for?
(H) QA4: Who is the person who can enter/connect the Matrix that the Captain and the crew are talking 
about?
(E) QA5: What does keep bothering that woman (one of two women in the ship)?
(E) QA6: Why did Seraph call the ship?
(E) QA7: Where is Neo?
(E) QA8: Who is that little girl?
(E) QA9: Why did she appear?
(E) QAIO: How could she meet Neo?
(E) QAl 1 : What does her Dad do?
(E) Q A l2: Who is the trainman?
(E) Q A l3: Why does the traimnan work for the Frenchman? What’s the relationship between them?
(H) QA14: Are the littler girl and her parents dangerous?
(H) Q A l5: Will train man die later on?
(E) Q A l6: What are they<Seraph, Trinity, etc> looking for in the night club?
(E) Q A l7: Will they kill the Oracle<the black woman>?
(H) QAl 8: Is the war going to end?
(H) Q A l9: Will Seraph and the little girl escape?
(E) QA20: If the Oracle gets killed/hurt, how can that happen?
(H) QA21: Once Smith enters into Oracle's body, can he predict future as Oracle’s does?
(H) QA22: Will that young black woman <stay for the war> see her boyfriend, Link?
(H) QA23: Will that 16-year-old-kid survive after the war?
(H) QA24: Will the Captain give a ship to Neo?
(H) QA25: Will Neo and Trinity be back?
(H) QA26: Is someone else’s soul on Bane?
(H) QA27: Where was the ship before it is heading to dock?
(E) QA28: Will the ship be recognised by the system of the city?
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(E) QA29: How was the gate opened?
(H) QA30: What is Neo going to do in the Machine City? 
(H) QA31 : Who will win between Neo and Smith?
(E) QA32: Who is that old man?
B-tvpe questions:
QB1=QA18: Will the war end? 
QB2: Who will win?
QB3: Will Neo die?
Subject 3
A-tvpe questions:
(H) QAl: Is this the same Oracle with the one in the last two movies?
(E) QA2: Who are these Indian people?
(E) QA3: What will Neo do to get on the train?
(E) QA4: What is this place? Like a disco.
(E) QA5: Is the French man’s wife will help them again this time?
(E) QA6: Can Neo get himself out of there like he said: you get yourself here, you can get yourself out?
B-tvpe questions:
QB1=QA1
QB2=QA6
QB3: Who is the Oracle?
Subject 4
A-tvpe questions:
(E) QAl : Who it the person talking to Trinity when they enter the roomO 
(H) QA2: How does the Oracle know Neo stay in the train station?
(H) QA3: Who is that little girl? Why is she in the train station?
(E) QA4: Why does everyone have to get permission from the French guy?
(H) QA5: Why can their daughter only be saved by the French guy?
(E) QA6: Who is the guy in the train tiiat Trinity are looking for?
(E) QA7: Why do they (Trinity) want to find the trainman?
(H) QA8: How does the traimnan know that they (Trinity) were looking for Neo?
(H) QA9: Why cannot Neo get out the train station?
(E) QAIO: How does Trinity know what are they have to do? & What are they going to do? 
(E) QAl 1 : Where is that car park? Why they (Trinity) want to be there?
(E) Q A l2: Will they (Trinity) all die in the entrance?
(E) Q A l3: What deal the French guy wants to deal with them (Trinity)?
(E) QA14: Can Neo get off that station? (How)
(E) Q A l5: Why Neo wants to see Oracle before he gets back to human city, Zion?
(H) Q A l6: What choice Oracle wants to make?
(H) Q A l7: Where can Neo find his answer?
(H) QAl 8: Why the little girl is the last exile□
(H) Q A l9: How are the humans going to stop the huge drill?
(E) QA20: Why Neo wants to go back the Machine city?
(E) QA21 : What is going wrong in the ship which was taken by Neo and Trinity?
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(E) QA22: Will they (Neo and Trinity) be killed by Bane?
(E) QA23: Will human be destroyed by Machine?
(E) QA24: Can the only ship go back to the human city?
(E) QA25: Can human destroy that huge drill to save Zion?
(E) QA26: Can the 3rd gate be opened?
(E) QA27: How can that only ship get into the human city?
(E) QA28: Who are going to open the 3rd gate?
(E) QA29: Can that only ship get into the human city safely?
(H) QA30: Will everything going to the end after they (in the ship) use ‘EMP’?
(E) QA31 : Can Neo arrive the Machine city?
(E) QA32: What is Neo going to do in the Machine city?
(E) QA33: Can Neo and Trinity make it(get into the Machine city)?
(E) QA34: What is going on with Trinity after they get impact?
(E) QA35: Will Trinity die?
(H) QA36: Where is Neo going in the Machine city?
(H) QA37: What is that Machine which looks like a big head?
(H) QA38: What peace they want? (Is it between Human world and Machine world?) 
QA39: (E): Will Neo fight with Agent Smith?
QA40: (E): How is Neo going to fight with Agent Smith?
QA41 : (E): Can Neo Win in this battle?
QA42: (H): Does Neo know what he fighting for?
QA43: (E): What is going to happen after Agent Smith transforms Neo into another Smith? 
QA44: (H): Why did Agent Smith fail after he was transformed into Neo?
QA45: (H): How long is this peace going to last?
QA46: (H): How did the little girl make the Sunrise?
B-tvoe questions:
QB 1 : What is the Matrix really?
QB2: Is this film going to be continued? 
QB3: Who is the Oracle?
QB4: Where is Neo’s destination?
QB5: = QA42 
QB6: = QA45
Subject 5
A-tvpe questions:
(E) QAl: Who is the trainman?
(E) QA2: Who does the trainman work for?
(H) QA3: Why did Neo get trapped?
(H) QA22: How did Neo get trapped?
(H) QA4: Is the oracle lying?
(E) QA5: Will Neo get away from the trap at the train station?
(E) QA6: Why does the trainman prevent Neo from getting on the train? 
(H) QA7: How did Neo separate his mind from his body?
(H) QA8: Is the war going to end?
(H) QA9: Will Neo find the answer to end the war?
(H) QAIO: Did the oracle die?
(H) QAl 1: Are Neo and Trinity going to make it and end the war?
(H) Q Al2: Who is the insane guy?
(H) Q A l3: Who is Mr Anderson?
(E) QA14: Who is Neo’s bad personality?
(E) QA15: Will the Machines kill the group?
(E) Q A l6: Is Trinity going to die?
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(H) Q A l7: Does the Matrix depend on whether or not Neo is going to win the fight? 
(E) Q A l8: Is Neo blind temporarily?
(H) Q Al9: Is love the answer?
(H) QA20: Is the Matrix world destroyed?
(H) QA21: Will the peace last?
B-tvpe questions:
QBl: Would the war end without the oracle’s intervention?
QB2: QA19 
QB3: QA20 
QB4: QA21
QB5: Did Neo win because he fought his evil side or did he win because of ‘love’?
QB6: If  the Matrix creator is not human, then what sort of reality will be the new age of peace?
D.2 Film Two: The Pelican Brief
Each subject is asked to raise as many questions as they can. The questions preferably start with 
certain words: Why, How, What, Where, Will, etc. The questions raised by six subjects are listed 
below.
Subject 1
1. Were the judges killed out of revenge for something or for money?
2. Who killed the old man that was watching TV?
3. How is the president related?
4. Is Darby scared they are after her?
5. Will she escape?
6. Will Kevin be killed?
7. What is the “Pelican B rief’?
8. What’s in the safe?
Subject 2
1. Where is this beach?
2. What is the man at the beach doing?
3. Why did the man jogging kill those men?
4. Is the murderer at the cinema the same that was jogging earlier?
5. Why is Darby doing research in this case?
6. Will she understand this is not Kevin?
7. Who killed the killer when he was with Darby?
8. Why are they looking for Morgan?
Subject 3
1. Who is that old man in the wheel chair?
2. What is it that inside the yellow envelope?
3. Which agent (CIA or FBI) kill that old man?
4. Who is the guy who was killed in the cinema?
5. Who is the guy that Gray traced?
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6. Which one was they want to kill? (Darby or her boy friend?)
7. Will Darby be killed in the end?
8. Will Darby be killed by the man who wears the baseball hat?
9. Who is the guy in the office? (After the baseball man die, and pick up the phone be told that Darby run 
away?)
10. Who protected Darby in the park? or was it just a mistake?
11. Why do they need that young lawyer?
12. What are they (Darby & Gray) going to do, after the young lawyer die?
13. How they (Darby & Gray) prove the case?
14. Who want to kill Darby & Gray? Oil company or the President?
15. Where does Darby want to go?
Subject 4
1. Who killed the judges?
2. Who is the man coming ashore in the small inflatable boat?
3. Who is implicated in the report?
4. Why shot the dying judge?
5. What is the link between the students?
6. Who assassinated the assassin by the river with a sniper shot?
7. How did she know about the second car bomb?
8. Why leave the county at the end?
Subject 5
1. What is the "job" that the guy w ill finish ? (The one who w ill kill the judges)
2. Why were the judges killed ?
3. What is the common thing between the two dead judges ? (Darby and Thomas are discussing after
their death and say that the judges always disagreed, so the interesting thing would be to find cases
where they agreed)
4. Who is ‘Garcia’?
5. Who put the bomb in Thomas' car?
6. H ow are they tracking down Darby?
7. What is in the “Pelican B r ie f’?
8. W hy is it called the "Pelican" Brief?
9. Who is chasing Darby?
10. Who killed the guy with the red hat? (The one who would kill Darby)
11. H ow was Morgan connected to the whole thing?
12. What was in Morgan's safe deposit box?
Subject 6
1. Why are they protesting for/against?
2. What is the point of the discussion in class?
3. Why was that man killed in the cinema?
4. What is the scandal behind the killings?
5. What did Darby find out by reading?
6. What is Julia looking for?
7. What is the role of Gray in the story?
8. Is the president involved in the scandals?
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Appendix E: User M anual o f the NAFI System
This document is independent from the thesis. A  few references are cited to readers who do not 
need to read this thesis.
User Manual of the NAFI System
The Navigating Films (NAFI) system is developed to let researchers authoring hypervideo data 
about story structures, e.g. plot units, to structure films as hypervideo. W hen users navigate the 
film  with hypervideo links, the system records their browsing behaviour for subsequent analysis 
by researchers.
Installation Notes
The NAFI system is a Java-coded programme and therefore, it is platform  independent. The 
package includes NAFISystem.jar, the bundled ja r  file to run the system and a folder called Demo, 
which has few files to show a Demo. However, you need to have Java 2 Platform, Standard 
Edition (J2SE) and The Java M edia Fram ework API (JMF) installed in your PC. The latest 
released versions are J2SE 5.0 and JM F 2 .L ie . The minimum requirem ent is J2SE 1.4.x and 
JM Fl.x.They are both free to download from Java official website http://iava.sun.com . Please 
follow the instructions provided.
Tips:
1) For J2SE, after installing the software, it is advised to set up PA TH permanently (see J2SE 
instruction notes) so you can run the NAFI system conveniently from  any directory without 
worrying to type the full path o f the command.
2) For JM F, it is advised to download the platform  specific version rather than the cross-platform  
version since the latter may not work all the time.
After installation of J2SE and JMF, you can double click NAFISystem .jar file to run the NAFI 
system.
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How to Use the NAFI System with Demo
1. Please choose File/Open/Open a NAFI file from the system menu, then upload 
Party Story.NAFI file from  the Demo folder (Figure E-1),
Navigating Film with Plot Units!
File Edit Loci function Q uestion  S h e e t A bout...
O pen
San'e a s
Show  Gallery o f  C harac te rs
O pen a  NAFI file
O pen a  tnox'ie file
Look In: [ 3  NAFISysfem
C 3 PartyStorylm age 
D  NAFISystem.jar 
D  PartyStory.avl
P  PartyStory-NAFI
Q  U ser lnstructions.doc
File Name: IPartyStory.NAF!
Files of Tyjie: All Files
Open Cancel
Figure E-1: Open a NAFI file
2. Please choose File/Open/Open a movie file from the menu, then upload PartyStory.avi file 
from  the Demo folder (Figure E-2).
Navigating Film with Plot Units!
File Name: IPartyStory.aT
Files of Type: All Files
O p #  ___  ___ P Open a  NAFI file Look In: C3NAFISystem ▼
Save a s
Show  Gallery of C haracters
O pen a  movie file
J  "  ' . . . . ■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[ 3  PartyStorylmage 
D  NAFISystem.jar
Q  ParlyStory.aui | 
D  PartyStoiy.NAFI 
Q  U ser lnstructions.(loc
Open Cancel
Figure E-2: Open a video file
3. Please choose File/Open/Open a NAFI file from the menu, then upload PartyStory.avi file 
from  the Demo folder, similar to procedure two.
4. Now, you can see the main window of the system, and it starts to play the video from the 
beginning. The default size is quite small, you can enlarge or maximise the window (Figure 
E-3). There is a section to describe how to use the main window.
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#  Navigating Film w ith Plot Units!
File Edit Log function  Q uestion  S h ee t About...
- O X
rile:D:wly Documents\PhD\2005vJanwAFISysteni«>artyStoiy.aM
Ighlightthe re la ted  s c e n e s  an d  list re la ted  ev e n ts  in e a c h  sc e n e : 
TWhat' link. by  ■Why' link.
conc lu sion  link. b y 'co in c id en tia r  link.
c h a ra c te r s  in terac tion  link, by  c h a ra c te r  s  goal link.
Highlight S c e n e s R ese t Key F ram e s
Forw ard 5 s e c SCENE No.: 1 
Time: 00:00:00B ackw ard  5 s e c
Figure E-3: The main window
5. Open and Save a logging file: you can save the sequence of actions into a text file when a 
subject uses the system. For example, which keyframes, related events by what links, had 
been clicked in which order, or, when a subject is answering a question, the length o f time 
they used can also be logged. More detailed description is in “Logging file” section.
Interactive Window
The window is comprised by three parts: a video player on the upper left hand side, hyperlink
function on the upper right hand side and keyframe section on the half bottom.
>  The Video player is much more like any player, it can play, pause, forward, backward video.
>  The Keyframe section is similar to the DVD scene selection function. Each keyframe 
represents one scene; one can watch the beginning of the scene by clicking the keyframe.
>  The Hyperlink function: once one is watching a specific scene, one can click the “Highlight 
scenes” button to browse linked scenes. The system will then show you the related events in
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the related scenes (with red border of each keyframe) by different types of link. When the 
mouse goes over each link, a short description will come up to explain each link. The match 
of names of links to causal links and cross links based on plot units are the following:
What link = a-link
Why link = m-link
Conclusion link = t-link
Coincidental link = e-link
Character interaction link = cross link
Character’s goal link = a “M” related Affect State by causal links.
If you would like to know more about plot units, please refer to (Lehnert, 1981), (Salway and Xu, 
2005), and (Xu, 2003).
We are going to show you a demo with a party story. Peter was invited to a party and had a 
hangover the next day. His flatmate, Annie offered to get some painkillers and cooked for him. He 
thanked her when he recovered. There are nine plot units, three cross links in this story. Now we 
can show you an example from the Demo: One is watching scene 3 (46 seconds), that Annie is 
asking Peter what is wrong with him (Figure E-4), one can click “Highlight scenes” button to see 
scene 2 and scene4 is related to scene3 (Figure E-5). On one hand, one can click keyframe of 
scene 2 and see event 2 in scene 2 has a “coincidental link” (e-link) with scene 3. If one clicks this 
event 2 in the box, then one can see player starts to play event 2, in which Peter comes back from 
Party and are not feeling very well (Figure E-6). On the other hand, one can go to scene 3 and 
watch event 6 in which Annie brings painkillers and food for Peter (Figure E-7).
I Navigating Film with Plot Units!
File Edit Log function Question Sheet About...
} O  file:D;\MyDocumenits)PhD!2005lJanViAFiSVstem)Par(yStory.avi %
1 ^Highlight the related scenes and list related events In each scene: 
"What" imk. by "Why" link.
by‘conclusion* link. hy‘coincidentiar link.
by characters interaction' iink. by ‘character's goal' link.
Highlight Scenes Reset Key Frames
Forward S sec. SCENE No.: 3
Backward 5 sec. Time: 00:00:46
— - -------------------------
Figure E-4: Annie is talking to Peter in scene 3
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File Edit Log function Question Sheet About...
Q  file:D:>My DocumentstPhD12005\JanlNAFlSystem\PartyStoiy.aw
Highlight the related scenes and list related events in each scene; 
by "What' link.
1st Events, Time: 00:01:05, Scene 1st Events, Time: 00:00:44, S ce |± . 
2nd Event4. Time: 00:01:05. S ceZ j
1 1 t F |
by conclusion" link. by‘coincidentiar link.
2nd Brent3, Time: 00:00:44, Scene;
by character's goal' link.
Events, Time: 00:01:05, Scene 3, E
by characters Interaction" link.
Event4, Time: 00:01:05, Scene 3, E
Highlight scenes
Forward 5 sec. SCENE No.; 3 
Time: 00:00:48Backward 5 sec.
> 411 !>•
Figure E-5: Click “Highlight Scenes” button in scene 3
m s m m m m m
File Edit Log function Question Sheet About..
-Ini xl
O  file:D:iMy DocumentsiPhDi200S\Jan\NAFIS|ystemiPartyStoiy.avi :: r f 'c f  0 ;
i Highlight the related scenes and list related events in each scene: by "What" link. by‘Why’link.
by‘conclusion" link. by‘coincidentiar link.
1st Event2, Time: 00:00:26, Scene
by‘characters interaction" link. by ‘character's goal" link.
Highlight Scenes Reset Key Frames
Forward 5 sec. SCENE No.: 2
Backward 5 sec. Time: 00:00:26
iiwUMraw ..
O U
Figure E-6: Watch related event 2 in scene 2
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# . Navigating Film with Plot Units! .
File Edit Log function Question Sheet About...
□  f]le;D:iMyDocumentslPhD\2005VJan\NAFISystemlPar1yStory.avi
^ighlight the related scenes and list related events in each scene: 
__________ by "Why" link.______________
P
t "What" link.
2nd Evente, Time: 00:01:35, Seen
by conclusion link. by'coincidentiar link.
Event 6, Time: 00:01:35, Scene 4, ^
.................. ..................
4 1 ' | | ► |
Highlight Scenes Reset Key Frames |
Forward 5 sec.
Backward 5 sec.
SCENE No.: 4 
Time: 00:01:37
Figure E-7: Watch related event 6 in scene 4
Furthermore, if one clicks “Highlight scenes” button again from scene 4, then it can be seen scene 
5 has related event 9, in which Peter is recovered and thanks Annie (Figure E-8).
#  N av igating  Film w ith  P lo t Units!
File Edit Log function Question Sheet About..
[ Q  file:D:iMyDocuments1PhDi2005UanlNAFiSystemlPartyaoiyawl # .
► 4B GIF
Highlight the reiated scenes and iist reiated events in each scene; 
by "What" link. by "Wh/ Hnk.
by conclusion" link. by ’coincidentiai" iink.
2nd Events, Time; 00;01:S9jScenel
4 | 1 FI
by 'characters interaction' iink. by character s  goaf iink.
1 Highiight Scenes Reset Key Frames
1 Forward 5 sec. SCENE No.: 5
1 Backward 5 sec. Time: 00:02:03
Figure E-8: Click “Highlight Scenes” button in scene 4 and watch related event 9 in scene 5
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Logging File
If you would like to record the user actions into a text file, just choose from the menu “Logging 
function/Save a logging file”, then create (type in) a name for the file in a desired path, e.g., 
PartyStoryUserl.txt and click “Open”, then the system will create this file for you (Figure E-9).
S-* i t
File Edit Log function i Question Sheet About...
( M  fiie:D:i Open a logging file SUanVtAFiS^emPa
r ......- .................1
llxj
Look in: j ©  N/W System "k | <= g] Cÿ' inH’
i^PartyStorylmage 
ÿ ~ $ e r  Instructions.doc 
0  NAFISystem.jar 
W  nuilnull 
âPartyStory.avl 
I^PartyStory.NAn
Jser Instructions.doc
R e name: jPartyStotyUserl.lxt
Files of type: )aH Files r . 'l
Open
Cancel
Figure E-9; Save a logging file
Question Sheet
The Subject can use this system to answer story related questions. Firstly, a txt file with questions 
should be ready to use. The pattern can be seen in Figure E-10 or provided file: “QuestionSheet- 
PartyStory.txt”. There should be one line start with “Sheet =”, then you can give a name or 
number for it, such as “A” in this instance. All questions should start with “Qx:” (x = number). A 
space is also needed in each line; otherwise, the system may not be able to upload the file. 
Secondly, the user can upload the file by choose “Question Sheet\Open a question Sheet” from 
the menu and then choose the proper txt file (Figure E-II) which will lead to show questions one 
by one on the screen (Figure E-I2).
I QuestiQnSheet-PartyStory.tKtyNot^ a d
Elle Edit Format ÿ,iew
Sheet «=A
Ql: Peter was sick and he asked for help, what did Annie bring? (time 00:01:00)7
Figure E-10: An example of question sheet file
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N av ig a tin g  Film w ith  P lo t U nits!
File Edit Log function Question Sheet About...
1^ flle:D:IMy Documents Open a question sheet p
..-____ _
Look in: j ©  NAFI System M 4» g] g|( 01-
Û  PartyStorylmage
Instructions.doc 
0  NAFISystem.jar 
@nuHnuH 
(SlPartyStory.avi 
PlPartvStory.NAFI
feJ PartyStoryUserl.txt
i B E B B
@ U ser Instructions.doc
File name: |QuestionSheel-Par|yStorii,!xt
Files of type: | AH Files (".n
Figure E-11: Open a question sheet file
Open
13 Cancel
Q l: Peter was sick and he asked for help, what did Annie briny? (time 00:01:00)? 
When you are ready to answer, please click'OK'.
Cancel
Figure E-12: Upload question one
Now the user can start focusing on finding the answer by browsing the system and the system also 
logs when the user starts answering this question, there is a dialog to repeat the question (Figure 
E-13) and when the user finds the answer or if the user spends more than the time limit (there is a 
five minute alarm in the system), then the user can click the “OK” button to open the answer input 
dialog (Figure E-14) to write down the answer and the system also logs when the user finishes to 
answer the question. So it is important that the user does not close this dialog before finding the 
answer, otherwise, it will affect the accuracy of the logging data.
You are answering Ql: Peter w as sick and he 
asked for help, what did Annie hring? (time 
00:01:00)7 
You can minimize this dialog now.
Wlten you found the answer, or time is up, 
please click "OK" to continue.
Figure E-13: “Question Repeat” dialogue
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ü ü a # - ' " ixi
The an sw er for
’Q l: P e te r  w a s  sick  and  h e a sk e d  for help, w hat did Annie bring? (time 00:01:... 
S cene:
The an sw er for
"Q l: Pe te r w a s  s ick  and  he a sk ed  for help, w hat did Annie hring? (time 00:01:... 
S cene:
4
Time: Time:
00:01:35
Answer: Answer:
She bought pain killers and cooked noodles.
1 Do you think th o se  link functions 
helped you to  find th e  an sw er m ore efficiently?
Yes, It helped a  lot.
0 Yes, It helped a  little.
0 No, It didn't help.
If "Yes', p le a se  specify  which link(s) if possible
Do you think th o se  link functions 
helped you to  find th e  a n sw er m ore efficiently?
Yes, It helped a  lot.
0 Yes, It helped a  little.
0 No, It didn’t help.
If ’Yes’, p lease  specify  which link(s) if possib le
what link
Submit C an't find an sw er Close Submit Can’t find an sw er C lose
Figure E-14: “Input Answer” dialogue 
If question sheet has more than one question, this sequence will be repeated until the last question, 
and then a dialog will tell the user they have finished (Figure E-15).
a
You have finished this question sheet, 
if this is your first question sheet, please 
choose "Question Sheet Two" from the menu. 
Otherwise, you have finished. Thank you for your help.
m
Figure E-15: “Reminder” dialogue after the last question answered 
C h a ra c te rs ’ G allery
When a story involves more than just few people, this gallery can provide a photo show to make 
user remember characters easier. You can choose from menu “Show Gallery of Characters” to 
open the gallery window (Figure E-16).
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#  Navigating Film with Plot Unit#!
Foe Edit Log function Question!
Save as
Snow Ganry of Characters
PHTfir
anme
Figure E-16: Show photos of characters
How to use the NAFI system to create your own data
You can create a NAFI file yourself that is based on plot units for a story in video. Firstly, the 
video file needs to be in a standard format: .mpeg or .avi, and some screenshots for keyframes and 
gallery of characters should be ready, too, in a small size, e.g. 150x120 pixels. Secondly, you will 
need to draw plot units based on Lehnert’s plot unit theory (Lehnert, 1981), (Xu, 2003). Finally, 
you can enter and edit those plot units attributes in A dd data  and Change data  function from the 
Edit menu and then save them into a NAFI file.
Add Data Function
Once you have drawn the plot unit diagrams, you would like to input those data into the system 
(Figure E-17). If you choose E dit/A dd D ata  from the menu, another window will come up (Figure 
E-18). This data entry window includes scene, character, and plot unit attributes fields to fill up. 
In more detail, each scene in your video should have an ID number, normally by timeline, start 
time point and end time point, with the format as hh:mm:ss, a short name or summary for it, and a 
key frame image to choose. Each character should have a name, a photo to choose. Each affect 
state should belong to a type of affect states (choose from the drop-down options), to one scene 
(choose from the drop-down options), to one character (choose from the drop-down options) and 
should have a time point which may represent roughly where it happens, and a short summary. 
Each causal link should belong to a type of causal links (choose from the drop-down options), 
should have an affect state as its start point and an affect state as its end point both from drop-
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down options. Similarly, each cross link has two affect sates as their start and end affect state. 
Each field has a button to submit the data entry. For example, Save& A dd Another button for AD D  
SCENES field. A dd Character  button for A D D  CHARACTERS field, and so forth.
^  Navigating Film with Pi
Log function
—  ----------- -  m
Add D ata 
C hange Data
It
Figure E-17: Open “Add Data” window
A Data entry!
rADD SC EN ES!-----------
ID ;
S ta r t Time:(hH:m m :ss) 
End Trtne: (h h rm ttiss) 
N am e or Sum m ary
C hoose  a  K eyfram e
S av e S a v e  & Add A nother
R e se t
rADD CHARACTERSI- 
C h a ra c te r Name:
C h o o se  a n  im age file
Add C h a ra c te r
rADD A FFECT STATESI- 
A ffect S tate(A S) Type:
A S a t  S cene :
C h a ra c te r of AS:
Tim e Point: (hh:m m :ss) 
Summai^':
Add A ffect S ta te
POSITIVE E\fEI\fT (+)
S c e n e  1: P hone Call
P e te r
rADD CAUSAL LINKSL 
C au sa l Links Type:
S ta r t a t AS:
End a t  AS:
A dd C asu a l Links
ac tualization
A S1: M. P e te r. S I .  0 0 :0 0 ;... ▼
A S I : till. P e te r. S I .  0 0 :0 0 :...
rADD C R O SS  LINKS!-----------------
S ta r t a t AS: A S1: M. P e te r. S I .  00 :00 :... ▼
End a t  AS: A S1: M. P e te r. S I .  00 :00 :... ▼
Add C ro ss  U nks
Figure E-18: “Data Entry” window
You can repeat the submit procedures until you finish all the data entry, then do not forget to save 
them into a NAFI file (Figure E-19, E-20). First, you can choose File/Save as from the menu, a 
file chooser will come up so you can create a file name with format ***.NAFI and save it in a 
desired location.
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File! Edit Log function Questio
Open ►
C 3
^0
Save as
Show Gallery of Characters ,1 .‘l 
I'l 1.
HR:?'
é  .Save
Save In:
Figure E-19: Save the data into a NAFI file, step one
a
NAFISÿstem Û □ DD- D—D-0- D—
□  PartyStorylmage 
Q  NAFISystemjar 
Q  nuilnull 
D  PartyStory.avi 
D  PartyStory.NAFI 
Q  PaityStoryUser1.txt 
Q  QuestionSheet-PaityStoFy.txt
User Instructions.doc
File Name: 
Files of Type:
PailyStoryTesI.NAFI
All Files
Save Cancel
Figure E-20: The file chooser to create a NAFI file to save the data, step two 
Edit Data Function
If you need to have more data entered, you can just open the Add Data window again and fill up 
more data and save them into the same or a new NAFI file. However, if you need to correct some 
mistakes, then you should choose this function. Similarly, you choose Edit/Change Data from the 
menu (Figure E-21); an edit window will come up (Figure E-22).
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^..N avigating Film with Plo
File Edit Log function
Add Data
üj
itf
C hange D ata
Figure E-21: Open “Data Edit” window
rCH AN G E SC E N E S !--------------------------------------------------------------------- rCHANGE CHARACTERS!-----------------------------------------------------------
S c e n e  4; T rea tm en t v T h e  s c e n e  is choseni P e te r y '
ID :
S ta r t T lm e:(hh:m m :ss) 
End T im e: (hh m rrrss) 
N am e or Sum m ary
4 The c h a ra c te r  is  ch o sen
00:01:25 C h ara c te r N am e:
00:01:57
Treatment C h o o se  a n  im age file
C h an g e  th e  K eyfram e Subm it Subm it
A S1: M. P e te r, S I .  00 :00:15  ▼ C a U n k I. a. A S1 . A S2 ▼ T he  CALink is  ch o se n
A ffect S tate(A S) Type: 
A S a t  S cene :
C h a ra c te r of AS:
Tim e Point: (hh:m m :ss) 
Sum m ary:
POSITIVE EVENT (+) ▼
C au sa l L inks Type: 
S ta r t a t AS:
End a t  AS:
ac tualiza tion  y^
S c e n e  1 : P hone Call yr
P e te r  v A S1: M. P e te r. S I .  00 :0 0 :... ▼
A S1: M. P e te r . S I .  00 :00  ... f
Subm itT he  Affect S ta te  is  ch o sen Subm it
[-CHANGE C R O SS LINKS!------------------------------------------------------------
CrU nk 1. 4. 5 T he CRLink is  chosen
S ta rt a t AS: 
End a t  AS:
A S1: til. P e te r. S I . 00 :00 :...
A S i: M. P e te r. S I .  00 :00 :...
S ubm it
Figure E-22: “Data Edit” window
This data-editing window has five independent fields. In the change scenes field, you first choose 
which scene you would like to edit from the drop-down options, then click The scene is chosen  
button, then the following text field will show the original data entered for that scene, e.g., scene 4 
(Figure E-22). If we change the summary of scene 4 from Treatm ent to Test (Figure E-23, Left), 
then we click the Suhniit button, we can see that the drop-down menu has already updated the new 
information (Figure E-23, Right). You can also change the image path for the current editing 
scene as well, by just clicking Change the Keyfram e button and choose a new image from new the 
location and then submit. Very similarly, you can change data for the other four fields. Once you 
have done it, do not forget to save them into the existing NAFI file or a new NAFI file.
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r  CHANGE S C E N E S !----------------------------------------------- ----------------- -—-CHANGE SC E N E S !---------------------------------------------------- -----------------
S c e n e  4 : T re a tm e n t v T he  s c e n e  is  c h o sen S c e n e  1 : P h o n e  C all v i T h e  s c e n e  is  c h o sen
ID :
S ta r t  T im e:(hh:m m ;ss) 
End  T im e: O ih:m m :ss) 
N am e or Sum m ary
4
S c e n e  1 : P h o n e  Call
S c e n e  2 : C am e b a c k  from  P arty
S c e n e  3 : F ee l sick00:01:25
00:01:57
S c e n e  4 : T e s t  
S c e n e  5: T h a n k s
Test N am e or S um m ary
C h a n g e  th e  K eyfram e Subm it C h a n g e  th e  K eyfram e S ubm it
Figure E-23: An example of changing scene information
Reference:
Lehnert, W. G. 1981. ‘Plot Units and Narrative Summarization.’ Cognitive Science 4; 293-331.
Salway, A., and Xu, Y. 2005. ‘Navigating Stories in Films.’ Dept, o f Computing Technical Report 
CS-05-04, Dept, of Computing, University of Surrey.
Xu, Y. 2003. Video Retrieval by Semantic Content: Representing Filmed Narrative. MPhil-PhD 
Transfer Report, Dept, of Computing, University of Surrey.
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Appendix F: The Questionnaires of the Evaluation
There are two versions of the questionnaire: each version of questionnaires consists of two parts 
and the questions asked in each part are different between those two versions. For the second part, 
questions are loaded from the system as .txt files and subjects are asked to answer three questions 
in sheet A and three questions in sheet B. However, the questions have also two versions and two 
questions appear in both versions, totalling ten questions. The texts appeared in .txt files are listed 
here as references. The real questionnaire has plenty of spaces after each question for the answers 
to be written.
Part Two: Question Sheet A and B, Version One
Sheet=A
Q l: Who killed the ill old man in scene 4 (time 00:09:47)?
Q2: Why did they kill those people (He killed them in scene 4 00:10:09 & 00:12:18)?
Q3: How may the president be related to the assassinations of those two judges (President first appeared 
in scene 5, 00:13:38)?
Sheet=B
Ql: Who are implicated as suspects of the assassinations in the Pelican Brief? (Darby wrote it in scene 
7; Time 00:20:58)
Q2: There was a car bomb (in scene 10, Time 00:32:45), which one did they want to kill, Darby Shaw 
or Thomas Callahan?
Q3: Who wanted to assassinate Darby Shaw and Gray Grantham (scene 35, 01:50:54)?
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Part Two: Question Sheet A and B, Version Two
Sheet=A
Ql: How may the president be related to the assassinations of those two judges (President first appeared 
in scene 5, 00:13:38)?
Q2: What is in common between the two dead judges? (Darby and Thomas are discussing this in scene 
6, 00:18:24 and she said there are 3 possibilities, which one was the real reason?)
Q3: Why is it called the "Pelican" Brief (Darby wrote it in scene 7, Time 00:20:58)?
Sheet=B
Ql: Why did they (paid the killer to) kill these justices (The assassin killed them in scene 4 00:10:09 & 
00:12:18)?
Q2: What was in Morgan's safe deposit box (Darby opened the deposit box in scene 34, 01:48:40)?
Q3: How was Curtis Morgan (Garcia as his phoney name) connected to the assassinations/the whole 
story? (He called Gray in scene 5 00:25:20)
F.l Questionnaire Version One
Questionnaire Sheet
About the story:
The Pelican Brief: Two Supreme Court Justices have been assassinated. One lone law 
student has stumbled upon the truth. An investigative journalist wants her story. 
Everybody else wants her dead. 
The trial includes three parts. First part is to let you browse and log your choices, and 
second part is to let you answer three questions by using the browse functions and three
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questions without. The finai part is to ask you to write down iittle information about you 
and your feedback.
Part One (time limit; 45 minutes)
You will be asked to browse the movie from a specific scene, and then you can jump to different 
scenes using the link functions. Please write down how you think the system found something 
(some plot) interesting for you as much as you can. The length of time to do each one is 15 
minutes.
For example, in the Matrix revolution;
Question: Start from scene 2, and see how well you find out the plot about Neo?
Answer: start from scene 2, Neo woke up and he didn’t know where he was. Then I used the links 
and jumped to scene 4 that the family explained to him about the train station. Then I used links 
and jumped to scene 8 where Trinity took him out of the train station... etc.
Attention: please do not just watch the movie, but browse the movie instead.
1. Start from scene 4, and see how well you can find out the plot about who (as much as 
possible) were involved or willing to assassinate those two Supreme Court Justices: 
Rosenberg and Jensen? (15 minutes)
2. Start from scene 6, and see how well you can find out what did Darby write in the “Pelican 
Brief’ and what sequences of events were caused by this brief? (15 minutes)
3. Start from scene 24 (01:18:50, when Gray’s boss asked him to prove the “Pelican Brief’), and 
see how well you can find out if and how they proved it or failed to prove it? (15 minutes)
Part Two (time limit; 40 minutes)
Question sheet A and B will be uploaded for you. You are asked to answer question sheet A with 
the link functions, and question sheet B without. (Notes: here we provide users with 4 versions: the 
other three versions are: 2) You are asked to answer question sheet A with the link functions, and question 
sheet B without. 3) You are asked to answer question sheet B without the link functions, and question sheet 
A with. 4) You are asked to answer question sheet B with the link functions, and question sheet A without.)
For every question:
You are advised to find the answers as quickly as possible and fill out the sheet. The 
length of time you spend to answer each question will be logged into the system, so please do not 
take a rest during the questions, but you can take a break before or after each question. The 
system will warn you to stop if it takes you more than five minutes.
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Now , please tell me something about you and give me some feedback.
Part Three; profile of yourself and write down your opinions;
Age:
Computer literate (familiar or not):
Familiarity with the film:
(never watched, watched once, more than once)
Education:
Please write down your opinion
1 Which link(s) you think they helped you the most to find the answers or to browse and which 
ones helped you the least?
2. Any suggestion to improve the system? (Technical, some more selections about plot units 
attributes, GUI design, all areas are welcomed)
Thank you for your help, the trial is now finished.
F.2 Questionnaire, Version Two
The differences of second questionnaire sheet are only the questions raised in part one and the 
feedback questions, with the addition of two more questions (question 2 and 4), in the third part. 
They are listed as follows:
Part One (time limit; 45 minutes)
1. Start from scene 8 (Time: 00:25:20), and see how well you can find out the plots about what 
is the role of the journalist: Gray Gratham in the story and what did he do? (15 minutes)
2. Start from scene 7 (Time 00:21:14), and see how well you can find out what did Darby write 
in the “Pelican Brief’ and what sequences of events were caused by this brief? (15 minutes)
3. Start from scene 24 (01:18:50, when Gray’s boss asked him to prove the “Pelican Brief’), 
and see how well you can find out if and how they proved it or failed to prove it? (15 
minutes)
Part Three; write down your opinion
1. Which link(s) do you think helped you the most to find the answers or to browse and which
ones helped you the least?
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2. How likely you think about adding these functions in DVD features?
3. Any suggestion to improve the system? (Technical, some more selections about plot unit 
attributes, GUI design, all areas are welcomed)
4. Any other comments?
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Appendix G: Questionnaire Data Table
In part two of the question sheet, the user’s browsing behaviour is recorded as the questionnaire 
data being answered with the order of the 40 subjects. Without using plot units is marked as 
with plot units is marked as '+ ’. The time spent is represented by seconds, the answer can be 
concluded as correct or incorrect answer (as ‘y’ or ‘n’); or scored from 0-10 for the quality of the 
answer.
Subject
ID
Question
ID
Plot Unit Sheet
Order
Time Answer Score
8 5 - f 105 n 4
8 3 + s 130 y 6
8 7 - f 167 n 4
8 2 + s 170 y 9
8 1 - f 247 y 6
8 4 + s 300 n 0
9 4 - f 19 y 8
9 7 + s 45 n 2
9 5 + s 55 n 2
9 2 - f 89 n 2
9 3 - f 208 y 10
9 1 + s 248 n 2
10 1 + f 20 y 6
10 5 + f 56 y 7
10 3 - s 152 y 6
10 2 - s 247 n 0
10 7 + f 256 y 9
10 4 - s 300 n 0
12 1 - s 59 y 5
12 2 + f 104 y 8
12 3 + f 108 y 10
12 7 - s 183 y 7
12 4 + f 224 y 10
12 5 - s 300 n 0
13 5 + f 31 y 10
13 1 + f 53 y 6
13 4 - s 200 n 0
13 2 - s 300 n 0
13 3 - s 300 n 0
13 7 .+ f 300 n 0
14 4 - s 14 y 8
14 1 + f 33 y 5
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14 3 - s 49 y 10
14 2 - s 96 y 5
14 5 + f 102 n 3
14 7 + f 113 n 0
15 7 + f 3 y 9
15 3 - s 17 y 6
15 5 + f 54 y 9
15 4 - s 67 y 7
15 1 + f 151 y 5
15 2 - s 248 n 0
16 7 - f 1 y 10
16 1 - f 121 y 5
16 2 + s 174 y 9
16 3 + s 177 n 2
16 5 - f 177 n 4
16 4 + s 231 y 10
17 7 - f 1 y 5
17 2 + s 132 y 10
17 4 + s 158 y 10
17 3 + s 169 y 10
17 1 - f 238 y 10
17 5 - f 284 y 10
18 7 + f 3 y 9
18 5 + f 23 y 8
18 4 - s 67 y 10
18 3 - s 135 y 6
18 1 + f 149 n 0
18 2 - s 159 y 10
19 7 - f 102 n 2
19 3 + s 153 y 10
19 5 - f 176 n 0
19 1 - f 261 y 5
19 4 + s 261 n 2
19 2 + s 300 n 0
20 7 - f 30 n 2
20 1 - f 58 y 5
20 5 - f 73 n 0
20 4 + s 86 y 5
20 3 + s 139 n 4
20 2 + s 148 n 0
21 5 - s 178 n 0
21 8 - s 209 n 0
21 10 - s 261 y 9
21 6 + f 300 n 0
21 7 + f 300 y 6
21 9 + f 300 n 0
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22 10 + f 80 y 10
22 9 - s 123 y 9
22 7 - s 130 y 10
22 5 + f 223 n 0
22 6 - s 224 y 10
22 8 + f 244 y 10
25 8 - s 112 y 5
25 7 + f 120 n 4
25 10 - s 122 y 6
25 9 + f 179 n 4
25 5 - s 260 n 0
25 6 + f 300 n 0
26 6 - f 4 n 0
26 9 - f 160 n 0
26 7 - f 195 n 4
26 8 + s 237 y 5
26 5 + s 257 n 0
26 10 + s 281 y 6
27 9 - s 106 y 10
27 7 - s 131 y 10
27 8 + f 138 y 5
27 10 + f 264 y 6
27 5 + f 300 n 0
27 6 - s 300 n 0
28 5 - s 59 n 4
28 7 + f 61 n 4
28 10 - s 99 n 4
28 9 + f 189 y 6
28 6 + f 231 n 0
28 8 - s 249 n 0
29 10 - s 107 y 5
29 9 + f 246 n 0
29 7 + f 252 n 4
29 8 - s 257 n 0
29 5 - s 268 y 5
29 6 + f 300 n 0
30 5 - s 1 n 0
30 9 + f 2 n 0
30 8 - s 7 y 10
30 6 + f 11 n 4
30 7 + f 12 y 10
30 10 - s 31 y 5
31 10 + s 60 y 10
31 9 - f 245 n 0
31 8 + s 282 y 10
31 6 - f 300 n 0
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31 5 + s 300 y 10
31 7 - f 300 y 7
32 2 + f 134 y 10
32 4 + f 191 y 10
32 3 + f 195 y 10
32 1 - s 219 y 10
32 5 - s 300 n 0
32 7 - s 300 n 0
33 3 - f 14 y 10
33 7 + s 246 n 2
33 4 - f 247 y 8
33 5 + s 293 y 8
33 1 + s 300 n 0
33 2 - f 300 n 0
34 3 + f 2 y 10
34 4 + f 22 n 0
34 5 - s 158 n 0
34 1 - s 159 y 5
34 7 - s 167 n 2
34 2 + f 300 y 5
35 7 + s 211 y 10
35 5 + s 237 y 10
35 3 - f 246 y 6
35 2 - f 287 y 10
35 1 + s 300 y 10
35 4 - f 300 n 0
36 3 - s 86 y 10
36 7 + f 87 y 10
36 5 + f 106 y 5
36 4 - s 149 y 10
36 1 + f 253 y 5
36 2 - s 255 y 10
37 3 + f 94 y 10
37 2 + f 183 y 9
37 4 + f 236 y 5
37 1 - s 265 y 5
37 5 - s 298 y 9
37 7 - s 300 y 5
38 1 + s 13 y 5
38 3 - f 220 y 10
38 2 - f 300 n 0
38 4 - f 300 n 0
38 5 + s 300 n 0
38 7 + s 300 n 0
39 5 - s 20 n 4
39 7 - s 69 y 9
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39 3 + f 208 y 10
39 4 + f 213 n 0
39 1 - s 285 y 10
39 2 + f 300 n 0
40 6 + s 1 y 5
40 10 - f 132 y 10
40 7 + s 158 y 10
40 8 - f 169 y 10
40 5 - f 238 y 10
40 9 + s 284 y 10
41 7 + f 65 n 4
41 8 - s 71 y 5
41 9 + f 104 y 9
41 6 + f 139 n 0
41 10 - s 145 y 5
41 5 - s 193 n 0
42 10 + s 57 y 5
42 8 + s 70 n 0
42 5 + s 102 y 8
42 7 - f 176 n 0
42 6 - f 188 n 0
42 9 - f 249 n 0
43 10 + f 36 y 5
43 5 + f 61 y 4
43 8 + f 80 y 5
43 7 - s 96 y 9
43 9 - s 96 n 0
43 6 - s 201 n 0
44 6 + s 114 n 4
44 8 - f 124 y 5
44 5 - f 132 n 4
44 9 + s 182 y 5
44 7 + s 274 y 5
44 10 - f 300 y 5
45 9 - f 297 y 10
45 5 + s 300 n 0
45 10 + s 300 y 5
45 8 + s 300 n 0
45 7 - f 300 n 0
45 6 - f 300 n 0
46 8 + f 40 y 6
46 9 - s 76 y 10
46 6 - s 132 n 0
46 7 - s 144 y 10
46 10 + f 167 y 9
46 5 + f 300 y 8
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47 8 - f 66 y 5
47 5 - f 85 n 4
47 10 - f 93 y 5
47 7 + s 289 y 8
47 9 + s 300 n 0
47 6 + s 300 n 0
48 5 + s 269 n 0
48 10 + s 296 y 6
48 8 + s 190 y 7
48 7 - f 300 y 6
48 9 - f 300 n 0
48 6 - f 245 n 0
49 5 + f 234 y 7
49 10 + f 73 y 5
49 8 + f 205 y 7
49 7 - s 97 n 2
49 9 - s 71 n 0
49 6 - s 168 n 0
50 5 - s 300 y 6
50 10 - s 196 y 7
50 8 - s 254 y 8
50 7 + f 300 y 6
50 9 + f 300 n 0
50 6 + f 300 y 7
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